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LaRouche: Now Is
The End of the
‘End of History’
by Nancy Spannaus

When the Soviet Union collapsed in 1990-91, a new madness took over in the
precincts of the would-be Anglo-American imperialists in Washington and Lon-
don. Now is the “end of history,” they declared. We don’t have to worry about any
more challengers to our new feudal empire of globalization and looting. We can
rule forever, because the last nation that represented an obstacle to the post-indus-
trial system inaugurated in 1971, has finally disappeared.

Fortunately for mankind, that illusion has finally been blown to smithereens.
Dramatic recent events on both sides of the Atlantic have now set the stage for

a long-overdue fundamental change in world economic and monetary policy. On
May 23, a bipartisan group of U.S. Senators delivered a significant defeat to the
Bush Administration, and, by beating back the so-called “nuclear option” against
judicial filibusters, an “option” that would have destroyed the institution of the
U.S. Senate, they placed the Bush-Cheney White House in near-lame-duck status.
Then, on May 29, voters in France overwhelmingly defeated the new proposed
European Constitution, in an action largely driven by citizens’ disgust with the
economic disasters brought about by the Maastricht Treaty’s Stability Pact and the
loss of jobs under globalization. The French events had been foreshadowed a week
earlier in the electoral defeat suffered by the German Social Democratic Party in
state elections in North Rhine-Westphalia, based on the failed economic policies
of the Schröder government in Berlin.

Both these events have profoundly upset the globalizers’ nostrums that the
nation-state had become a relic of history, and the situation is wide open for a world
dominated by cooperation among sovereign states committed to industrial and
scientific progres in the long term, and willing to use their power to secure it.

Lyndon LaRouche, who played a crucial role in tandem with leading Senators,
as well as through his Youth Movement, in organizing the Senate rebuff to Cheney’s
coup attempt, was the strongest in asserting the significance of that action. The
Senate act, which was a public demonstration of resistance to the dictatorial insanity
of the Bush Administration, was bound to have global reverberations, LaRouche
said, especially in Europe and Russia. Those nations will be remoralized to act in
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The signs of an “FDR resurgence”
in the Democratic Party are just
one indication of a trans-Atlantic
cultural paradigm-shift. Here,
Democratic Senators mobilize in
defense of Social Security at the
Franklin D. Roosevelt Memorial
in Washington, D.C. Left to right:
Harry Reid (Nev.), Charles
Schumer (N.Y.), Jim Jeffords (Vt.),
Patty Murray (Wash.), and John
Cozine (N.J.).

www.murray.senate.gov

their own interests. But, as this issue of EIR documents internationally and in
the United States, “the toothpaste can be put back in the tube,”The stunning rejection of the European Constitution—a

document which would have codified the dictatorial powers and globalization can and must be reversed. Dramatic changes
are under way in institutional and economic arenas, whichof the European Central Bank over Europe—in France, and

in Holland a few days later, was not a direct result of the U.S. will throw most, if not all, of the popular wisdom of the past
30 years out the window.Senate action, but reflects the same kind of fighting spirit

against Establishment authority. Take, for example, the common European currency.
With the defeat of the European Constitution referendum,“This is the first large-scale victory of the public against

the oligarchy of financiers and bureaucracy, that will have discussion has immediately surfaced about abandoning this
instrument of supranational control over the European na-serious political implications for the entirety of Europe,” com-

mented Russian professor Sergei Markov on the French vote. tional economies, which have been driven into the ground
by the policies of the European Central Bank, and bringing“He’s right,” remarked LaRouche.
back national currencies. National currencies would mean
a return to sovereign national control over economic policy,Burying the Post-Industrial Society

The global imperialist drive, dominated by free trade, and protection of the labor forces of nations from the
NAFTA-type outsourcing and cheap labor which have takencheap labor, and usury, did not begin in the early 1990s, of

course. The international financial oligarchy has been fight- over. “They” said it couldn’t be done, but, there is no ques-
tion but that this is the direction economic policy is nowing to impose this “New Order” since the death of Franklin

Roosevelt; the destruction of his Bretton Woods System headed.
And if these globalization policies can be dumped in Eu-with President Nixon’s decision on Aug. 15, 1971 to shift

to a floating-exchange-rate system, inaugurated the era of rope, and new measures of state credit can again be adopted
as policies for long-term economic progress, cannot the slave-destruction which has reaped the horrible domination of

poverty and war today. The name for this dominant economic labor policies of NAFTA and outsourcing which are destroy-
ing the U.S. economy be overthrown? Cannot the IMF, whichand social system is “globalization”; its reality is the destruc-

tion of all institutions, particularly sovereign governments, has imposed these policies, and the genocide that’s gone with
them, finally be dumped?that will act to protect and advance living standards for

all mankind. Lyndon LaRouche and his movement have the policies
immediately at hand, to replace the horrors of globalization.Not surprisingly, the generation of Baby Boomers which

is now in power in most nations, considers globalization inev- It is a hopeful time, and the more rapidly LaRouche’s policies
are adopted, the more hopeful it will become.itable and unstoppable. It doesn’t know anything else.
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THE NEW CULTURAL PARADIGM-SHIFT

Where Does Europe Go Now?
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

May 31, 2005 ent draft European Constitution throughout much, if not most,
of the people of Europe today. The motivation for the suppres-

Just one week after the U.S. Senate had successfully resisted sion of that news within Europe, is now empirically clear
beyond doubt.a virtually rabid Vice President Dick Cheney’s intended coup

d’état against the U.S. Constitution, a wide majority of the Now, those Senate actions and the French vote have
occurred. Therefore, what next: not only for the U.S. andparticipating 70-odd percent ration of eligible French voters

rejected the proposed European Constitution. Meanwhile, France, but the world more widely, especially the Americas
and Europe as a whole? What omens are to be read from theduring the entirety of that intervening week, the leading Euro-

pean press, with the most notable exception of Switzerland’s rumble of the approach of history’s new sounds of the rolling
tumbrils, approaching the date with history which is in theNeue Zürcher Zeitung, had kept a strict silence on the Earth-

shaking implications of the U.S. Senate’s actions in resisting making for tomorrow, as for today?
Cheney’s intended, almost Hermann Göring-like—or, should
we prefer “Carl Schmitt-like,” or “Leo Strauss-like”—coup. Then, and . . .

Since the moment of the death of U.S. President FranklinThe connection between the French election-campaign and
the week-long silence of the European press on the U.S. Sen- Roosevelt, the world has been in the grip of a generations-

long cyclical pattern, a pattern marked by the role of whatate actions should now be obvious among the thinking variety
of leading European circles. has been, in fact, a new fascist social movement. It is an

existentialist movement which has been typified by interven-When the world is sliding, at a presently accelerating rate,
into its worst general monetary-financial crisis since the ing decades of antics by an intellectual rabble associated with

the U.S. Congress for Cultural Freedom, the immediate post-1930s, with a mounting social crisis to match, political crises
such as those which recently erupted in the U.S.A. and Europe war period’s Paris Review of the U.S.A.’s Venetian-style

figure John Train et al., and so forth. The children born in thewill not be far behind. The rising pattern of visible resistance
to the proposed European Constitution among relevant Americas and Western Europe during or shortly after 1945,

were heavily impacted by the massive countercultural indoc-French circles during the weeks immediately prior to the elec-
tion already demonstrated the fact that a “reversed cultural trination which was fully underway by the beginning of the

1950s. The indoctrination of those children, under the terrify-paradigm-shift” against what France calls its “Bo-Bo” (“bo-
hemian bourgeois”) generation has now either reached “criti- ing, “brainwashing-like” conditions of the threat of general

nuclear warfare and the massive countercultural warfare incal mass,” or is on the verge of doing so. This is not a specifi-
cally French social phenomenon; the same pattern is evident, the fields such as art and education, produced what became

known as “the 68er generation” and its “rock-drug-sex youth-if often in other forms, in other places, not only in Europe,
but also in the U.S.A. Obviously, given the results of the counterculture” and kindred features.

As a result of that international countercultural campaign,French vote this past weekend, any honest reporting on the
successful U.S. Senate resistance to Cheney’s intended coup with its effects on education, especially on the education of

the growing suburban “middle class” of the 1950s and 1960s,d’état would have reinforced the rising opposition to the pres-
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The French “no” to the
European referendum signals
that a “reversed cultural
paradigm-shift” against the
“Bo-Bo” (“bohemian
bourgeois”) generation has
now either reached critical
mass, or is on the verge of
doing so. Here, “Bo-Bos” at
one of their favorite
occupations, hanging out at a
café.

www.jaumann.de

the world in general underwent what is known today as the return of the Democratic Party to its FDR tradition over the
course of the 2004 election-campaign, and the present after-“great cultural paradigm-shift,” of what was named either the

Nietzschean or post-Nietzschean ideology which produced math of the Nov. 2, 2004 election.
such phenomena as what France knows as its “Bo-Bos.” Typi-
cal were the influences of such “Frankfurt School” ideologues . . . Now

Nowhere is this latter change shown so clearly as in theas Martin Heidegger who emerged as a leading, anti-Semitic
Nazi philosopher at Freiburg, and his cronies, such as his hatred of me personally by the Bush White House and the

office of Vice President Dick Cheney, even to the point thatintimate associates Theodor Adorno and Hannah Arendt,
whose birth certificates, unlike that of Heidegger, disqualified those circles soar toward the heights of paranoia in blaming

me personally for all of the troubles which the second Georgethem from prospective careers under Hitler’s regime, but who
otherwise represented the same dionysiac, existentialist cul- W. Bush Administration has suffered over the course of 2005

to date. I have been there, so to speak, all along. Naturally, mytural virus which gave the world its Heidegger, Nietzsche,
Hitler, and their like. This “Frankfurt School” and kindred policies are received more favorably under today’s conditions

than a year earlier; but, although my policies do reflect myrecruits to the Anglo-American shock-troops of the Congress
for Cultural Freedom, were just as passionately filled with collaboration with relevant Democratic Party official circles

today, the root of those policies is the same as a year earlier,hatred against the Classical culture of Europe and the U.S.A.
as any Nazi. The brand-labels and flavor differed, but the and over decades before that. The essential change which has

frightened current White House circles to such a state of furypoison was ultimately the same existentialist hatred of mod-
ern European civilization which all shared with truth-hating against me personally as we see today, is a trend toward a

cultural paradigm-shift which reverses the effects previouslyHannah Arendt and with Angela Davis’s mentor, Herbert
Marcuse. associated with the mid-1960s rise of the “68ers.” This is the

rising trend which horrifies the Bush Administration. This isThe common denominator of all this cultural corruption
was hatred against the memory and practice of U.S. President the change we witnessed as reflected in France’s election this

past weekend.Franklin Roosevelt. Nowhere has that set of connections been
shown as dramatically as within the U.S.A. itself, even within Nowhere has this recent reversal been shown so clearly

as in comparing the role of my youth movement inside thethe relevant, “Bo-Bo”-comparable generation of the Demo-
cratic Party itself. Nowhere has this historical fact been shown U.S.A. with certain relevant developments within Europe it-

self, including the personal hatred against me and that youthso clearly as in the recent eruption of an opposite trend, in the
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The LaRouche Youth
Movement chorus performs
Bach’s motet “Jesu, meine
Freude,” in Washington, D.C.,
January 2005. These young
adults, LaRouche writes, “must
be recognized as representing
a scientifically crucial, if still,
presently, small sample of the
potentialities of the much
larger body of a new and
oncoming generation of young
adults moving in their
footsteps. They provide us the
vantage-point for
understanding what happened
in France this past weekend.”

EIRNS/Brian McAndrews

movement, as exhibited, among suggestible circles in France of the two most essential elements of the study of history
as a means for finding the meaning of a young adult’s presentand elsewhere, by the international efforts by leading official

circles of the current British government of that Liberal- existence today.
The initial, pivotal emphasis on Gauss’s 1799 dissertationImperialist Fabian (“Limp”) war-monger and Bush crony,

Prime Minister Tony Blair. as a point of young-adult entry into the study of modern sci-
ence, meant a tracing of the history of European physicalThe 2000 collapse of the U.S. IT bubble coincided with

the appearance of the potential for a new quality of youth science’s development from the pre-Aristotelean, anti-Soph-
ist Greece of Thales, Pythagoras, and Plato, through bench-movement in the U.S.A., a new youth ferment whose exis-

tence reflected a certain special quality of opposition to the mark examples including Nicholas of Cusa, Pacioli, Leonar-
do, Kepler, Fermat, Leibniz, the Ecole Polytechnique, Gauss,cultural legacy and life-style of their “Baby Boomer” parents’

generation. These young-adult layers of youth, centered in Dirichlet, and Riemann. It meant the study of history as the
history of ideas, as these examples from the history of discov-the 18-25-year-old stratum, saw themselves as having been

dumped by their parents’ generation into a “no future” world. eries in physical science typify the proper meaning of the
term “ideas.”This was not only my personal assessment of the evidence;

certain official circles in the U.S.A. had assembled the evi- It meant the study of the comparable ideas specific to
artistic composition and performance. This meant an empha-dence which led them to similar conclusions at about the

same time. sis on reference points such as Fifteenth-Century Classical
Florentine bel canto singing pivotted on the natural and tradi-On the basis of clinically convincing patterns of cultural

evidence to that effect, I responded to the approaches of a tionally Classical value of C = 256, through J.S. Bach, Haydn,
Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann, and Brahms, andrelevant portion of such youth by agreeing to sponsor a

new youth movement appropriate to their desires. The new poets and historians such as Shakespeare, Lessing, Schiller,
and the history of the U.S. Constitution, from the Winthropsmovement was, as it had to become, also a movement in

higher education, in which the two typical benchmarks were and Mathers, Franklin, Hamilton, John Quincy Adams, Lin-
coln, and Franklin Roosevelt.Carl Gauss’s 1799 dissertation on what he himself had later

named the subject of the fundamental theorem of algebra, A half-decade after all this began, the intellectual ferment,
and zest for mastering the Classical principles of choral sing-and J.S. Bach’s motet Jesu, meine Freude. These bench-

marks defined a program of emphasis on combined physical- ing, among these young men and women, would shame most
universities by comparison. They share the inclusive passionscientific and Classical-cultural education, the combination
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for discovery and truthfulness, in science, in art, in history, hoping that death will come to them silently, unannounced,
and without prescience or pain. They are immune to the “Letand in current political life, toward which any self-respecting

university would respond with kindly envy. us have a future” protests from today’s young-adult genera-
tion. “Who are you?!” the Bo-Bos and their like protest; “ThisThe progress of this program has shown me something of

special importance in understanding those individual young is our world, which must continue to be the world our chosen
life-style demands for us.” When the last illusion collapsed,adults. They must be recognized as representing a scientifi-

cally crucial, if still, presently, small sample of the potentiali- with the Spring 2000 popping of Alan Greenspan’s “IT”
financial bubble, the Bo-Bos’ already waning credibility withties of the much larger body of a new and oncoming genera-

tion of young adults moving in their footsteps. They provide the young generation began to evaporate.
This widening, post-2000 cleavage between the “Babyus the vantage-point for understanding what happened in

France this past weekend. They provide us a point of advan- Boomer” (e.g., “Bo-Bo”) generation and their young-adult
successors, has two principal dimensions. First, there are thetage for insight into what is both necessary and possible for

the world as a whole today. relatively higher income-brackets of the Baby Boomers, who
are either in the dwindling upper 20% of household income-
brackets, or still cling to a family life-style otherwise associ-The Historical Fact of Sunday

The resumption of the role of the U.S. Democratic Party ated with such brackets, and, at the same time, the growing
cleavage of the young-adult generation from the dominantfor the missions of today, is frankly the echo of the Demo-

cratic Party brought together under President Franklin Roose- life-style of the self-defined as less poor among the older
generation. Second, the young adults, whose hostility to thevelt. What has been embedded within the core of the culture

and experience of the U.S. population, its immigrants, and its Baby Boomer ideology is tempered by optimism about the
possibility of a better future for mankind, now tend to con-national institutions, over more than two centuries, is coming

back to the surface again today. The “Bo-Bo” generation of verge in a sense of common interest with those from the lower-
income brackets. For the young adult, there are those of theFrance, the U.S.A., and elsewhere, is in the process of becom-

ing massively self-discredited in a way which portends the lower-income brackets, such as skilled machine-tool design-
ers, who still embody the mixture of a continued personalfeasibility of a “reversed cultural paradigm-shift” of return of

European civilization toward the kind of optimism which the cultural optimism with a sense of immediate great peril under
any continuation of the current tendencies of the upper-critical role of the U.S.A. in defeating Hitler prompted in the

closing phase of what is called by most “World War II.” income strata of what the French call their Bo-Bos.
In the reported patterns of France’s voting, this past week-This precondition for this “reversed cultural paradigm-

shift” was ironically implicit in the falseness of widespread end, on the European Constitution issue, there are some appar-
ent exceptions which prove the rule. Overall, otherwise, theacceptance of the delusion that the fall of the Soviet Union

marked the entry of the world into something which should broad tendencies expressed are clear. What is expressed,
chiefly, is the effect of a reversed cultural paradigm-shift, ashave reminded us of Adolf Hitler’s doomed proclamation of

“A Thousand-Year Reich.” In this case, Hitler’s post-1989 expressed among young adults, which has found resonance
with those broader layers of the population which find theplagiarists spoke, as did neo-conservative fanatic Francis

Fukuyama, of an “End of History,” a phrase intended to con- shop-worn utopian delusions of “globalization” insufferable.
The reported pattern of the weekend vote in France conformsvey a Hobbesian’s systemically brutish notion of “human

nature,” a notion of a U.S. caricature of the ancient Roman to the known pattern of that “sociology” in current trends.
Outside France itself, we meet a comparable phenomenonEmpire, an empire ruling over what is often termed today “a

globalized world society.” in the apparently irreversible break-up of the so-called “Red-
Green coalition” of Germany’s current parliamentary govern-It is now nearly 16 years since that celebrated “Fall of the

Wall” which prompted “The End of History” delusion. Then, ment. In both cases, as elsewhere, including the U.S.A. itself,
the rising tendency today is toward new political coalitionsa “Bo-Bo” born after May 1945 would have been 44 or fewer

years old, but approaching 60 today. The over-confidence of based on the tradition of the promotion of the general welfare,
against right-wing currents. This portends a difficult but un-the time of President George H.W. Bush’s Presidency, has

grown tired and fearful under a persisting, presently accelerat- avoidable reassortment of electoral and related combinations
around much of the world, most clearly in the Americas anding sheer rot in the economies of the Americas and Europe,

especially so since the 2000 collapse of the “IT” bubble and Europe. It is also clear, that these combinations will pivot on
the role of those “youth movements” from among young-the defeat of Al Gore’s Presidential candidacy that same year.
adult strata, movements which tend to echo the role which my
own LaRouche Youth Movement typifies, youth movementsAnd, Therefore . . .

The “Bo-Bos” of today have retreated to behind the bat- which contribute a keystone role in leading the shift away
from the decadence of the “68ers” on both sides of thetered walls of an aging consumerist’s debt-ridden obsession

with defense of an increasingly illusory “life-style” existence, Atlantic.
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FrenchVote ‘No’
ToGlobalization
byChristine Bierre

The French vote of 55% “no” against the proposed European
Constitutional Treaty May 29 was, as Gen. Charles de Gaulle
would have said, “bold and massive.” The voter turnout was
also very high, nearly 70%, which is exceptional for this type
of referendum, and as high as the 2002 Presidential primary.
The results show that France is totally divided: The “yes” vote
was heavily concentrated in the major (and wealthier) cities,
with Paris running the highest rates at 67%; Strasbourg 63%;
and Lyon above 61%.

The “no” vote was concentrated in the poorer suburbs,
rural areas, and formerly industrial centers. In Venissieux, a
working class area near Lyon, where the Mayor had invited
Lyndon LaRouche’s leading French associate, Jacques Che-
minade, to visit an exhibit against the European Constitution, EIRNS/Kévin Desplangues

the “no” vote hit 69%! The poorer suburbs of Paris also went
Jacques Cheminade characterized the “no” vote on the European

heavily for the “no,” including Seine Saint Denis, 62%; Seine Constitution as “an abrupt halt to the last 35 years of neo-liberal
et Marne, 55%; and Val d’Oise, 53%. In rural areas like Li- drift.” Here, Cheminade (on the sound-truck), joins a LaRouche

Youth Movement week of action in Paris, January 2004.moges, 55% voted “no,” while “no” also ran high in the for-
merly industrial centers, such as Le Havre, 64% or in Pas de
Calais, 69%-plus. Maps of French unemployment published
by the press coincide precisely with maps of the “no” vote. a major change in the government. “You have expressed

your concerns and hopes,” he said. “I shall respond by givingThe “no” vote was also massive among the youth, where
unemployment levels have soared in the recent period. a new and strong impulse to government action.” The Presi-

dent also indicated that the government would concentrateThe effect of the vote has been a real earthquake, reflected
in the banner headlines of the main press: “It’s Enormous,” its efforts in the areas of unemployment and social welfare.

Shell-shocked by the results, Chirac decided to move rap-Le Parisien; “It’s ‘No,’ ” Le Figaro; and “The Biggest ‘No’
Day,” Libération. Commenting on the victory, Jacques Che- idly. On May 31, he accepted the resignation of Prime Minis-

ter Jean Pierre Raffarin and chose Dominique de Villepin asminade, characterized the vote as an “abrupt halt to the last
35 years of neo-liberal drift.” “Nothing will be the same as the new Prime Minister. Although the choice of de Villepin

indicates a halt in the free-market “liberal reform” policiesbefore,” Cheminade said, and he ruled out the various
schemes put forward to ignore the vote, such as having the the government has adopted in recent years—including large

cuts in health insurance benefits, reductions in pension funds,French vote again next year, or enacting the Constitution
among the nations that ratified it, or renegotiating the Consti- and reductions in unemployment benefits and rights—that

choice was tempered by Chirac’s decision to call his neo-tution text.
Lyndon LaRouche characterized the vote as the begin- conservative friend Nicolas Sarkozy back to the government,

with the title of Minister of State, making him number two inning of a “reverse cultural paradigm-shift” away from the
“no future/consume now” policies of the free-market econ- the government.

The choice of Sarkozy is all the more bizarre in that heomy agenda adopted by the Baby Boomers and French Bo-
Bos (bourgeois-bohemians) during the last 30 years. and de Villepin hate each other with a passion, and have been

in furious competition for the post of Prime Minister for the
past few years. Informed sources claim that it is an attemptA Full Government Reshuffle

In a carefully worded statement, President Jacques by Chirac to control Sarkozy, something that is more easily
done if the ambitious politician is part of the government andChirac tried to de-dramatize the results, while announcing
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not outside it. For Sarkozy’s part, his entourage says that he ization.” In an address to the National Assembly on June 7,
de Villepin, reports Le Monde, will emphasize “employment,realizes that a total failure of the government will also kill

his career. solidarity, and research. A relaunching of public investment,
through a policy of great projects, could be announced, pre-Beyond the personalities and names, it is only the eco-

nomic program adopted by the new government which will suming by that, that the government will have decided to free
itself from the constraints of the European Stability Pact. Atell whether France’s leaders have really understood the mes-

sage of the population. If there is no change in policy, or new crisis under way with [EU headquarters] Brussels is a
prospect that does not frighten de Villepin. It is not certain,merely cosmetic improvements, stated Cheminade, then this

government will be nothing but a “government of particles,” however, that France’s partners will be so conciliatory after
the massive rejection of the constitutional treaty by thea pun on the word particle which, beyond the common mean-

ing in French and English, is also a reference in French to the French people.”
Should this policy be adopted, speculates Le Monde, de“de” particle added to the names of aristocrats. And both

Dominique de Villepin and Nicolas Sarkozy de Nagy-Bocsa Villepin will try to move rapidly, using rulings by decree to
legislate the authorization of programs. The two other areasare aristocrats.

According to the daily Le Monde June 2, however, Domi- into which he intends to intervene, according to Le Monde, are
jobs creation for youth, via financial incentives for regionalnique de Villepin had established in recent months the “diag-

nosis of a country plunged into crisis by the shock of global- bodies. Unfortunately, this sounds like the non-productive

Lyndon LaRouche, has been reinforced. The coup, and
with it the effort to impose a preventive nuclear war strat-Cheminade: AMandate To egy in foreign policy, has been temporarily halted.

There remains, however, both here and there, the needLift Europe FromCrisis
to give positive content to the Resistance. In the world, the
crisis in the hedge fund and real estate markets, will reveal,

Jacques Cheminade, leader over the June financial deadlines, the extent of the crisis in
of the Solidarity and Prog- the monetary system. This will be the moment to rise up
ress party in France, and for change. This will be the moment to again found Europe,
an associate of Lyndon but not on the basis of diplomatic arrangements and bu-
LaRouche, used the words of reaucrats.
Gen. Charles de Gaulle to We propose:
declare, after the “no” 1. To re-establish a program of research and heavy
against the financial oligar- investments able to create 20 million skilled jobs by devot-
chy, “the harsh joy of taking ing 10% of our GDP;
responsibility.” Cheminade, 2. To create the conditions for financing this, beyond
who played a major role in taxes and borrowing, via mobilizing public productive
catalyzing the mobilization credit issued by a system of national banks, accountable to

EIRNS/Finn Hakansson

of the “no” vote, headlined his May 30 statement with this the citizens;
slogan from de Gaulle. The statement follows: 3. To build a Europe of fatherlands and citizens via a

Eurasian Land-Bridge policy, integrating Iraq and China,
The rejection by the French people of the European refer- with Turkey and Russia as the links.
endum-ultimatum brings to a halt 35 years of neo-liberal Any thought of forcing France to vote a second time,
drift and promotion of unemployment. We have received or to implement the Constitution only in those countries
a mandate to bring life to Europe so that it can face up to which ratified it, or to renegotiate the rejected text, would
the world crisis. By providing an overview, we will be able be all insults to the universal right to vote. Let us re-read
to mobilize the people. The international circumstances the “Edge of the Sword” of de Gaulle, and “The Modern
lend themselves to this. In the United States, between May Republic” of Mendes-France, Leibniz and Carnot, Fried-
21-23, Democratic and Republican lawmakers stopped a rich List, and the text of the Treaty of Westphalia. Europe
coup d’état by George Bush, Vice President Cheney, and needs reference points and enthusiasm and a movement
Karl Rove, aimed at imposing a Presidential dictatorship. that can change the conditions of struggle on a world scale;
The imperialists and neo-conservatives have been weak- it needs to bet on the future and not on this odd petty
ened. The Franklin Roosevelt tendency, revitalized by institutional fix.
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Pact requirement, Debré stated a clear “Yes.
. . . I think that the Stability Pact must not be
such a strong constraint as it is today.”

According to Le Monde, debate around
this issue has become intense since the defeat
of the referendum, particularly among the
right-wing majority at the National Assem-
bly and, of course, at the Finance Ministry.
There, if Thierry Bretton, the current Eco-
nomics and Finance Minister, is happy to
have contributed to the recent reform of the
Stability Pact, he is also known to be against
deficit spending and indebtedness as a means
of public credit. A few deputies are favorable
to Jean-Louis Debré’s views on this issue,
says Le Monde, indicating that the “govern-
ment could authorize itself certain freedom

EIRNS/Finn Hakansson
with those rules,” in order to relaunch

Lyndon LaRouche (right) and his French co-thinker Jacques Cheminade, leader of growth. Different measures are being dis-
the Solidarity and Progress Party in France.

cussed in this direction, among which are a
joint Franco-German initiative.

Le Monde states that Jean-Louis Borloo,
the present and future Social Affairs Minis-

ter, will be getting more funds to carry out his Social Cohesionmake-work projects the government has adopted over the last
few years. This is no substitute for the kind of large-scale Plan, and is calling “for a rapid Franco-German action.” “A

joint initiative could indeed be one of the axes of the economicinfrastructure-building plan that Cheminade and LaRouche
are calling for, in the context of a New Bretton Woods finan- policies of de Villepin. The idea is progressing rapidly. Its

content remains to be determined. Will it be grand publiccial reorganization.
investments as Debré is calling for, or rather initiatives for
exports, innovation, research, and perhaps even social andEuropean Stability Pact Under Fire Again

Under the crisis of the “no” vote, an important debate has fiscal reforms.”
During a meeting with the majority Senators on June 1,broken out, at least in some quarters of the present majority.

Jean-Louis Debre, son of de Gaulle’s Prime Minister Michel the new Prime Minister said he was giving himself 100 days
to regain the trust of the French people. In his first televisedDebré, who is now President of the National Assembly, has

called for emergency measures to deal with unemployment address that same evening, de Villepin stated once again that
the government’s priority will be the fight against unemploy-and other economic difficulties. During a luncheon organized

for the new Prime Minister at the Hotel de Lassay with the ment, the fight in favor of the most vulnerable, but also, the
right to create new companies as well as the right to look intoright-wing majority deputies, Jean-Louis Debré called for de-

creeing a “state of emergency for employment.” “Let us listen the future: innovation, research, new technologies, and a new
industrial policy for France.to the message of our fellow citizens,” he said. “Employment,

especially for the youth, must be our absolute priority. We The new government has still to unveil its policies. How
significant will this effort be? What kinds of jobs will theyhave 22 months to demonstrate the efficiency of our actions

in the area of employment, professional training, and social be creating? Will these be make-work projects, aimed at
making the economy turn by increasing consumption? Or,justice.” More important, in an interview to national radio

RTL, on May 31, Debré reopened the debate on the hated will there be jobs around great infrastructure projects useful
to Europe, and in connection with a broader Eurasian policy,European Stability Pact, which imposes heavy financial sanc-

tions on countries which violate the two main financial criteria involving a particular alliance with Germany, as LaRouche
and his co-thinkers in France are promoting?of the Maastricht Treaty: that deficits and government indebt-

edness cannot go beyond 3% and 60% of the GDP, respec-
tively. The Socialist Party: In Total Denial

The worst reactions to the slap in the face by the FrenchDebré called for “policies centered on the defense of em-
ployment and solidarity and on a very active policy for re- electorate were those of the official Socialist Party leadership.

This group of ideologues—Bo-Bos at their worst—consti-launching of public investments.” Questioned on whether that
meant that France should consider itself free of the Stability tuted by François Hollande, his wife Ségolène Royale, and
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former ministers in the Jospin government, Dominique
Strauss Kahn and Martine Aubry, among others, has refused
to draw the lessons of the vote. Instead they are plotting to
purge Socialist Laurent Fabius and others in the Socialist Signs of Change
Party who led the campaign for the “no” vote. In official
statements immediately after the defeat, François Hollande, InGermany, Also
the head of the Socialist Party, blamed only Chirac for the
defeat, not mentioning the fact that just three years ago the by Rainer Apel
Socialist Party had been thrown out of the Presidential race
for the first time in more than 20 years, for having adopted

Three spectacular developments on May 22, 23, and 29 havethe same policies!
The first meeting of the national leadership of the Social- changed the strategic and economic environment for Ger-

many in a profound way—more so, than most Germans mayist Party, including supporters of the “yes” and the “no,”
will occur June 4. At that meeting, the leadership will try yet recognize. The stunning defeat of Chancellor Gerhard

Schröder’s Social Democrats (SPD) in the May 22 legislativeto get the body to endorse a statement which will be written
by the “yes” leaders in such terms that Laurent Fabius will elections in Germany’s most-populated state of North Rhine-

Westphalia, and Schröder’s surprise announcement on elec-be forced either to join them, or leave the leadership of the
party. In an interview with the June 2 Le Monde, Strauss tion day evening, after the SPD defeat, of his plan for early

elections by mid-September, have created a rather turbulentKahn, when asked whether he thinks Fabius should remain
at his post as number two of the party, didn’t hesitate to situation in Germany.

Not only does that imply the abrupt end of the Socialstate, “I’m not sure that Fabius wants to continue with us
on the orientations that we have followed in the last two Democrats’ “red-green” national coalition with the Green

party; it also means the beginning of the end of 25 years ofyears”—that is, the policies that have been disavowed by
the French population. ecologist penetration of politics in Germany. At present, only

a minority of Germans would say that openly, outside of theWhen asked whether he would support a French “with-
drawal from the Stability Pact, an increase of public spending, LaRouche movement, but there are some, among the labor

unions, among traditional, labor-linked Social Democratsand the creation of jobs by the State, as some in the right-wing
majority are calling for,” Strauss Kahn responded that such (SPD) and Christian Democrats (CDU), and they have re-

ceived support, after May 22, from two prominent Socialpolicies would be tantamount to an “attack on the euro. Yet,
without the euro, the budget policies of Chirac would have Democrats: Kurt Beck, vice chairman of the SPD, said on

May 24, that his party will not conduct an ecology-fixatedled us to the IMF.”
Mopsfledermaus (roughly: “dingbat”) election campaign, but
that the creation of jobs will have priority over ecologist con-A National Role for Jacques Cheminade

Only if the French elites listen carefully to the proposals cerns about the defense of alleged “animals rights” at the
expense of investment projects.of LaRouche and Cheminade will France, and Europe be able

to reorient towards the growth policies of the “30 glorious Siegmar Gabriel, also a member of the national SPD party
executive, added a head-on attack on ecologism on May 29,years” of the post-war reconstruction, which were heavily

influenced by the ideas of Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal and charging the Greens with “preventing us [the SPD] from cre-
ating and securing jobs in Germany. . . . Our voters expectby the Colbertist dirigist planning treasured by the French.

Although there are many competent politicians, civil ser- the Social Democrats to stand up in favor of innovation and
employment. . . . The SPD has depended too much on thevants, economists, and scientists in France, in the last 30

years, with very rare exceptions, it has been mainly the Greens.” He added that he “very much regrets” that the SPD
is forced to have the Greensas a coalition partner in the presentLaRouche/Cheminade forces who carried the weight in fight-

ing against the free-market economy of the oligarchy, the German government. SPD national party chairman Franz
Müntefering had already said on May 27, that he could “imag-Shultzes, Thatchers, Blairs, Mitterrands, and other enemies of

the people, risking reputations, careers, financial well-being, ine other coalitions . . . including Grand Coalitions,” meaning
with the Christian Democrats, the largest opposition party.and even their freedom, for this fight.

In that period of time, it is also the LaRouche/Cheminade
forces who sought inspiration for the solutions to the present End of the ‘Conservative Revolution’

Now, the May 23 vote of the U.S. Senate rejecting thecrisis in the achievements of great statesmen of the past. If
Chirac and Schröder want to survive politically, if President ominous Bush-Cheney script for a coup against the Constitu-

tion, a vote based on the courageous stand of a bipartisanPutin of Russia is to survive, they must reject the free-market
agenda now, and move forcefully towards world monetary group of seven Democratic and seven Republican Senators in

defense of the Constitution, is highly important for Germany.reform and the Eurasian Land-Bridge grand economic design.
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For Bush and Cheney to be turned into lame ducks,
by meeting unsurmountable resistance (which the
LaRouche movement helped to build) in the Senate,
has very direct implications for the Administration’s
German allies—notably the present leadership of the
Christian Democrats. The CDU leaders are still on
“autopilot,” propagandizing against Chancellor
Schröder as if we were still in the early days of the
Iraq War of 2003, when Bush and Cheney were at the
peak of raw power politics. What these CDU leaders,
such as party chairwoman Angela Merkel, do not want
to realize, is that the aura of the “Conservative Revolu-
tion” has been broken, by the Senate agreement to
defend the Constitution, and this change combines
with the other, underlying trend away from the era of

EIRNSradicalized shareholder monetarism, which became
The LaRouche party, the BüSo, organizing in Aachen, during the Northdrastically visible when 55% of the French population
Rhine-Westphalia elections. The smashing defeat for the Social Democratsvoted “no” in their national referendum on the Euro-
there opened up Chancellor Schröder’s party to consideration of new

pean Union Charter, on May 29. The Charter would policy options.
have stripped away any remnants of national sover-
eignty, transferring political power directly into the
hands of the independent central banking system and
the financier oligarchy. exists also in other European states, namely an alienation of

the people from the institutions, and it was wrong to push forThe French vote (and the Dutch rejection of the EU Char-
ter which followed on June 1) is the complement, on the the integration of Europe predominantly under the flag of

liberalized markets. The referendum in France was an unmis-one hand, to the increasing opposition in Germany to the
destruction of industry at the hands of “shareholder value” takable signal that Europe will not function without the con-

sent and sympathy of the people.”and globalization; and to the heated debate among Germans
on the defense of the Common Good, after SPD party chair- Especially with Peters, another very important aspect en-

ters the stage, because he also called for a big German publicman Franz Müntefering spoke of “financial market locusts”
in an April 17 interview. The French vote is, on the other hand, sector investment program, in an interview on May 25. He

warned the SPD and the Chancellor that if they held on tothe kick-off for a new phase of struggle against supranational
monetarist institutions like the EU bureaucracy, the European their budget-cutting Agenda 2010, they would face certain

defeat in the early elections in September—just as they haveCentral Bank, the International Monetary Fund, and others.
also lost, because of this policy, all elections since the last
national elections in September 2002. Instead, Peters urged,Uphold the Social State: the General Welfare

Whereas most of Germany’s political establishment was the SPD should go for a big public sector infrastructure pro-
gram to overcome “an investment backlog of 400 billionin a state of shock and hysterical denial over the May 29 vote

in France, the labor unions were the first to welcome the euros.”
With that, the debate in Germany begins to be very inter-French “no.” Michael Sommer, chairman of the German La-

bor Federation DGB, and Jürgen Peters, chairman of the metal esting, because it enters territory dominated, so far, by the
LaRouche movement—the Civil Rights Movement Solidar-workers union, supported the French vote, issuing statements

on May 30, saying it is an unmistakable message to political ity, or BüSo—with its call for an annual investment program
in high-technology industry and infrastructure of 200 billionleaders to rework their European agenda. “The majority of

the French voters,” Sommer said in Berlin, “have issued an euros. This was the theme of the Buëso campaigns for the
legislative elections in Saxony last Summer, and in Northurgent appeal for a renewal of the European social state model

. . . and it is, naturally, also a response to free-market strate- Rhine-Westphalia this Spring. On May 26, Helga Zepp-
LaRouche, the chairwoman of the BüSo, issued a statementgies which the French government has pursued during the

past years.” Sommer called on political leaders in Europe, saying her party would enter full-force into the Federal elec-
tion campaign, insisting “on the necessity of a new financial“not to try to ignore the vote,” but to seriously work out a new

agenda that can find the support of the majority of the peoples system, a New Bretton Woods in the tradition of FDR.” They
will campaign for the development of the Eurasian Land-of Europe. “Europe will either be social or it will not be,”

Sommer added. Bridge, and the creation of 10 million new productive jobs
in Germany.Peters said in Frankfurt: “We have seen in France what
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Philippine Senator Pimentel
Calls for New Bretton Woods
Sen. Aquilino “Nene” Pimentel, rency other than the U.S. dollar. While this might be a fit

subject for another discussion, allow me to venture a sugges-the head of the opposition in the
Philippines Senate, issued a stir- tion now that a gold standard or some such measure of a

currency’s worth that is not dependent on the say-so of onering call for the Congress of the
Philippines to join with the Italian country, may be a good basis to re-examine and rewrite the

Bretton Woods agreement that was adopted towards the endChamber of Deputies in its reso-
lution for an international confer- of World War II in 1944.

The Italian Chamber of Deputies cited as among the rea-ence of sovereign nations, to dis-
cuss and adopt a New Bretton sons for the urgent need of adopting a new Monetary System,

the crashes of huge international conglomerates such as Par-Woods monetary system, a fixed-
exchange-rate system to replace malat (that, in the words of the Resolution, left a “hole of 14.3

billion euros that must still be accounted for”); the Long Termthe decrepit floating-exchange-
rate system based on the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Capital Management fund, Enron, the Argentine bonds, Cirio

Company Limited, and Finmatica.which has bankrupted the world financial system. Senator
Pimentel made the call during an address to the Chamber of The present system, according to the Italian Parliament,

“certainly reveals a lack of effective tools and controls regard-Real Estate and Builders Associations (CREBA) in Manila
on May 26. ing financial operations and the behavior of certain partici-

pants in economic activity, such as auditing companies, rat-The collapsing state of the Philippine economy, and the
social crisis it has engendered, were presented in the June 3 ings agencies, advisors, companies that float stocks and

bonds.” Note that the Italian solons stressed, among otherissue of EIR, reporting on a visit to Manila by EIR correspon-
dent Mike Billington. things, the inability of nations to have a voice in the way rating

agencies, to be specific, like Moody’s, Standard and Poor’sSenator Pimentel introduced his call by noting the ab-
sence of an anti-usury law in the Philippines. As a result, he and Fitch, subject sovereign nations to their arbitrary credit

grading systems. The concerns voiced by the Italian legisla-said: “banks can do anything to fleece their customers for
more payments by way of interest or what not. . . . [E]ntrepre- tors echo our own apprehensions here that our country is also

being taken for a ride by the credit raters, whom we pay for,neurs whose pockets are less deep than those of foreign enter-
prises have been devastated by the unexpected rise of interest who downgrade us whenever it suits them and their interna-

tional lending clientele. . . .rates on their loans.” Pimentel then presents his resolution
for a New Bretton Woods, and concludes with a call for a
mass housing program for the Philippines as the centerpiece Systemic Crisis

In a similar vein, the lawmakers of Italy concluded in theirof an emergency approach to kick-starting the economy and
alleviating the horrendous homelessness crisis in the nation. resolution that “it should be clear to everyone that we are

faced with a truly systemic crisis—that is, a financial crisisReprinted here is an edited version of the section of his
speech calling for a New Bretton Woods: that is not limited to the stock markets or the people who work

in the financial sector, but rather, directly affects the living
Before I proceed with our observations on our local economy, standards of millions of people, destroys productive eco-

nomic capacity, negatively affects employment, and oftenmaybe it is appropriate at this point for me to share with you
the information that on April 6, 2005, the Italian Chamber of leads to the disintegration of the pensions of people who have

worked productively and honestly for their entire lives.”Deputies passed a proposal to adopt a new Bretton Woods
Monetary System. I read that to mean that if a new monetary The Italian parliament stated that “the financial and bank-

ing crises raise widespread worries not only among smallsystem is adopted, hopefully it will institute safeguards
against the deleterious effects of free trade, and perhaps even investors (in Italy alone these crises have affected 1 million

people and their families) and serious companies (tens ofdo away with the floating exchange rates of many national
currencies, with the U.S. dollar as the point of reference. thousands of small and medium-size businesses have recently

been involved in financial derivatives operations, with sig-I share the view of the Italian lawmakers that there should
be a better gauge to determine the worth of a country’s cur- nificant losses), but also among the governing classes of the
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Citigroup, are themselves most responsible for this dizzying
growth, as can be seen from the reports of the American gov-New Bretton Woods Signers ernment institution known as the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency: In June 2003, JP Morgan reached the level of $33.3
trillion in derivatives, with an increase of $4.5 trillion in onlyHelga Zepp-LaRouche issued a call in April to form an
6 months; Bank of America reached $14.3 trillion, and Citi-“Ad Hoc Committee for a New Bretton Woods,” which
group $13 trillion. A year later, JP Morgan Chase aloneis drawing supporters worldwide. Since mid-May, a
brought the total of its derivatives operations up to $43 trillion,few of the new signers include:
an increase of $10 trillion in only 12 months.”Austria: Prof. Dr. Ernst Florian Winter, former Di-

This is quite a distortion, they said, if we consider thatrector of the Diplomatic Academy in Vienna. Argen-
U.S. GDP is about $11 trillion.tina: Congressman Eduardo Macaluse, ARI party.

The Italian Parliament Resolution committed the ItalianDenmark: Asger Baunsbak-Jensen, chairman of the
government to the following:Social-Liberal Party. Germany: Wolfgang Hoderlein,

1. To act in the relevant international venues in order toSocial Democrat, Member of State Parliament, Ba-
create a new financial architecture, aimed at avoiding futurevaria; Heidi Lueck, Social Democrat, Member of State
financial crashes and the repetition of speculative bubbles,Parliament, Bavaria; Dr. Claus Noe, Social Democrat,
and thus dedicated to the main objective of supporting theformer Deputy Finance Minister; Steffen Reiche, So-
real economy; andcial Democrat, former Minister of Science in the state

2. To take all necessary initiatives to reach, as soon asof Brandenburg, now a deputy in the state parliament
possible, together with other nations, the convocation of anof Potsdam. Italy: Sen. Gigi Malabarba, Rifondazione
international conference at the level of Heads of State andComunista party. Panama: Eduardo Rios, labor
Government, to create a new and more just global monetarylawyer.
and financial system.

As a lawmaker, I share the views of the Italian parliamen-
tarians to protect the welfare of our respective constituencies.
I, therefore, suggest that our Congress can do no less but
support the call for the establishment of a new Bretton Woodsvarious countries involved. There is a crisis of the entire fi-

nancial system, in which hedge funds, that are beyond any monetary system to protect and ensure the security of the
financial dealings and other economic activities of peoplessort of rules or control, are taking on an ever-larger role. In

fact, it is estimated that the entire financial bubble, counting worldwide.
I find the proposal of the Italian lawmakers reasonable inall financial derivatives and all other forms of existing debt,

is equal to about $400 trillion, compared to a worldwide GDP that “given the internationalization of financial markets, one
nation by itself, or even Europe alone, is not able to guaranteeof slightly more than $40 trillion.”
the control and application of stronger rules in a decisive
manner.”Economy Gap

Citing the most recent data officially reported by the Bank
for International Settlements [BIS] in Basel, the Italian parlia- A Vast Housing Backlog

In the context of our country’s needs, where we have amentarians warned of the “widening of the gap between the
real economy and the purely financial economy,” that is mani- backlog of over half-a-million housing units a year, loans for

housing governed by a stable, transparent, and accountablefested in the “true explosion of the financial derivatives bub-
ble and other forms of debt.” They added that the exponential international financial system with a fixed interest rate would

go a long way towards addressing our nation’s development,rate of growth of these financial and speculative figures is a
further source of concern. The BIS report “OTC [Over the even in this area alone.

I understand, however, that even if we can constructCounter] Derivatives Market Activity in the First Half of
2003,” published on Nov. 12, 2003, admits the following 500,000 new houses a year with foreign or local funds, it

would still take some ten or so years to wipe out the nationalnotional values of OTC derivatives, in billions of dollars:
June 2002: $127,500; December 2002: $141,700; June 2003: backlog on housing. Be that as it may, I submit that it is still

in the national interest that we go into a massive housing$169,700; that is, an increase of $42 trillion in 12 months!
And the BIS report for 2004 indicates the notional value of program. The beneficial consequences to the nation in general

from such an activity would be tremendous and incalculable.OTC derivatives as reaching $220 trillion as of June 2004,
thus representing an increase of $50 trillion in only 12 months. Housing starts would certainly animate the economy in a posi-

tive manner; bring employment to a lot of people; and, as a“In addition to the main Italian banks involved in the Cirio
and Parmalat cases, the three American banks involved in the bonus, security to the lives of millions of the homeless in this

country. . . .Parmalat matter, JP Morgan Chase, Bank of America, and
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istration from ramming through issues that they would other-
Interview: Aquilino Pimentel wise be able to do without recognizing the right to filibuster.

So in effect, we are happy with the development, that there
was such a compromise arrived at by Republicans and Dem-
ocrats on this issue.

EIR: I know there is an effort in the Philippines to changeDefend Our Rights,
from the presidential system to the parliamentary system, and
people who are promoting that say explicitly that their pur-Against Globalization
pose is to do away with the kind of opposition that they run
in to in the Congress now, by changing to a parliamentary

Opposition leader Sen. Aquilino Pimentel, of the Philippines, system. Is that fight continuing there?
Pimentel: The move to amend the Constitution was articu-was interviewed by Mike Billington on June 2, 2005, by tele-

phone. lated by the President just today, actually just a few hours
ago. I am in favor of amending the Constitution, but primarily
to adopt a federal system of government. Any attempt toEIR: How was the reception to your speech calling for a

New Bretton Woods monetary system? change the form of government, from presidential to parlia-
mentary, will have to undergo an intensive discussion to findPimentel: The reception here is not that pronounced yet,

because I just made the suggestion a couple of days ago, and out what is suitable to our own experience as a people. So that
is the position, because this is the stand of my party since wethere are so many things that occupy people’s minds here.

But I think I can sense that it must be getting into the minds founded PP Laban in 1982—shifting to a federal system of
government, and the probability of instituting a parliamentaryof the progressive sector of this society. I was invited to join

a forum, a television talk show on the issue, not only on my form of government, are parts of the platform that my party
had advocated in 1982. My position now is, let’s take a lookproposal that we cut the interest rates of the country, but I

think that this will branch out into the matter of the Bretton at this issue, whether changing to the parliamentary form of
government would be better in the light of our own experienceWoods issue. . . .
as a people.

EIR: You had mentioned earlier that you thought you might
introduce this proposal into an international forum, perhaps EIR: The danger LaRouche points to on this is that only the

presidential system allows for the checks and balances thatthe International Parliamentarians Union.
Pimentel: That’s correct. That’s still up in the air. If I can go do not exist when you have a prime minister appointed by the

majority, so that you always have a majority held by oneto the Geneva convention, I will try to do so, but that is still
not until sometime in October, so we are not pressed for that party, while it also allows for the private banking system to

have control over government, as opposed to the governmentmatter to act on now.
having control over the banking system.
Pimentel: This is correct. This is why I mentioned to youEIR: Let me ask you a couple of questions on international

developments. I would like to know your response to the that the parliamentary form of government, even in England
today, is being criticized for the points that you have men-historic developments of the last week, both in Washington

and in Europe. Mr. LaRouche has characterized the vote in tioned: that a party in control of Parliament would practically
ram everything through without regards to any dissentingthe U.S. Senate against the effort by Bush and Cheney to do

away with the filibuster in our Senate, as the defeat of an opinion. One of the things I don’t like in a parliamentary form
of government, if we followed the traditional way of draftingattempted coup, and many of the leading Democrats and some

Republicans recognized that fact. laws in parliament—what I don’t like is that only members
of the ruling party have the right to introduce bills. I object toPimentel: Well, on the matter of the right of filibusters,

that is an important feature of a democratic government, that. I have been introducing bills left and right as a member
of the opposition, and in some instances I’ve been quite suc-where the rule of the majority must always be tempered by

the right of the minority to speak out. If they were to do cessful in pushing those bills.
away with the rule of the filibuster, that would effectively
muscle the right of the minority to really scrutinize, in the EIR: Let me ask also, then, what do you think about the

French and the Dutch vote against the European Constitution,case of the U.S., really questionable appointments, especially
to the judiciary, by the minority, by the Democrats, in the against globalization?

Pimentel: Well, that’s a blow to all the aspirations of theU.S. scenario. We are glad to see that the attempt to do
away with the right to filibuster has been defeated, because European Union. I have mixed feelings about that, because I

thought that the EU at least offers a counterbalance to thewe are also using that same tactic here to prevent the Admin-
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predominance of the imperialistic features in the U.S., all over sion in July. In the meantime, I have some elbow room to
prepare that resolution well.the world. If you look at the record, the EU stood against the

justification put forward by the U.S. for the Iraq war. I thought
that if the EU stood together to balance the unilateralism of EIR: I hope so, because we’re going to try very hard to get

some of the other nations on board, not only Asian, but aroundthe U.S., then there was hope for better treatment of the devel-
oping countries like us. So that’s why I have mixed feelings the world. The Latin American nations are reading your

speech very closely. As you know, they are faced with a simi-on this development.
lar policy of the destruction of their national economies by
the international financial institutions, and we are trying toEIR: It is our view, and Mr. LaRouche has been very clear

on this, that the attempt to impose the Constitution in Europe, organize them to take the same kind of global view, that the
Italians have, and that you have in this call.even though it was presented as an effort to unite Europe

as a counter to the United States, in fact was intended to Pimentel: Yes, I am so happy and grateful that you are taking
the trouble of disseminating that information from a non-undermine the sovereignty of the nations of Europe, and

especially of France and Germany, by putting them under entity like me! I think it is good for people who are similarly
minded—we in Asia are very much concerned and alarmedinternational banking controls. In other words, the interna-

tional financial institutions that were running the proposed at the rate our economies are being raped and devastated by
the policies of globalization, but don’t seem to care about theunited Europe would have had dictatorial powers over the

sovereign nations, and so, in fact, it was placing the European welfare of the teeming masses of the peoples of Asia.
countries under an increased control of the Anglo-American
financial institutions and “globalization,” which is just the EIR: In your speech, you were speaking to a building associ-

ation, and you concluded with a call for a national home-new name for imperialism. This is what the people of Europe
recognized, because it was the financial policies of this Con- building program, which you strongly indicated would de-

pend upon a functioning world monetary system. Could youstitution, which were neo-liberal, globalization policies,
which were rejected by the voters. So I think the attempt to comment on this plan? Because I know when I visit the Philip-

pines, it is always striking to see how many squatters, howdescribe this as a vote against the United States is wrong,
and, especially, when you see that the French have now many homeless people there are in the country.

Pimentel: Mike, I think you must have noticed in my speechappointed Dominique de Villepin, who was the leading op-
ponent of the U.S. on the Iraq war, who has now become that I cited the statistics of roughly 500,000 housing units

needed every year. Considering the magnitude of that prob-their Prime Minister.
Pimentel: You know, Mike, I must tell you that about lem, I know that we cannot rely only on our domestic re-

sources. That is why, even if I was not able to develop thatsix years ago I expressed an opinion that the financial
policies of my government, of our government, apparently thought more clearly in my speech, I was insinuating that

it is all right if we borrow money from financial institutions,are running riot over the lives of our people, because
these are dictated beyond our borders, and without benefit provided that we have a cap to interest rates that are being

imposed upon us, and we should never be left dependentof law. It’s funny that you mention that now, because I
was really thinking that business interests, I suppose on on the whims of our international creditors to raise the

interest rates whenever the exchange rate between the dollara global scale, try to overwhelm domestic interests—not
only business, but all other policies of government, in and the peso changes. I certainly believe that if we can get

to that point, where an international monetary order of somethe developing world. If that was the reason why the
French and the Dutch have resoundingly voted against sort, a New Bretton Woods agreement with fixed rates that

could facilitate the development the world, and not only thethe Constitution of the EU, well, I am a little bit buoyed
up by the thought that probably the other countries will developed world but also the developing world—because I

understand that, I think, about two-thirds of the [consump-begin to realize that developing countries like us in Asia
have rights, inalienable rights, to defend the lives of our tion of the] consuming world is based in the developing

world.people against the onslaught of globalization.

EIR: Yes, I agree. I think that there is a wave of opposition
spreading out from Washington through Europe, which has
the potential of moving into Asia, in opposition to globaliza- To reach us on the Web:
tion, and I think, in fact, that your resolute call for a New
Bretton Woods represents precisely that intent and that grow-
ing ferment. www.larouchepub.com
Pimentel: Yes, and I’m going to follow that through by filing
a formal resolution, perhaps when Congress resumes its ses-
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On-Site Report

Korea Crisis: Asia Has
Cards, Must Think Big
by Kathy Wolfe

As South Korean President Roh Moo-hyun prepared to fly to ans also cast doubt on U.S. intelligence reports that North
Korea would need a secret uranium bomb program, when itsWashington for a June 10 summit with George Bush, Vice

President Dick Cheney unilaterally issued a personal attack plutonium-bomb-drive is open to all the world, a charge first
made by EIR in August 2003, and widely published in Koreanon North Korean leader Kim Jong-il May 30. On nationwide

CNN TV, Cheney called Kim “one of the world’s most irre- by Mahl Magazine in Seoul. Further, former President Kim
Dae-jung told Asahi News in Tokyo May 24 that Pyongyangsponsible leaders.” North Korea responded to profile June 2:

Its Foreign Ministry called Cheney “a blood-thirsty beast” has no motivation or intention of testing a nuclear bomb,
because that would risk destruction with no benefit—directlywho “has drenched various parts of the world in blood.”

Cheney’s speech was “little short of telling the D.P.R.K. contradicting daily Pentagon reports for the past two months
that such a test is “imminent.”[North Korea] not to come” to the Six Power nuclear peace

talks, the Foreign Ministry noted, just as a May 13 U.S.- In fact, the “Who Lost South Korea?” debate is so far
gone that the Cheney crowd has resorted to trying to scareD.P.R.K. meeting at the United Nations had created “a chance

for resuming the talks. This clearly indicates his rejection of Koreans back into the barn, by threatening to “sell them down
the river to China.”the D.P.R.K. regime, and his intention to put the brake” on

talks, the Foreign Ministry said, so the talks are now dead “U.S. officials are ready to write off the South Korea alli-
ance,” an irate elder Seoul leader told me on arrival there Mayuntil the U.S. apologizes.

Cheney’s deliberate provocation raises the fresh prospect 4. “They say President Roh is acting like an asset of Beijing,
by refusing to blockade Pyongyang. They say that Roh, byof a Bush Administration attack, given that the Pentagon’s

newly operational “CONPLAN 8022” blueprint specifies use proposing that South Korea could be a ‘balancer’ between
Washington and Beijing, will end up making all Korea into aof nuclear weapons in a first strike on North Korea and Iran.

[See this issue’s editorial.] Chinese colony again. They even threaten, like Dean
Acheson, that Roh has put South Korea itself outside the U.S.The Pentagon confirmed May 30 that 15 F-117 stealth

bombers were just deployed to South Korea to warn Kim defense perimeter.”
Roh’s real problem, however, is that he has no economicJong-il, as the New York Times wrote May 31, that “even

though the American military is tied up in Iraq, it can reach policy. Despite major support among Seoul intellectuals for
EIR’s New Silk Road inter-Korean economic developmenthis capital.”

Now the question is: Will South Korea, Japan, China, and program, “We can’t get the Blue House to wake up,” senior
church and political leaders said. “EIR’s Grand Design forRussia stand helpless while this scenario unfolds?

During a May 4-24 trip to the area, I found resistance. the whole regional framework, backed by China, Russia, and
Japan, would have worked,” said one economist, “but they
have no vision.” People can’t eat anti-American slogans, soPrinciple of National Sovereignty

I visited South Korea and Japan to present EIR Founding the Korean economy is collapsing, as EIR warned a year ago.
Roh’s Party lost this April’s by-elections and could lose theEditor Lyndon LaRouche’s book Earth’s Next Fifty Years,

which proposes that the world adopt major new paradigms, National Assembly and Presidency.
A few ultra-leftists aside, most South Koreans want to besuch as a “New Westphalia.” As in the Treaty of Westphalia

(1648), it would re-establish the principle of national sover- pro-American, but can’t understand what has hijacked the
U.S. government. In several seminars at schools and Buddhisteignty, tossed in the trash by Mr. Cheney.

This idea was well received in Seoul, to say the least. temples, I explained the “New Westphalia” and the fact that
Franklin D. Roosevelt tried to re-establish it at the 1944 Bret-South Korea’s Roh government rejected CONPLAN 8022

and related U.S. proposals for joint war plans against the ton Woods Conference which founded the UN, IMF, and
World Bank. Everyone asked: “Can you really bring back theNorth, in an April 15 public statement. With China, the Kore-
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America of Lincoln, FDR, and Kennedy?” cabinet of Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi—but again, it’s
a thin layer. As one source put it, “at the higher levels ofThis occurred in the most unexpected places. A Korean

officer who heard an EIR speech last year, arranged my ad- Japan’s military, a strong majority oppose the neo-cons, be-
cause they know more about what’s going on in the world—dress at a national military academy, where I expected an

audience of Korean neo-cons. Omitting the word “neo- con,” and because they don’t like radical behavior.”
I focussed on national sovereignty, New Bretton Woods, and
LaRouche’s other Westphalia proposals such as joint eco- Flexing the $1.8 Trillion Muscle

Japan, Korea, and China are the financial powerhousenomic development projects to create large new sources of
raw materials. The interest was total and the questions serious, of the world. The next plank in the “New Westphalia” is

LaRouche’s plan for a New Bretton Woods monetary system,such as “What is the position of Russia on the oil scarcity
problem?” and “You often visit Japan. What are they really which drew interest beyond expectation.

“Is the IMF an Endangered Species in Asia?” read thethinking?”
In the third hour of discussion, finally a young officer Korea Herald headline May 10, after the Asian Development

Bank’s Annual Meeting May 4-8; “Asia Agrees to Beef Upasked: “Who are these neo-cons, anyway? People say they
are Israeli agents because they don’t seem to act for the benefit Currency Swaps,” said Tokyo’s Yomiuri News. The very fact

that former Japanese International Vice Finance Ministerof most Americans or Koreans!” After some “Plato vs Aris-
totle 101,” I asked them: “What is your position on the Sept. Haruhiko Kuroda became Asian Development Bank Chair-

man in February, had given Wall Street columnist William2001 ‘first strike’ doctrine?” All answered solemnly: “We
can find no advantage to Korea in such a doctrine. The only Pesek of Bloomberg News fatal indigestion, to read his Korea

Herald report. “It’s baaaaaaack!” he wrote, Kuroda was theresult is our national destruction.” Astonished, I said, “What
percentage of Korean military pros believe this, 10% or “mastermind” of the 1997 Asian Monetary Fund (AMF) idea,

and he’s at it again, this time aiming to replace the IMF in20%?” They replied, “90%.”
Asia altogether. This “could have major consequences for the
global elites and the Washington Consensus,” he worried,Cheney Doctrine: ‘No Benefit to

Korea . . . or Japan’ reporting that he saw U.S. officials after the September 1997
IMF meeting “in an absolute panic that an AMF would shutThis kind of response recurred everywhere, so that by the

middle of the trip, I began to speak of the “revolt of the ‘normal the United States out of controlling Asia’s future.”
The only news in the article was the announcement bycons’ against the ‘neo-cons’ ” as a global phenomenon, start-

ing with U.S. Army Chief of Staff General Eric Shinseki’s Kuroda’s office that the Chiang Mai Initiative (CMI) of cur-
rency swaps agreed to in 2000 by Japan, Korea, China, andJune 2003 revolt against Donald Rumsfeld.

In Tokyo 10 days later, these events were repeated. Again 10 ASEAN nations, is now being doubled from $40 billion to
$80 billion. “No big deal,” I thought.an officer who had heard EIR speak, arranged a meeting, this

time with a top defense official. I had sent him an article in Days later in Seoul, I was told by a very angry Korean
official that the monetary authorities of South Korea, Japan,the U.S. Army War College review, which states that “avoid-

ing war entrapment” is Japan’s foremost goal. Japan can not and China could no longer tolerate Washington’s mismanage-
ment of the U.S. dollar. “The dollar just keeps falling, butlong tolerate the “first strike” doctrine, because it eliminates

national sovereignty, it warns, and unless steps are taken, they keep up the same bad policies which are making it fall,”
he said. “We must buy more dollars every day, just to keepJapan will at some point exit the U.S. alliance. He had the

article ready and began, “I’m not ready to say this is 100% the dollar from collapsing. We are afraid that one day the
U.S. will simply default, and we will wake up with worthlessaccurate—but we are also not delighted with the ‘first

strike’ doctrine.” paper.” In March 2003, a Chinese participant speaking at an
EIR/Schiller Institute Conference in Germany said preciselyHe then flipped and recited the standard government line,

that if North Korea abuses nukes, Japan may, however, use this: “We’re producing physical goods, and giving them away
for worthless paper.” Now his capitalist brothers havethe first strike doctrine. I asked, “And after you have struck

North Korean installations numbers 1-30, and they blow up caught up.
The Seoul official was so angry, that he confronted U.S.Tokyo using installations numbers 35-40, what next?” He

realized that I knew that he had no answer, and said: “Oh monetary authorities on the matter in early May, speaking
jointly for the authorities of South Korea, China, and Japan.well, we don’t think Kim Jong-il is crazy anyway. If we act

rationally, he’ll act rationally, and we can solve this whole Having bought $1.8 trillion amongst them to support the dol-
lar since 2001, he said, the three could not swallow morething diplomatically.”

The difference between his behavior and Cheney’s is paper every day. “We showed our sword and said: ‘We want
a new system, such as a New Bretton Woods. Also, pleasestriking.

In Tokyo, I was given detailed reports that people whose stop threatening a war in Korea.’ ”
“Go to Hell,” came the reply. “Sell dollars if you want,ancestors were self-defined fascists in the 1930s, a true

“clique” out of a Grade-B movie, have hijacked the inner we don’t care: it will raise the won and destroy your exports.
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If you don’t like that, then just shut up and keep buying dol- world financial crisis with the collapse of the dollar; a crisis
of raw materials, a new “commodity shock” worse than thelars.” The Korean said to himself: “If this keeps up there will

be war in Korea. I’d better move my family to Paris.” 1975 “oil shock;” and a crisis of culture. I touched on the
“Prometheus idea,” explained LaRouche’s proposal for each
crisis, and asked for discussion.Calling the Bluff?

Nonplussed, I phoned LaRouche. “It’s a bluff,” he said. The engineering executives wanted to know more about
Prometheus and the Divine Spark. A shipping executive“The Bush Administration has no cards. The U.S. economy

is a shambles. They are losing control in Washington,” that wanted to know more about “creativity vs. money.” “I’m very
happy with this idea LaRouche has, that creativity does notis, in no way can they handle significant dollar sales.

By mid-may, U.S. officials admitted that LaRouche was exist to ‘make money,’ but that money instead should be made
the slave of creativity!” Everyone wanted to know more aboutright. On May 18, Bank of Korea (central bank) Chairman

Park Seung told the Financial Times that Korea might some what actually happened at Westphalia in 1648: “We want to
understand the far-reaching implications of this,” said one,day no longer go on buying dollars; the dollar collapsed and

the bank had to buy $ 1 billion to support it. The U.S. Treasury and why you insist on Westphalia. And do you really mean
to proclaim national sovereignty for every government, re-came down on the Korean government like a ton of bricks,

warning them not to cause global financial panic. gardless of the type of government?”—the unstated implica-
tion being “even North Korea?” The peace movement elder“Now they tell us privately: They are well aware that

any dollar weakening could become an uncontrolled dollar wanted more about what U.S. Democrats are doing to stop
the neo-cons from blowing up the world.crisis,” the Korean official said. “They’re asking China for a

deal—make some concession to raise their currency rate, to Alas, it was not to be—for every questioner was cut off
by the most senior of all, who kept repeating, “There is onlymake U.S. hard-liners happy—but it’s a cover story. In the

back room, the U.S. technocrats take uppermost care to main- one topic on the agenda: What exactly is this New Bretton
Woods monetary system?” First he had to know, “What istain the value of the dollar—because they are well aware it

could crash. The Treasury has told me they are in great trouble the connection, in detail, between your monetary, financial,
commodities, and military security proposals?” Before twobecause they fully understand the terrible weakness of the

dollar—but they must cool down the right-wing criticism of sentences could be given in reply, he went on, And, we want to
know your core principle: what is the absolute basic buildingChina—so they are dancing on a rope. And so they beg us to

be patient. block of your system (quick answer: “Divine Spark”.) An
attempt to take others’ questions was momentarily tolerated,“But I keep telling them: Look, if the U.S. had industry,

then your policy to pressure China to raise the yuan and lower before he interrupted again:
“We need a concrete plan for the monetary system! Wethe dollar might make sense—because you could sell cheaper

exports and increase export earnings. But, you don’t have any want details, we want to know how you will fix the currency
rates, who will be in charge of what, how much gold, howindustry. So why do you push the weak dollar, when you

anyway have nothing to export?’ ” much foreign exchange, what is the connection to the credit
system, which is an entirely different question from the cur-
rency rates, how many countries will be involved. “We wantRoadmap for a New Monetary System

Japanese are normally the most reticent and conservative a complete road map for the new monetary system.” That was
Day 2 of 10 in Tokyo.of all, so I did not expect this kind of detailed discussion

in Tokyo. As an experiment, however, to see whether my Koreans have a saying that they are only “a shrimp,
crushed by whales,” referring to the great powers. But theacquaintances in various fields were willing to sit down to-

gether and discuss the paradigm-shifting proposals in time has come when the nations of Eurasia, in general, and
Japan, Korea, and China, in particular, can stop this and simi-LaRouche’s Earth’s Next Fifty Years, I rented a hotel confer-

ence room downtown and invited 16 executives from govern- lar restrictive thinking. Japan and China, for example, may
not think of themselves exactly as shrimp, but they have ament ministries, large corporations, trading companies al-

ready active along the Eurasian Landbridge, specialists in “shrimp-think” tendency to look inward, and let others order
world affairs. This need not be.Russian and Chinese affairs, diplomats, engineering and sci-

entific experts, and a senior elder of Japan’s peace movement As President Roh flies into Washington June 10, he need
not feel like a shrimp. Korea and Japan, with their friends into round it out. Much to my delight and shock, each and every

one showed up. Most of them had annotated printouts of my China, Russia, and so on, who have doubts about the viability
of the dollar, have many cards to play, to ask that Americaslide presentation text, which I had e-mailed out the night

before. forget the war, mend fences with Pyongyang, and join in
convening a New Bretton Woods monetary conference, toIn under 40 minutes I quickly outlined the host of crises

which we face, and LaRouche’s series of major proposals save everyone’s assets. It is only necessary to realize that
Cheney and the neo-cons are bluffing—and, finally, giving upwhich make up the New Westphalia—to leave maximum

time for discussion. I mentioned a strategic military crisis; a the comfortable habit of shrimp-think, to think like a whale.
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Service activities (Copaco). This is a small commission
Interview: Luigi Malabarba formed by eight parliamentarians—four Senators and four

Representatives—which is the only institutional point of dis-
cussion between the secret services and the Parliament and
Italian citizens. For many months, I tried to avoid linking the
presence of John Negroponte, then the American AmbassadorBehind the Screen of
in Iraq . . . to what had happened in Iraq, and in particular with
what happened regarding the Italian secret services in Iraq.The ‘DirtyWar’ in Iraq

However, all the events I had directly experienced in Cen-
tral America in 1980 recently came to mind. I began to follow

Luigi Malabarba is a member of the events in Central America after the assassination of Arch-
bishop Romero in March 1980. I knew a fair amount aboutthe Italian Senate from the Com-

munist Refoundation party (Ri- the organizational structure of “Orden,” built up since the
1960s by Maj. Roberto D’Aubuisson on the basis of a theoreti-fondazione Comunista, PRC).

Before entering politics, he cal orientation provided by certain American networks, and
also by John Negroponte [who had been the U.S. Ambassadorworked at the Alfa Romeo auto-

mobile factory in Arese, near Mi- in El Salvador]. Orden was a political-military agency based
on military and intelligence networks which did not answerlan, where he was a leader of the

trade union factory council. As to the official hierarchy of the military command and the
government of that period. This network later produced thepresident of the PRC group in the

Senate, Malabarba was named to infamous “death squads.”
Unfortunately, I have also seen this type of mechanism inthe Parliamentary Control Com-

mission on Secret Service activi- the Iraq War. Not only with what happened in the last months
of the “dirty war,” with the physical elimination of farmersties. He has launched a number of initiatives against the Bush

preventive war policy, and against Italian military participa- and other people carried out by special American and Iraqi
agencies, as was done in El Salvador and in Nicaragua bytion in Iraq. On May 5, he posed parliamentary questions to

the government, concerning U.S. Director of National Intelli- the Contras, but also the organizational structure set up by
Negroponte, who himself called these special operations “Op-gence John Negroponte’s “Operation Salvador” operations,

and parallel intelligence warfare in Iraq and elsewhere (see eration Salvador.” This was also reported in Newsweek on
Jan. 19, 2005, and has clearly provoked a strong reaction inEIR, May 27). In documentation prepared for a public discus-

sion on Iraq, he reprinted an analysis written on Jan. 25, 2005 the circles of the U.S. Democratic Party, and also from [for-
mer UN weapons inspector in Iraq] Scott Ritter. These groupsby Scott Ritter, the former senior United Nations weapons

inspector in Iraq, entitled “The Salvador Option,” in which have expressed serious concerns, because we have begun to
carry out “dirty war operations” in an attempt to win a warRitter stated that special Pentagon units have created “death

squads” in Iraq that are being used against resistance which is becoming more and more complicated every day.
We are trapped; it’s like being in a swamp.leaders.

In late May, Malabarba spoke with EIR’s Paolo Rai- I also see something similar to Central America in the
organizational structure proposed and implemented: There ismondi in Rome, who briefed him on Lyndon LaRouche’s ac-

tivities against the neo-cons and the war policy in Iraq, and a military intelligence structure, and there is a well-defined
political command, but there is also a network which cutsabout LaRouche’s ongoing campaign for the impeachment of

Dick Cheney. Malabarba then gave this report on his own across all three sectors—intelligence, military, and politi-
cal—with its own structure and command. This type of struc-efforts in the case of Italian intelligence agent Nicolà Cali-

pari, who was killed by U.S. soldiers at a checkpoint on March ture is the most worrying.
6, while attempting to free journalist Giuliana Sgrena. The
interview with Raimondi has been translated from Italian. When Anti-Terrorist Action Goes Too Far

I say this, because even in Italy there is a reflex which
became operational in the context of the G-8 summits andMalabarba: The effort to understand what is happening in

Iraq, including in light of the Calipari case, forced me to [violent] demonstrations in 2001. I am speaking of the Naples
conference in March 2001 and the Genoa summit in Julyset aside a somewhat fixed ideological idea for somebody

looking at the events from a leftist standpoint, regarding the 2001.
We saw that there was a particular individual coordinatingphenomena of war, the U.S., and secret services; to put aside

a type of preconceived belief about the United States. I tried the events on behalf of the government forces present at the
G-8 summits: the head of the national police, Gianni De Gen-to do this in order to make a positive contribution with my

activity on the Parliamentary Control Commission on Secret naro, who was responsible for public order at both events,
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under different governments. He used a form of coordination
that was similar to that in real war areas, although clearly not
with the same consequences. For the first time, operational
teams trained specifically for these events were created, and
then dissolved immediately afterwards. This includes the Ca-
terini squad, which was probably wrongly blamed for beating
the demonstrators at the Diaz School in Genoa. Nicolà Calipari, the

Another manifestation of the problem, is the creation of Italian intelligence
squads made up of elements of various different forces, that agent killed by U.S.

troops while freeing ano longer answer to the traditional command structure, but
hostage. The case hasrather to some other control center. As was reported in the trial
created a rift betweenhearings on these events, you cannot find a specific person Italy and the United

responsible for what happened; we can’t find out where the States.
orders came from, and this is not because people don’t remem-
ber; it is because this specific type of network was created.

This is a worrying sort of reflex that De Gennaro, I believe,
learned during the two years he spent in the United States. san alliance between the government and the opposition to

reach a positive outcome, a sort of national unity required toThe general reorganization of the secret services is not aimed
at making them more efficient. The old secret services had solve a serious problem, where you put aside all other political

differences in order to succeed in freeing the hostages, bytwo different orientations—for internal and external affairs—
and efficiency and coordination are logical and necessary any possible means. Regarding this attitude, there is clearly

American interference, which has been evident since the firstwhen you have to deal with organized crime, terrorism, and
other things on a supranational scale. But in exploiting this kidnapping of the four Italian contractors (one was immedi-

ately killed), when negotiations were immediately begun byneed for better coordination of these forces, there has been an
attempt to put them in “safer hands.” SISMI, with the support of the Italian government. The Italian

Foreign Minister and other high-level government personali-This process is also very evident in the U.S., from my
experience when I went to the States along with Nicolà Cali- ties were deployed to the Middle East to establish a network

of relations to make it easier to free the hostages, while thepari and other members of Copaco. There, we had the opportu-
nity to meet all 15 existing secret services, and the need for Americans intervened to try and stop this process. This even

led to a situation where the first three living hostages were notcoordination was obvious. But we could also see that there
are frictions and differences over how to solve this problem; delivered directly to SISMI or any other Italian authority, but

a special operation was concocted: an American military blitzwe could already sense that there was an attempt to freeze out
people with good capabilities and professional qualities, but to free the hostages and thus claim credit for the fact they

were freed. This was done by the so-called “Hostage Center”who did not fit certain special criteria, and which later—with
the recent nomination of John Negroponte—became hege- created by Negroponte, which serves the whole coalition, but

everybody knows the American Embassy has total controlmonic. The same thing is also happening in Italy, where there
is a violent clash among the different agencies, as we had in over it. There was evident friction here, because to contact

the kidnappers, the Italian secret services also had to workthe recent Copaco hearings. I can’t say anything about the
hearings though, as they are confidential. But one gets the with the intelligence services of all the other countries in the

region, including those considered “rogue states,” or withsense of who should be in charge of certain specific things.
certain organizations and associations that are at times consid-
ered pro-terrorist. Such relations also have historical justifi-The Kidnappings in Iraq

In the case of the kidnapping in Iraq, this turbulence came cation, because of the particular location of Italy as a country,
and its own security needs.clearly to light: Some military people, for example, spoke out

directly about the case and gave out information publicly, as These clashes got worse during the subsequent kidnap-
pings. (The killing of journalist Enzo Baldoni was so rapidopposed to how the SISMI military intelligence people acted.

The question of John Negroponte and his philosophy is one that, apparently, there wasno possibility for such interference,
even though the way the matter ended left us with many seri-of the ways the United States has intervened abroad, particu-

larly in certain areas of the world; and this risks becoming the ous doubts. I also do not know much about this case, as we
received very little information during the Copaco hearings.)theoretical and actual practice of the U.S. and its allies. Since

Sept. 11, there has been a strong push to conform to a certain However, during the kidnapping of Simona Pari and Simona
Torretta, and in the case of Giuliana Sgrena, I can say thatmodel and conception. I also see that there is a resistance to

this process in Europe, very visible in Italy and France. American interference in the Italian attempts to free them was
very strong. We know that there was interference at least fourFor example, in the kidnapping cases, there was a biparti-
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informed of the approach of the vehicle at least half an
hour earlier. The U.S. command’s report claims that the
car was driving at 95 km per hour; that the driver did notTheCalipari Story
stop at the warning light; and that U.S. authorities had not
been informed of the arrival of the car.

Nicolà Calipari, a high-ranking official of the Italian mili- Numerous disparities have emerged. The ostensible
tary intelligence agency, SISMI, was killed on the evening reason for the checkpoint was that Ambassador John Ne-
of March 6 in Baghdad by a U.S. patrol, which opened fire groponte was going to be travelling along the road, to the
on the car in which he was escorting Guiliana Sgrena, a Baghdad airport. In fact, he had already arrived there, trav-
liberated hostage, to the airport. EIR on May 20 published elling by helicopter, which had landed a few minutes after
the two differing versions of what occurred. the set-up of the checkpoint. Also important is that the U.S.

The Italian government’s report maintains that the car forces destroyed evidence; they removed the car from the
was driving at a low speed of 40-50 kilometers per hour; scene, and removed and eliminated the cartridges used in
that the lights inside the car were turned on to give maxi- the shooting.
mum visibility to possible checkpoints; that the U.S. patrol When Rome prosecutor Franco Ionta made a formal
did not give a warning before opening fire; and that the request to U.S. authorities that he be allowed to interrogate
head of airport security, U.S. Captain Greene, had been U.S. witnesses, his request went unanswered.

times in the case of the two French journalists, even to the times, because it was extremely risky. These improvised
checkpoints can last only for 10-15 minutes, because they dopoint of aborting an ongoing operation to free them. For the

two Simonas, the positive outcome appeared to be a humani- not have the required protection. We know that in the same
area, hand grenades had been thrown on other occasions, in-tarian solution, without payment of ransom or such things,

because there was direct intervention by the Red Cross, which cluding when the Italian commission was investigating the
scene.is actually only what certain people wanted everyone to see.

The personal intervention by Red Cross director Maurizio But the checkpoint was there for almost two hours. So
here, we already have a series of contradictions.Scelli had a propaganda effect also, in terms of his personal

ambition to become a political figure in Italy. But we know And then there’s the question of the “lack of knowledge”
regarding the trip. How is it possible? The Americans hadthat in this case, there were negotiations involving SISMI

and Nicolà Calipari. As for the case of Giuliana Sgrena, we been informed, and they had approved Calipari to move
through the territory with a pass and a rented car. It was knownreached the high point with this method, and I believe the

Americans did everything they could to block it, so this is part that the SISMI mission was linked to the liberation of Sgrena,
and we also know very well that the Americans control theof the reason why Calipari himself did not want others to

know everything about the method which led to her liberation. territory electronically, including through the company in
charge of all mobile phone communications. Thus, they were
able to monitor all of Calipari’s moves.The Sgrena Case

With this case, I tried to retrace all the steps, including The information given to us during our visit to CIA head-
quarters a year ago, regarding how communications are con-through the reports of the Investigative Commission on both

the American and Italian sides. The most obscure point about trolled in Iraq, forces me to say that if they were not able to
follow Calipari, it would completely contradict the explana-what happened is not the speed of the car as it approached the

checkpoint, which everyone wants to concentrate attention tions given at that time. The road to the airport is controlled
24 hours a day, and even more so when Negroponte was toon—[Italian Prime Minister Silvio] Berlusconi also concen-

trated on this in his speech in Parliament. The key point is come through. To say that they were not in control would be
to offend them: 33,000 people are involved in monitoringwhy that improvised checkpoint was even there, since it was

established for the passage of Negroponte towards the airport, everything that moves. Fifty percent of all the military opera-
tions to fight terrorism are done with electronic and other suchand this passage never took place. No communication was

made as to why it didn’t take place, even to the Italian com- controls. In the U.S., they showed us all sorts of methods of
control: If a person has a cellular phone, he can be followedmand at the airport, or to Captain Green, the soldier responsi-

ble for the checkpoint. There were several sources that could anywhere.
have given the information [about the approach of the car
carrying Calipari and Sgrena] to the squads at the checkpoint; EIR: Is your analysis endorsed by others in Italy, in the polit-

ical field or in other sectors of society?the squads had even complained about the situation several
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Then-U.S. Ambassador John
Negroponte greets Iraqi
President Sheikh Ghazi Ajil al-
Ywar at the U.S. Embassy in
Baghdad, July 4, 2004. What
does Negroponte, now the U.S.
Director of National
Intelligence, know about the
Calipari case, that he’s not
telling?

DoD/Staff Sgt. Ashley Brokop, USAF

Malabarba: When I presented this analysis in the parlia- which are taken away from the control of the official agencies;
or creating “private” agencies for special operations. Thismentary debate, putting together all the factors involved in

the Calipari case, and stating that I thought it was a planned process has been going on for a long time in the United States
and also elsewhere. This was already very evident with theoperation (initially I really did not want to think this way, but

in putting together all these elements, I had to conclude that Iran-Contra networks and their operations. These networks,
which involved some key figures, including George Bush—it was an planned operation), I found that many people, the

majority of analysts and experts in secret services, who also the father—operated in Afghanistan, for example, using
people like Osama bin Laden, and acted against the Constitu-work for newspapers, shared my view. Everybody told me:

“We think the same thing but we cannot say it publicly.” tion and without the control of the Congress, and even of
the official agencies of the secret services. The Iran-ContraRarely have I seen such a convergence on these matters.

Someone also told me that I was courageous to make these figures have been involved in weapons- and drug-smuggling
operations, for example.claims, because when you do so, you expose yourself to

retaliation. More recently, EIR has emphasized the crucial role of
Dick Cheney in these operations, who has a higher role thanAmong other things, Italian Ambassador Cesare Ra-

gaglini, who is one of the two Italians sent by the Rome gov- that of Negroponte. This is not only about his dirty operations
with Halliburton, but the role he has played for ten years,ernment to the American Investigative Commission on the

Calipari case, had to admit that regarding the way the check- with Paul Wolfowitz and other neo-cons in the Pentagon, in
defining a complete strategy, a strategy of preventive war andpoint was [supposedly] established and maintained, and other

malfunctions, what happened cannot be explained; this, from the use of “parallel secret services.” In Iraq, we have seen
special sectors of military intelligence, such as the Office ofa person who is very direct and precise on other points, like

the definitive rejection of the [idea that the car was] going at a Special Plans, operate outside any Constitutional mandate, in
the interest of special groups. We have also indicated thehigh speed on the road. Or at least he says that the explanations

given are not at all convincing. I must say that Ragaglini is crucial role played by Negroponte. Now, you were in the
United States, with Calipari, about one year ago—not in a position to create trouble for the Americans. The

Investigative Commission was created as an attempt to find a Malabarba: Please let me have more EIR material on these
matters.compromise on a single version of the accident shared by the

two countries. And on this key point, he himself has some On Calipari, I can only mention some impressions I had.
Recently, I learned that he had some clashes with De Gennarodoubts.
when he was working with a department of the police. Many
people highly respected his work in the Immigration Depart-EIR: There was a long process of privatization of the secret

services, leading to the creation of “parallel secret services,” ment of the police, particularly in Rome. He developed a
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certain competence in this field, and then was integrated into Now, we know that a dossier was produced right after
9/11 and sent to all the allied governments, including theSISMI, rapidly becoming responsible for certain activities in

the Middle East, because of various important contacts he Italian government, and it was immediately classified. This
dossier is the basis for Italy’s participation in the general warhad built up over the years. He was considered somewhat

anomalous: A policeman who ends up with these positions on terrorism and also in the Iraq War. I collaborated with
some Senators a few months ago in preparing a parliamentaryand responsibilities is something rare. It was well known, it

was in the air, that this was not welcomed by certain sectors question, which you also signed, asking the Italian govern-
ment to lift the secrecy on this dossier, particularly after weof military intelligence, and by the head of the police himself,

who has long been thinking about a restructuring of SISMI. learned about Cheney’s lies on the weapons of mass destruc-
tion, Abu Ghraib, and so on.The role played by SISMI in Iraq, including in the liberation

of the hostages, gave it more room for maneuvering, and What more can be done to find out the truth?
Malabarba: I agree completely on the necessity of knowinggreater importance.

I got to know Calipari last year, before the kidnappings, more about these documents and dossiers, but I fear there
is not much of a chance that we’ll get them, including theand I got an idea of how the relations between the American

and Italian services might be. This also led to what the Ameri- information given to the allies. In general, we have serious
difficulties in obtaining them, not only because of the incom-cans say about the Italians, that there was a complementary

relationship functioning in the war situation. The role and petent answers you get when you ask, but also because parlia-
mentary debate on these matters is explicitly blocked. Evencontacts developed by the Italians in the Arab world, espe-

cially before the war, were important for the Americans; and now, there are open differences with the U.S., where Italian
magistrates are investigating Calipari’s death. The Italianthese included contacts with people in the Saddam Hussein

regime. But there was also some mistrust in this process. At government is now pushing for this, even with the request for
investigations and information officially made by the Justicethe press conference that I just participated in, to present a

book on the Iraq War [see review, below], I said that when Ministry. Thus, I do not expect much from Italy in this respect.
It would be good to have an international court which is uni-we entered the CIA headquarters for discussions with the

various secret services, we were asked to deposit our cellular versally recognized; but we know the U.S. has completely
rejected such an idea. Other international organizations arephones. I immediately gave them mine, because it didn’t work

in the U.S. anyway. Calipari privately said, “I’m not going to also impotent when faced with a question like this. Who could
obtain the requested information from the United States?give them my phone, just to find out later that it was cloned.”

This was the day they told us about the way electronic moni- One consideration: I do not know any specific elements
that allow me to speak about domestic responsibility, al-toring is done.

Collaboration between American and Italian intelligence though many things certainly lead us to consider certain op-
tions, such as the neo-conservative group’s push for worldis extremely close in these sectors, maybe even closer than

with allies like the British. There is competition between the domination. Indeed, even what we see in official documents
is worrying; the “Patriot Act” is almost inconceivable, evenAmericans and the British in the Middle East. But there is

jealousy between the intelligence services: It even happens for a traditionally conservative culture in Europe. During one
Copaco hearing, a Milan anti-terrorism magistrate, D’Am-among the different services in our country. The attitude of

not giving out sources of information, like his cell phone, bruoso, said: I am looking for more efficient means to be used
in the fight against terrorism, but when I see the methods andalso revealed the feeling that such information could be used

against your interests. This was my sense; this was the atmo- the rules included in this Act, I am shocked.
This philosophy justifies Guantanamo, torture, and manysphere, even if Calipari never explicitly said it this way.

other things; so it clearly tells me they want to achieve their
aims by any means possible. It also implies that someoneEIR: You know that every time there is a discussion on pre-

ventive war and the Iraq War, when pro-war spokesmen have could allow certain provocations to take place in order to
justify a specific response.difficulties, they always raise the question of Sept. 11: “Where

do you stand? With the terrorists or with the war on terror- I don’t know if we can achieve concrete results, but we
can create a democratic sensitivity that can put pressure onism?” We have seen it hundreds of times in television debates.

The supporters of the Iraq War say: We are at war because the U.S., and Europe could play a positive role in such a
process, although in Europe as well, economic interests usu-we were attacked. Lyndon LaRouche and EIR have ques-

tioned the official story about the 9/11 attacks, from the very ally take over in such dramatic situations, and many are ready
to forget the existence of human rights. . . . I doubt that Europebeginning. LaRouche even said on live radio that morning,

that such a sophisticated operation required the complicity of wants to discover the truth and actually challenge the present
dangerous neo-conservative forces and their plans. But I be-someone inside the United States. Recently, even the associa-

tion of victims has raised many questions, because it is unsat- lieve that every single case is important, to keep open the
possibility of searching for the truth.isfied with the official explanation.
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companying interview).
The report presents overwhelming evidence of an Ameri-Book Review

can military intelligence strategy to get all independent jour-
nalists and genuine anti-war activists from the United States
and Europe out of Iraq, and concludes by saying that “the risk
is that the enemy is being exaggerated for the aims of the
war, and is actually an enemy at the service of those who areItalian Journalists
promoting this war against everything and everyone.”

The book provides an important reading on the interven-Probe ‘FacelessWar’
tions against the war by Pope John Paul II and a few other
Vatican representatives. John Paul II denounced the “face-

by Paolo Raimondi less” conflict, in which everyone seems to have lost his own
human identity. He also intervened very forcefully against
the bombardment of the predominantly Sunni city of Fallujah
and the Shi’ite holy city of Najaf. His independent voice for

Iraq: La guerra senza volto (Iraq: The peace and justice was seen by many Islamic leaders as the
Faceless War) only one they could trust for serious negotiations.
by Paolo Cucchiarelli and VincenzoMulè Speaking in October 2004, after Libya’s Qaddafi was wel-
Milan: Selene Edizioni, 2005 comed back into the international community, Cardinal Re-
161 pages, paperback, 11.50 euros nato Martino, the president of the Vatican’s Council of Justice

and Peace, said: “And if I tell you that Saddam Hussein was
ready to do the same thing, you should draw your own conclu-
sions. . . . He was almost ready to allow the UN inspectorsIn analyzing some of the most dramatic events involving Ital-
back into Iraq. It was an avoidable war.”ian journalists and humanitarian activists kidnapped in Iraq,

The book suggests that journalist Enzo Baldoni was sup-and the mobilization of Italian authorities in the attempt to
posed to become a “mailman,” to deliver messages from thefree them, this book gives a detailed account of the tensions
city of Najaf to the Pope. Unfortunately, he was kidnappedbetween American and Italian intelligence agencies in deal-
and immediately killed, in a way totally different from whating with these cases. It focusses on the kidnapping of four
happened in all the other kidnappings.Italian contractors, one of whom was killed; the kidnapping

The book also suggests the existence of a number of Is-and assassination of Enzo Baldoni, a freelance journalist; the
lamic terrorist networks whose connections in the West havekidnapping and liberation of Simona Pari and Simona Tor-
never been checked out. One case is the Islamic Army ofretta, two young women in charge of the Italian NGO “A
Iraq (IAI), which claimed to have kidnapped Baldoni. AsBridge to Baghdad,” who worked with women and children
documented by an Italian researcher whose material was pub-in the devastated areas of Baghdad; and the kidnapping and
lished in the Italian weekly Diario, this group’s website,liberation of journalist Giuliana Sgrena, during which Italian
where a picture of Baldoni’s body was published on Sept. 8,military intelligence (SISMI) official Nicolà Calipari was
2004, originates from a computer in Utah, which is also thekilled by “friendly fire” at an improvised American check-
point of origin for the website of Ansar al-Sunnah, a grouppoint on the road to the Baghdad airport.
supposedly allied with al-Qaeda. Italian intelligence has alsoCo-author Paolo Cucchiarelli is a journalist who covers
found a connection with Yasser Tawfiq al-Sirri, an Egyptianthe Italian Parliament, and is an expert on the “Strategy of
living in London who is considered one of the spokesmen forTension.” This is the strategy through which, beginning in
al-Qaeda in Europe. Such leads require cross-checking andthe late 1960s, Italian and NATO “parallel secret services”
investigation, because the dividing line between truth andpolitically destabilized Italy through right-wing and left-wing
disinformation is very thin in these matters.terrorist operations, to prevent the formation of a sovereign

Another important contribution the book makes is theand independent coalition for national unity.1

documentation of the process of progressive “privatization”Vincenzo Mulè, a researcher and investigative journalist,
of the war, the involvement of mercenary troops, and thehas written a book on the assassination of former Italian Prime
hiring of tens of thousands of contractors for various tasks,Minister Aldo Moro.
both military and bureaucratic. The result is that the presentThe book was presented at a May press conference at the
Iraqi government is a de facto puppet that would not surviveItalian National Press Center in Rome, with the participation
a single day on its own. The strategy of Dick Cheney andof political leaders, including Sen. Luigi Malabarba (see ac-
Donald Rumsfeld is to get all the independent media and
observers to leave the war theater immediately, so they can1. See Claudio Celani’s series on the Strategy of Tension, EIR, March 26,

April 2, April 9, and April 30, 2004. bury the Constitution and human rights in Iraq.
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE U.S. SENATE’S ACTION

Be Tolerant and
Compassionate
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

May 28, 2005 current political and military events.
Since the weekend of May 21-22, there has been a sudden

A new world economic, and strategic situation has been de- turn within the U.S. political system. A bipartisan agreement
among U.S. Senators determined to prevent the Bush Admin-fined by U.S. Senate developments of May 23, 2005. This

condensed summation of the strategic highlights of that istration’s commitment to overthrow of the constitutional
powers of “advice and consent” of the Senate was successful,change, has been prepared for the information of some rele-

vant higher-ranking circles in Europe, and also some compa- at least for the moment. This represented an effective act of
resistance to an attempted Bush Administration coup d’étatrable places in Eurasia more broadly. I report this from my

position of advantage as an insider to much of the process against the U.S. constitutional system.
This development must not be misestimated. It does notleading up to this most recent development.

The Monday, May 23 events in the U.S. Senate, mark a represent, at least not yet, any more deep-going political alli-
ance between some Republicans and the Democratic factionqualitative change in the world situation. Curiously, but not

accidentally, up to the day this report is written, there was in the Senate than common regard for the relevant principles
of the U.S. Constitution, although the possibility of such avirtually no reporting on this momentous event in the leading

continental European press, except for the Neue Zürcher Zei- future political alliance of some kind could not be excluded.
The bloc of Senators which resisted the attempted Whitetung, which devoted a large part of its first page to this cru-

cially important development. That curious pattern of behav- House-directed coup d’état was united, for this occasion, by
explicit commitment on the practical implications of that nar-ior, in which leading European circles effectively suppress

attention to one of the most crucial, and widely viewed of the rowly defined constitutional issue, and that alone. However,
once that important qualifying statement by me has been un-strategic developments of recent years, is not accidental, in

any respect. derstood and accepted, the global implications of that success-
ful act of resistance, to what was nothing less than an at-This should remind us that some persons of privileged

social status then clung desperately, out of fear, to the belief tempted coup d’état, are unignorable.
An attempted coup d’état, such as that one just defeated inthat the Titanic were unsinkable, even when they had just

learned of the fatal leak which had just occurred. the Senate, a coup attempt within the world’s leading nuclear-
armed power, ought to be regarded as of earth-shaking sig-The key to this strategically crucial development in the

U.S. Senate, is the fact, that what now grips the world’s nificance by any serious political leader in any part of the
world. According to the recent behavior of most of the Euro-trembling economy is not a so-called “cyclical monetary-

financial crisis,” but the culmination of a decades-long pro- pean press, and others, fear or some other form of corruption
led to their public silence on the matter. That silence is itselfcess of physical-economic decadence whose development

has been centered in the Americas and Europe. These eco- of grave strategic significance, given the already imperilled
state of the world as a whole at this moment.nomic developments are the context which shapes crucial
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This turn has produced a new global strate-
gic, political-economic situation, which up-
sets virtually all those established, recent po-
litical trends in other nations’ relations with
the U.S. Bush Administration. Although all
parts of the world are affected by this sudden
change in direction, the typical effects include
those upon the general foreign-policy, as well
as economic options for nations such as Ger-
many and Russia.

1. The Post-FDR Change

The present situation so defined could not
be competently assessed without taking the
following bit of recent world history into ac-
count. President Franklin D. Roosevelt signs the Social Security Act, 1935. “Only those

From the defeat of the Nazi power until same kinds of methods which President Roosevelt mustered during the 1930s and
the beginning of the official U.S. 1964-1972 early 1940s,” LaRouche writes, “could save the planet from a plunge into

economic and cultural Hell today.”war in Indo-China, Europe and the Americas
had been dominated by a long wave of eco-
nomic growth under the influence of the Bret-
ton Woods monetary system which had been designed and ping of nuclear weapons on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, was

intended, like Hermann Göring’s act of 1933 in setting fire tolaunched by U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt. However,
the intention to overthrow Roosevelt’s reform of the world the Reichstag, to shock the world into acceptance of the state

of “preventive nuclear warfare” as soon as the Anglo-Ameri-monetary-financial system had been the shared intention of a
right-wing U.S. bloc within the U.S.A. and such British allies can pro-war bloc might have developed an arsenal sufficient

for that enterprise. The combination of developments in theas Winston Churchill and Bertrand Russell, since no later than
the time of the famous Yalta conference among President Korea war and the news of a Soviet development of an opera-

tional type of thermonuclear weapon, prompted the Anglo-Roosevelt, Josef Stalin, and Winston Churchill.
To understand that, we must recognize that Adolf Hitler, American bloc associated with Bertrand Russell’s preventive

nuclear warfare policy to back off, and to shift toward whatlike Benito Mussolini, had been put into power by a cabal of
international financier interests merely typified by the cabal’s emerged, through the Pugwash conferences, as a deterrent

doctrine of Mutual and Assured Destruction (MAD).tool Hjalmar Schacht. Many of these who had put Hitler into
power, from New York City’s financial center and elsewhere, Through all of those developments of the 1945-2005 in-

terval to date, the continuing intention of the right-wing, anti-changed their attitude toward Nazi Germany when it became
apparent that Hitler would strike westward first, rather than Franklin Roosevelt bloc within the Anglo-American estab-

lishment, has been the elimination of that power of the U.S.A.eastward, as Hitler’s one-time Anglo-American supporters
had intended that eastward priority. Once Germany were de- typified by the Franklin Roosevelt Administration, in favor

of a system of imperialism called “world government” then,feated, by about the time of the Yalta conference, these same
Anglo-American and other circles returned to their earlier and “globalization” today.

The orchestration of the development and deployment ofintention of using Germany as a base for attacking the Soviet
Union. With the death of FDR, they succeeded. These same nuclear-warfare-tipped arsenals, then, as again today, for this

purpose, has been complemented by a program of culturalAnglo-American circles, which President Dwight Eisen-
hower denounced as “a military-industrial complex” repre- corruption which was typified by the Congress for Cultural

Freedom (CCF). The conditioning of the populations ofsented by the likes of former Pinochet crony George Pratt
Shultz today, are the backers of the radical right wing, includ- chiefly the Americas and the western side of the 1945-1989

division of Europe by the work of the CCF, conditioned muching fools and tools such as the so-called neo-cons and Karl
Rove’s religious fanatics today. of the relevant population born after 1945 to become the

“68ers” of the “rock-drug-sex youth-counterculture” of theTherefore, within a very short time after President Roose-
velt’s death, the bloc including the U.S. Truman Administra- 1964-1972 interval. The work of Bertrand Russell and two of

his assets, Norbert Wiener and John von Neumann, are typicaltion and the co-thinkers of Churchill and Russell were em-
barked on a policy of world government achieved through of the sources of the axiomatic assumptions underlying the

work and influence of the CCF.“preventive nuclear warfare.” The utterly unnecessary drop-
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The most crucial of the strategic economic and social
effects of the CCF and related cultural programs, showed
themselves on the surface of large-scale economic and related
cultural developments, such as the launching of the U.S. offi-
cial war in Indo-China, as the U.S.A. of the 1964-1981 inter-
val underwent a shift from being the world’s leading agro-
industrial power, to becoming what is now the virtual wreck-
age of a “post-industrial” utopia.

These developments of 1964-1968, and beyond, were car-
ried to their logical outcomes during the 1971-1981 wrecking
of both the Bretton Woods system and of the constitutional
American System commitment to scientific and technological
progress in basic economic infrastructure, agriculture, and
manufacturing.

1.1 The Present Monetary Crisis
The 1971-2005 shift into wild-eyed varieties of moneta-

rism and trends toward globalization, unleashed a long-term
pattern of accelerating expansion of both monetary and fi-

FIGURE 1

LaRouche's Typical Collapse Function
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nancial aggregates, accompanied by, and correlated with a
general decline in both net physical output in infrastructure,
agriculture, and manufacturing in Europe and the Americas.
Typical is the long-term, 1977-2005, decline in physical stan- world economic and monetary-financial systems would con-

tinue up to the point of, not a mere cyclical depression, but adard of living of the lower eighty percentile of U.S. family
households, combined with a poorly concealed acceleration general breakdown-crisis. Although remedies exist even still

today, a global general breakdown-crisis were now inevitableof inflation in monetary and financial aggregates.
Since the immediate aftermath of the October 1987 U.S. for some time during the short term, unless those remedies

are chosen.stock-market collapse, under then incoming U.S. Federal Re-
serve Chairman Alan Greenspan, the present world monetary-
financial system has been characterized by, and propped up 1.2 The Underlying Physical-Economic Crisis

This is not a cyclical crisis; it is a systemic crisis. As longby the accelerating expansion of a system of gambler’s side-
bets known variously by such names as “financial deriva- as there is an effort to continue the present, floating-exchange-

rate mode of the IMF/World Bank system, a dreadful, chain-tives” and “hedge funds.”
The growth of the mass of financial derivatives, and the reaction collapse of the world’s physical economy is now

inevitable. However, while the continuing cause of the crisispollution of what had been previously considered normal
practices in finance and monetary institutions by the increas- is built into the current trend toward globalization under the

present IMF system, the threatened breakdown itself is physi-ing role of such derivatives, has created what is in fact a vast,
“John Law”-style, hyperinflationary bubble. This result was cal, rather than monetary-financial. It is a physical breakdown

caused by the systemic physical effects of 1964-2005 trendsapparent to me in the discernible trends shown in 1992, when
I described this as the “great mud-slide” threatening President in monetary-financial policies of both governments and inter-

national authorities to date.George H.W. Bush’s re-election chances, and when I, in late
1995 and early 1996, presented my now well-known “Triple The worst of the systemic physical-economic effects are

those caused by the trend toward what is currently termedCurve” depiction of the pattern of systemic disaster in the
relations among financial, monetary, and physical outputs “globalization.” The drive toward elimination of national-

economic “protectionism” and toward the lowest world-mar-(Figure 1). That “Triple Curve” pattern shaped by the growth
of the financial-derivatives “cancer,” was expressed in the ket price, has lowered the net physical productivity per capita

of the planet. This has been brought about in the following1997 and 1998 monetary-financial crises, and the U.S. sharp
economic decline which began during 2000, and has contin- way.

When the economic history of the U.S.A. is examinedued to converge on a global breaking-point today.
In the aftermath of the Spring-Summer 2000, partial col- from the vantage-point of the American System of political-

economy as defined by paragons such as Benjamin Franklin,lapse of the “Information Technology” financial bubble, by
the time of the inauguration of President George W. Bush, Mathew Carey, Henry C. Carey, and the German-American

Friedrich List, a healthy U.S. economy is based upon a com-Jr., the situation was created that, without a sweeping reversal
of the long-term U.S. economic and related policy-trends of mitment of approximately fifty percent of physical invest-

ment to what is called basic economic infrastructure. As Ithe 1982-2000 interval, a general collapse of the U.S. and
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FIGURE 2

U.S. Industrial Belt, Decline in Manufacturing Workers as
Percent of Workforce, by County, 1975-2000

shift production from regions which were rela-
tively infrastructure-rich, into regions where
cheaper labor was associated with a signifi-
cantly poorer development of infrastructure.
The current replacement of rail transport by
inherently more costly uses of truck transport,
and replacement of mass transit systems by
use of rush-hour superhighways as involun-
tary parking lots, expresses the same foolish-
ness which has crept over government and
public opinion inside the U.S.A. during the
recent half-century or more.

More recently, the flood of transfer of
production from the U.S.A., among other for-
merly industrialized leading nations, to ever-
cheaper labor markets, has been correlated
with a quarter-century deep collapse of both
productive employment and infrastructure
within North America and Europe (Figure
2), while production is shifted into the infra-
structure-poor sections of what is sometimes
called the developing sector. As a result of
this trend toward lessening of the essential
factor of modern technology in infrastructure,
the actual net physical productivity, the level
of productivity of the planet as a whole has
declined. When this factor is recognized,
there should no longer be any mystery about
the evidence which shows that the cheapen-
ing of the apparent price of products through
“globalization,” is essentially a global delu-
sion. Not paying for the needed level of tech-
nological development of infrastructure,
causes the cheaper labor of globalization toSource: Bureau of Labor Statistics. Map produced by MapInfo.
become the global physical-economic catas-

Darker tones show greater percentages of manufacturing workers.
trophe which the oncoming early general
monetary-financial collapse will reveal to
have been in progress over decades of popu-

larized delusions about the benefits of cheaper labor abroad.have explained this in appropriate published locations, this
investment in infrastructure, is also the multiplier-factor
which is indispensable for realization of the potential benefits

2. The Needed Political Remediesembedded in the use of improved technologies for production
of marketable goods.

What “globalization” has done, since this trend began, as The U.S. emerged as the world power whose policies of
agro-industrial development, those of Henry C. Carey, be-a southward movement, significantly during the 1950s, is to
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of the nations of Europe, and elsewhere. However, as the
referenced recent events in the U.S. Senate show, the needed
spirit for action continues to exist, as an embedded feature of
the U.S. institutions’ national character. This exists among
normal Republicans, as among normal Democrats.

“We have entered a This present situation means, that were the human race to
time when the

fall under hegemony of the right-wing currents seen in thelegacy of Thomas
Americas and Europe today, there would be no future forHobbes must be

absolutely banned humanity during the immediate future of this planet. The
from world politics, right-wing ideologues, such as those of the Mont Pelerin Soci-
that in favor of the ety of today, would not allow any of the measures needed to
principle

deal with the present global economic crisis.expressed, from the
Only those same kinds of methods which President Roo-outset, by the 1648

Treaty of sevelt mustered during the 1930s and early 1940s could save
Westphalia.”

www.arttoday.com.
the planet from a plunge into economic and cultural Hell
today. Only under a revival of the essential features of the
Roosevelt design for a Bretton Woods, fixed-exchange-rate
system, could an economic recovery be organized in thecame widely imitated in places such as Bismarck’s Germany,

Meiji Restoration Japan, Alexander II’s and Mendeleyev’s world today.
This fact of a changing pattern of alignments among na-Russia, and elsewhere, from approximately 1877 onward, as

in Sun Yat-sen’s program for the modernization of the econ- tions is reflected in the tendency for a break-up of established
patterns of political alignments. The May 23rd developmentsomy of China. Under President Franklin Roosevelt’s leader-

ship, the economic development of the U.S.A. astonished the in the U.S. Senate do contain a reflection of that new trend.
No one can neatly predict how revised political alignmentsworld and doomed the Nazi dreams of empire. It was U.S.

logistics, unleashed by FDR, which aided U.S. allies in a which take shape, although the Franklin Roosevelt tradition
is a historically predetermined factor in the United Statesglobal two-front war, in overwhelming a well-trained German

military force with sheer force of overwhelming productive today. However, science-driven technological progress
melded with dedication to protection and promotion of thesuperiority.

This advantage of the U.S. economic system, over its general welfare, are principled features of any new alignments
which could address the presently onrushing crisis success-rivals in Europe, was shown most dramatically in cases such

as the pre-1688 Massachusetts Bay Colony of the Winthrops fully.
The most recent leading developments in the U.S. Senateand Mathers, as in the mobilization by Presidents Abraham

Lincoln and Franklin Roosevelt. The U.S. constitutional sys- do not show us precisely what the new alignments will be,
but they do foreshadow what is now possible in the U.S.A.tem is essentially a system based upon the legacy of constitu-

tional principles of national banking, whereas European sys- and other parts of the world.
We have entered a time when the legacy of Thomas Hob-tems, throughout most of their modern history, predominantly

subordinate government to the power of so-called indepen- bes must be absolutely banned from world politics, that in
favor of the principle expressed, from the outset, by the 1648dent central banking systems. It was for that reason that the

U.S.A. became a continental power, from Atlantic to Pacific, Treaty of Westphalia. Defense of security is still obligatory,
but warfare for purposes such as regime-change, are the im-and between its northern and southern borders, through immi-

gration which was largely of populations drawn en masse pulses of dangerous madmen. Civilization can no longer toler-
ate certain reckless kinds of behavior by governments, suchfrom Europe. The U.S.A. is essentially The Prototype of a

European Nation-State; policies of public credit, with public as those of the Blair and Bush governments in the matter of
Iraq; nor can we tolerate the inhuman fanaticism inhering insuperiority over private financier interest, such as those imi-

tated by the founding of Germany’s Kreditanstalt für Wieder- the dogmas of the Mont Pelerin Society. Otherwise, if we can
be as tolerant and as compassionate as is honestly possible,aufbau, typify “the secret” of the U.S. rise to great power.

This principle applies with great force to the present world and if we can avoid the usually fatal pitfall of descent into
practices of sophistry, we shall be able to get along with onesituation.

It will not be an easy matter to return the U.S.A. to the another.
The hope of the future is a powerful motive. The expecta-kinds of national economic policies, such as those of President

Franklin Roosevelt, which made us great in the past. Only a tion that even risk of one’s life might determine the outcome,
for the future, of your having lived, is the most powerful ofgreat crisis could break popular and official opinion free of

those intellectual habits through which the United States has motives. That is the power and the advantage we must seek
to afford to our own and other nations. If we can do that, wevirtually destroyed itself during the recent three decades and

longer. That crisis now exists for the U.S.A., as it does for all of many nations shall get along well with one another.
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Congress’sMission for Bankrupt Auto:
BuildU.S.A. ElectrifiedRail Network
byRichard Freeman and Hal Cooper

Congress, turning to the real tasks of the economy after dis- building and electrifying 42,000 critical rail-route miles1, in
two phases: as Figure 1 shows, it would start with the electri-posing of Cheney’s coup attempt against the Senate, is focus-

sed on the spreading collapse of industrial workers’ pension fication of 26,000 route-miles, and in the second phase, bring
the electrification up to the full 42,000 route-miles. Theseplans; the need for creation of good jobs and protection of

America’s infrastructure; and stopping the White House’s route-miles are selected because they are the heart of Ameri-
ca’s rail system; they support, overwhelmingly, the greatestattempt to eliminate the national passenger rail system,

Amtrak. At the center of this focus of attention, should be volume of freight and people. Although these 42,000 route-
miles constitute only 29% of America’s total rail route mile-saving the auto sector from a collapse which, if unchecked,

will cost the nation its greatest industrial/machine-tool capac- age, each year, they carry 65% of America’s freight, and more
than 70% of the intercity rail passengers.ity. GM is heading for bankruptcy and perhaps, dismember-

ment, faster than policy-makers have supposed or admitted; The electrification of America’s rail system would require
one of America’s largest and most powerful “great infrastruc-Ford and the auto parts suppliers are not far behind.

Three possibilities exist: First, Wall Street will chop up ture projects.” It would shift America away from its addiction
to two modes of transportation—highway and airports—GM and Ford into pieces and destroy their capabilities while

looting their “profitability.” Second, sales of SUVs and 100% powered by petroleum, to a more scientific system.
Dependence upon automobiles and trucks leads each personpickup trucks, as well as cars, will rebound: Falling real in-

comes make that infeasible, and round-the-clock traffic jams to waste hundreds of hours and hundreds of dollars in traffic
jams per year, which become worse as ever more trucks carry-around all our major cities makes it undesirable. Third, Con-

gress will intervene in time, before the biggest automakers ing freight take to the roads. Twelve-lane superhighways, as
urged by “urban planners”—consuming greater volumes ofcollapse, and give the auto sector as a whole, credit and a

chance to reorganize for a new mission. Airline and railroad land—are hardly a solution.
The movement to electric rail would mean that eventuallyroutes are both shrinking to the point of threatening national

disintegration. But the means for transforming the U.S. rail up to a third of truck traffic could be shifted onto rail, and that
the current rail system whose motive power is diesel-electricnetwork are at hand—retooling the productive capacity, and

re-employing the skilled workforce, of GM, Ford, and other locomotives (which consume vast amounts of petroleum)
could be shifted toward all-electric locomotives. Under ad-auto-sector firms to build new economic infrastructure.

Lyndon LaRouche has called for urgent and forceful Sen- vanced high-speed rail and maglev systems, goods and people
would move two to three times faster than they currently do.ate action to do this.
Moreover, this will demand a huge increase in electricity
generation. America would require mass production of nu-A Transportation and Energy Policy

True high-speed rail corridors—at travelling speeds for clear power plants, and ultimately fusion power, to produce
the electricity. Thus, America’s transportation and energypassengers of 150 mph (250 kph) or greater, and for freight

at 90-110 mph—and, as quickly as possible, magnetically policy would shift, in tandem, to higher efficiency and safety.
The electrification/improvement of the rail system, andlevitated train systems, will upgrade the whole U.S. economy.

Both have a fundamental requirement: They run exclusively the production of new power plants, through increased pro-
duction at retooled auto plants, would produce a diversifiedon electricity. In order for high-speed rail to operate, it must

have electric-powered locomotives, and overhead catenary array of goods from locomotives and train sets to nuclear
systems to transmit the electricity to the locomotives. Yet,
of America’s 141,000 route-miles of rail, less than 1% is

1. A route-mile is a mile of actual route that a train travels. A route of 50
electrified. Seventy years ago, much more was, but most has miles represents 50 route-miles. This route may be double-tracked, thus
been dismantled. having a total of 100 miles of track (and even more track in sidings, and

yards), but still have only 50 route-miles.A national electrification program should concentrate on
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jobs would be created in the actual
FIGURE 1a

building of the new rail systems. ThisAn Electrified U.S. Rail System: Phase I, 26,000 Miles
entire project would employ several
hundred thousand workers. It would
require 15 years to construct, and
cost more than half a trillion dollars,
but its cost would represent but a
fraction of the enhanced economic
productivity it would impart back to
the U.S. economy.

Importantly, as LaRouche has
stressed, and we will show, the rail
trunk lines represent potential, and
that potential is radiated 100 miles in
both directions in development cor-
ridors.

The necessity for immediate ac-
tion is clear. On May 5, Standard and
Poor’s rating service, and on May 24,
Fitch rating agency, downgraded the
bonds of both GM and Ford—with
$301 billion and $171 billion in debt,

Sources: Hal S. Cooper, Cooper Consulting Co.; EIR. respectively—to “junk.” In the after-
math, GM’s and Ford’s bonds de-
clined, setting off enormous prob-
lems in the market for collateralized

FIGURE 1b
debt obligations (CDOs), and shock-An Electrified U.S. Rail System: Phase II, 42,000 Miles
waves in the world’s $400 trillion de-
rivatives market. Various hedge
funds failed. The world financial sys-
tem sits on the verge of systemic
meltdown. Financier sharks, like
mob-linked Kirk Kerkorian, are still
pressing ahead for the dismantling of
GM, and of its machine-tool capacity
which America cannot live without.
The time for LaRouche’s proposal
is now.

Superiority of
Electrified Rail

The fight to electrify the Ameri-
can rail system has been waged for
more than 100 years. The superiority
of electric-driven locomotives over
steam-powered locomotives and
over the hybrid diesel-electric loco-

Sources: Hal S. Cooper, Cooper Consulting Co.; EIR. motives that are used today, is unde-
niable. We will compare electrified
rail to steam-powered rail at the peak

of the powers of each. This brings out the stunning superiorityreactor vessels, and transmission lines, employing a tremen-
dous number of auto workers. A job multiplier would result, and method of operation of electrified rail.

The steam-powered locomotive, an invention of the 1820sas each mile of rail requires 370 tons of steel, 535 tons of
cement, and so on, which leads to increased new employment and 1830s, works on the following basis. On the locomotive

of the train is a “firebox” into which is fed coal. The fireboxof workers producing the steel, cement, etc. Likewise, new
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Fourth, it must drag its own fuel and
FIGURE 2

water supplies (for boiling into super-America’s Transcontinental Railroads, As Built From the
heated steam) along with it, usually inEastern Rail System After 1865
a “tender car.” The steam locomotive
must haul many tons of coal and 2,500
gallons of water or more. Fifth, the
steam locomotive is inefficient: It con-
sumes nearly two times as many BTUs
of energy to carry a ton-mile of cargo
freight as does an electric locomotive.

At the dawn of the 20th Century,
electrification of rail had been intro-
duced in the United States, poised to be-
come a reality. It grew in small steps
so that by the early 1930s, 3,000 route-
miles had been electrified, at least sev-
eral hundred of them through the de-
cided assistance of President Franklin
Roosevelt’s Public Works Adminis-
tration.

An indisputable advantage of elec-
trified rail is that it does not carry its own
power generator/power supply with it.
The system begins with a stationary
electricity generating plant far away
from the locomotive, which can use any
source of fuel—say, nuclear—to gener-
ate the electric power. The electricity is
transmitted by transmission lines to a
set of wire lines that hang overhead of
the train track, called the catenary lines.
A device on top of the locomotive—
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called a pantograph—makes continu-
Source: EIR.

ous contact with the catenary system,
In 1862, President Abraham Lincoln signed the Pacific Railway Act to create a

transmitting electricity continuouslytranscontinental railroad, and the U.S. government played a direct role in building it, with
into the locomotive. (A transformerland grants around the road and loans of government bonds. The railroad spread
steps down the voltage). The electricityindustrialization and agricultural development westward. By 1893, a total of five

transcontinental railroads were constructed. is directed to motors which are attached
to the wheels, and power them.

The electrified train system pro-
duces benefits of great significance: First, one leading system,heats a water boiler, making super-heated steam, which is

under very high pressure. The super-heated steam is passed the French TGV, cruises at 180 mph (290 kph), a speed closely
approximated by electrified systems in several other Euro-to cylinders (by a suitable valve arrangement), where it drives

pistons. The moving pistons turn a main rod, which in turn, pean nations and Japan. Second, the electrified train system
uses no petroleum. Third, several electrified trains can usemoves connecting rods that are attached to the locomotive’s

driving wheels. (This whole arrangement utilizes a system “regenerative braking systems” (by essentially transforming
the motors into generators) which capture electricity whenof gears.)

Five limiting features are obvious. First, the train can only braking, and save great wear and tear on brake shoes, etc.
Fourth, the electrified train uses half as many BTUs to carryachieve a certain speed. The best steam locomotives in the

1940s, using super-large cylinders, and in some models op- a ton-mile of cargo freight as do steam powered locomotives,
and maintains a sizeable energy efficiency over other trans-erating two parallel sets of super-large cylinders, could only

achieve top speeds of 125 miles per hour, without a load of port systems.
The close of World War II marked the end of the domi-cars. Second, on a steep grade, a steam locomotive could lose

as much as half of its pulling power. Third, a steam locomotive nance of steam-powered locomotives—a demise that should
have come a half-century earlier. Certainly, the bright pros-could be in the shop for as much as 40-50% of the time.
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pect of the U.S. moving toward electrified rail was beckoning.
But this move never occurred, sabotaged by Wall Street bank-
ing interests.

Post-World War II Highway Initiative
In the period after World War II, an alliance of the Anglo-

American bankers, the oil cartel, and the Morgan/Dupont-
controlled General Motors organized to stop cold, the electri-
fication of U.S. rail. First, they worked to pass the Interstate
and Defense Highways Act of 1956. Ostensibly the product
of a Presidential task force on this subject headed by General
Lucius Clay, the Act was to provide a centralized series of
corridors for the continental movement of goods during war
and other emergencies. However, the above alliance shaped
it to spread suburban sprawl, suburban real estate bonanzas,
and the explosive growth of the petroleum-consuming car and
truck market, which came to dominate the nation’s transporta-
tion system.

The Act created an enormous annual flow of government
money into highway building, so that during the past 50 years,
$2.5 trillion has streamed into building and repair of U.S.
highways and roads, while Amtrak must beg to get a paltry
$1.8 billion per year to barely survive. In 2004, some 8.75
million trucks were turned loose on the highways, carrying
25,000-100,000 pound loads. The heavier the trucks become,

FIGURE 3

Share of Domestic Inter-City Freight Traffic, 
by Mode of Transport
(Percent) 

Sources: U.S. Dept. of Commerce; EIR.
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the more they rip up the highways—as the damage increases
geometrically with heavier trucks—requiring greater repair.
The surge in truck traffic in particular, and also passenger
cars, has grown to such unwieldy proportions, that for hours of Thus, one has reduced an electric locomotive to an appendage

of the burning of petroleum.each day the highways don’t function. Various urban planners
now propose building highways with six lanes in each di- In addition to the technological degradation of the rail

system, has been its physical dissolution, especially after therection.
Figure 3 shows the result of this process, which is a degra- Staggers Act of 1980 deregulated the industry, and the sharks

and asset-strippers moved in. There was a ferocious “rational-dation of the U.S. transportation system’s functioning. In
1943, during World War II, 73% of America’s intercity ization” of rail lines. Whereas in 1980, Class I railroads oper-

ated 164,822 route miles, that was taken down by 40% byfreight traffic travelled by rail, and only 5% travelled by truck,
and the system worked. By 2001, the percentage of freight 2004, to 99,000 route-miles. In the same period, the railroads

settled on a survival strategy: Loading up on the transportationmoved by rail plummeted to 42%, while truck freight rose to
28%. Were one not to count the coal moved by the railroads, of coal. Coal is a legitimate fuel source for electricity genera-

tion, but its role and use should not be exaggerated. In 2004,trucks today carry more goods.
The bank-oil cartel-automotive alliance carried out a sec- 43% of all tons shipped on the rail system were coal. This ties

down the rail system. The transport of other goods is lagging.ond assault in the post-World War II era. They dismantled
much of the electrified rail that existed, leaving less than 1,000 Figure 4 shows that over the past three decades, the rail indus-

try’s shipment of non-coal goods, per household, has fallenelectrified miles in America. As steam-powered locomotives
were phased out, they shifted toward diesel-electric hybrid dramatically.
locomotives, which now comprise 99% of the U.S. fleet. Of
the several points that could be made about diesel-electric Building a Great Project

The long-suppressed electrification of America’s dilapi-locomotives, two are most important. First, think of putting a
diesel engine onboard just to power a generator for an electric dated rail system is an undertaking which could only be

achieved by the fight for and adoption of LaRouche’s Aprillocomotive. This could be done simply, without the diesel
engine, through transmitting outside electricity into the loco- 13 emergency proposal to the Senate, because that would

retool the auto sector to deploy the immense volume of ad-motive. Second, consider that a diesel-electric locomotive has
a 450-500-gallon diesel fuel tank. Collectively, these hybrid vanced machine tools and hundreds of thousands of skilled

workers it still commands, to produce the goods for the electri-locomotives consume 3.8 trillion gallons of fuel per year.
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when current travels more than 40 miles, there are severe
voltage losses. The substations, more than 1,000 of them,
would be built every 40 miles.

4. Double-tracking: When along a specific route, trains
coming from opposite directions share the same track, both
must slow down at some point, using a side track to clear
one another. If that happens several times on a route, the
overall trip speed is considerably slowed. A double-tracked
route provides a set of tracks for going in each direction.
Of the 42,000 route-miles selected for electrification, only
10-12,000 are double-tracked, but heavy usage makes virtu-
ally all of them candidates for double-tracking, calling for
tens of thousands of miles of new track. There exists a bill
of materials to lay each new mile of track: 370 tons of
steel, 535 tons of cement, etc. As well, steel is required for
the culverts.

5. Nuclear Power Generating Plants. The 42,000 route-
miles of electrification would require a complete overhaul
of America’s energy policy: Its inadequate energy grid now
suffers blackouts and shortages. To electrify these route-miles
would require adding new electric generating capacity of
50,000 megawatts (MW), that would generate 383 trillion
kilowatt-hours of electricity during the course of one year.
This would represent a 5.3% increase of the United States’

FIGURE 4

U.S. Railroads’ Shipping of Goods Other 
Than Coal, Tons per Household per Year

Sources: American Association of Railroads; EIR.
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To do this, the U.S. would have but one choice: to move

forward with a vigorous nuclear energy policy. Let us assume
fication infrastructure. that the new 50,000 megawatts added capacity were to be

We present the crucial elements, which, being done in produced by building new nuclear power plants. A fourth
tandem, put great demands on the economy. Consider the generation reactor could be a 800 MW nuclear plant, consist-
tremendous array of goods, through the bill of materials, that ing of four high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR)
would go into each element. units of 200 MW each.3 To construct the added 50,000 MW in

1. Electric Locomotives: In 2003, the Class I railroads generating capacity, it would be necessary to build 63 nuclear
(the nation’s largest railroads)2 operated 20,711 locomotives, plants of 800 MW, which is to say, 252 units of 200 MW.
all of them diesel-electric. About half these locomotives This cries out for mass production techniques for nuclear
travel on the most heavily travelled 42,000 route-miles cited power production. Retooled auto plants could make several
above, or 10,350 locomotives. An attempt could be made to of the components.
retrofit the diesel-electric locomotives into all-electric loco- We have briefly examined five elements that are indis-
motives, but that is a complicated procedure. Thus, the re- pensable for the electrification of America’s rail system.
tooled auto plants would have to take the lead in building Needless to say, there are many more elements of importance
10,350 all-electric locomotives. that could be considered: signalling systems; grade separa-

2. Catenary lines and transmission lines: To electrify tions (underpasses and overpasses to cross the track); passen-
these routes, an overhanging system of catenary lines would ger cars, hopper cars, and intermodal cars; train stations; com-
have to be built above the tracks, to transmit the power to the ponents such as couplers, cooling systems, etc.
trains. From electric power plants, electricity would be carried The most important thing is getting physical production
by transmission lines to the catenary lines. This means 42,000 geared up to produce the critical features of this great infra-
miles of catenaries, and tens of thousands of miles of transmis- structure project. Its production will employ at minimum
sion lines. 250,000 workers, most of them skilled, in producing the

3. Substations: These bring power from high-voltage lev- array of goods from the final locomotives and transmission
els to lower voltages, and also act as phase-breakers, because lines, to the semi-finished goods like steel, copper, and alu-

minum, and the components like cooling systems, to the

2. Class I railroads—A Class I railroad has $277 million or more of revenues
per year. In practice, each of America’s Class I railroads has more than 10,000 3. Another arrangement could be a 1,140 MW nuclear plant, consisting of

four GT-MHR units of 285 MW each.miles of track.
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High-speed railroad travel and freight
requires electric-powered locomotives,
whose mounted pantograph devices pull
power from overhead lines. This means
construction of new power facilities,
substations, and transmission lines, as
well as rail, because the United States
has lost virtually all the electrified rail
mileage it once had.

final on-site construction. There is a price attached to each one-third of truck freight to rail, this would require a second
round of increased production for electrified rail.element; for example, the cost of an electric locomotive is

about $3.5 million, so that 10,000 such locomotives would
cost $35 billion. Preliminary projections are that the whole Magnetic Levitation

As forceful as the effect that rail electrification wouldproject would cost in the range of $400-500 billion, and
take 10-15 years. have in transforming the economy, there is still a higher level:

magnetic levitation. In “maglev,” the magnetic forces gener-However, the system will permit the economy to leap-frog
ahead technologically. Electrified high-speed rail passenger ated by the interaction between the bottom of the transport

vehicle and the rail, lift, propel, and guide a vehicle alongtravel will occur at 150-190 mph; freight will travel at approx-
imately 90-110 mph (for safety’s sake, coal and a few other a guideway, so that it “flies” on a magnetic cushion. This

eliminates wheel-on-wheel friction, which slows all tradi-commodities are best served travelling at lower speeds). By
contrast, 75 mph is the legal limit of passenger cars and tional modes of railroad transport. Current generation maglev

systems cruise at speeds of 245 mph (392 kph), and can reachfreight-carrying trucks, and in reality, in traffic, they travel at
a fraction of that speed. The electrified system will radiate top speed of 300 mph (492 kph), four times the current aver-

age speed of U.S. freight and passenger travel.these benefits, and the associated higher productivity, through
the main corridors of every part of the nation. Maglev would start in the 5,000 miles of corridors that

are the most densely populated. It would require a third roundGiven the speed and other advantages of electrified rail,4

it will be possible to take trucks off the road in two ways. of rail production gear-up, including an additional 25,000-
50,000 gigawatts of nuclear generating capacity, meaning thatFirst, there are categories of freight that are best shipped by

rail. Second, in a process that is in its infancy: trucks can do with electrification and maglev, the nation’s generating ca-
pacity would have to increase an impressive 10%. A nationalshort-haul. A truck picks up a product, drives to a railroad, is

strapped onto a rail flat car, and shipped to another city, where maglev rail system would cost a quarter of a trillion dollars.
Railroad electrification, including maglev, becomes pos-the driver and truck disembark to make the delivery. By these

two processes, within 15 years, one-third of truck traffic could sible only when the economy is mobilized and the mammoth
production capability represented by the retooled auto sector,be shifted to rail.

However, the production of goods for electrification of is brought into play. Without this capability, electrification of
this scope would not be possible.42,000 rail route-miles cited above, is based on working to

accommodate the current volume of rail freight, and factor in Such a mission will emerge from a political fight. Adop-
tion of LaRouche’s emergency proposal would save the autoa small annual increment. Were we to succeed in transferring
sector in precisely such a manner, as to generate a technologi-
cal revolution in rail and cascading productivity that will aid4. A truck consumes nearly 2.5 times as many BTUs of energy to carry a ton-

mile of cargo freight, as does an electric locomotive. in reconstructing the nation.
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What Can Bring U.S.
Manufacturing Back?
by EIR Staff
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Against the background of early June’s new government
reports of still-declining U.S. manufacturing activity, employ-
ment, and real wages—and the associated loss of more and
more industrial pension plans—the responsibility for “recre-
ating our economy” is falling upon the Congress. The
President’s priorities—more tax cuts, more budget cuts,
replacing Social Security with 401(k)s, tax breaks for energy
speculation—are completely remote from the real economy.
And the Senate agreement of May 23 has ended his ability to
give orders to the Legislature. Congress must take the reins of
an economic recovery.

A new, national high-speed rail grid is “ready-to-go” infra-
structure of the greatest importance to the productivity and
wealth of the United States. The major high-speed corridors

have already been defined by regional coalitions of elected
officials and planners; feasibility studies have been done on
many of these corridors, both for conventional high-speed rail
and even for the ultra-high-speed technological frontier, mag-
netic levitation railroads. In his November 2002 Emergency
Infrastructure Program, Lyndon LaRouche showed how the
collapse of our national air and rail travel carriers simultane-
ously, could break up the United States as a national economy.

Of the major high-speed corridors, (below), we focus on
the overlap of two of those corridors through Western
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Indiana, and how constructing the
new rail grid can bring back steel production and electric
power capacity, and reverse the collapse of manufacturing
employment, county by county.
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European Railway websiteInland Steel Corp.

High-tech upgrading of blast furnaces like this one at Indiana Harbor,
Indiana, was undertaken at very few sites in the Midwest steel-belt over
the past 30 years. Instead, as shown in the Pittsburgh-to-Youngstown,
Ohio region, there was a drastic shutdown of integrated steel centers.
Building a high-speed, electrified rail grid requires large quantities and
many qualities of steel, re-opening production with the most advanced
technologies. An animation of this process is available on
www.larouchepub.com.



VA Hospital Cuts
Could Backfire
by Patricia Salisbury

On June 7, the final hearing in the current round of the Bush
Administration’s campaign to cut back and close Veterans
Administration hospitals around the country will take place
in Poplar Bluff, Mo. At issue is the entire acute-care inpatient
capacity of the John J. Pershing VA Medical Center. The unit
is small, with 18 beds, but is critical for veterans and general

www.afge-8th-dist.orghealth care in the area.
An eloquent protest against what the mis-named VA CARES planThe Pershing VA hospital provides primary care to veter-
would do to up to 18 Veterans medical centers. Over recentans throughout 29 counties of southeast Missouri and north-
months, the protests have grown and members of Congress have

east Arkansas. Approximately 50,000 veterans live in the ser- begun to take leadership.
vice area, and about 40% of them annually receive care at the
Medical Center.

A talk with a local union official revealed that a similar
shutdown is planned for the VA facility in Montgomery, Ala., New York Sen. Charles Schumer (D), and Rep. Jerrold

Nadler (D), along with New York City Councilwoman Mar-where the entire inpatient treatment capability is on the chop-
ping block. The official, who works at the hospital, said that garita Lopez, spoke against proposals to merge the Manhattan

facility with the VA hospital in Brooklyn, and then sell theit treats 2,000 to 3,000 veterans a year on an inpatient basis,
all of whom would be shunted to Birmingham or even Atlanta site for private development. The estimated real estate value

of the site is $500 million. Elected officials, veterans groups,hospitals if they wish to continue to receive VA treatment.
Although a public hearing held in May witnessed a popular and medical authorities have joined to form a “Committee to

Save the Hospital,” which includes Dr. Robert M. Glickman,outcry against the shutdown, this official believes that the
decision had already been made, and the supposed public Dean of the New York University School of Medicine, and

Dr. Van Dunn, Vice President for Medical Affairs of the Newinput was just a charade.
York City Health and Hospitals Corporation.

Getting right to the heart of the swindle behind CARES,Who CARES?
These situations in Missouri and Montgomery are 2 of 18 Councilwoman Lopez announced that she will introduce leg-

islation to increase restrictions on commercial use of the prop-in the country, in which veteran and general health care is
threatened by a swindle know as “Capital Asset Realignment erty, and thus make it less attractive to developers of luxury

housing.for Enhanced Services” or CARES. The misnamed CARES
program proposes to sell off all or part of VA medical cam- Across the country, in Livermore, Calif., veterans and

others protested the possible relocation of a 120-bed Veteranspuses for real estate development purposes, and to otherwise
cut back the cost of veterans’ care. Eighteen Veterans Medical Affairs Nursing Home, south of Livermore. The facility

would supposedly be relocated from its current pastoral set-Centers are currently on the short target list, and there are
corresponding political mobilizations to halt CARES and ting to a Central Valley site near San Joaquin’s County Hospi-

tal and Jail, where a new facility would be built. Desperatemaintain or even expand veterans’ health care.
One of the hottest fights is under way in New York City. vets who require nursing home care at the Livermore site want

to stay where they are, while others in the Stockton area areIn early June, more than 100 veterans and others heard from
local elected officials concerning the extraordinary threat to begging that the new facility be built near them.

EIR’s study of VA- and state-run nursing home beds percompletely close the Manhattan VA hospital on First Avenue.
This is the only VA Medical Center within 100 miles that 1,000 vets over age 65 shows that the state of California is at

the low end of the range, with only 2.30 beds per 1,000.offers cardiac and vascular surgery, as well as neurosurgery,
rehabilitation medicine, kidney dialysis, and AIDS treatment. (See Figures 1-2.) Clearly, what is required is an increase
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FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2

VA or State-Run
Nursing Home Beds
per 1,000 Veterans 65
Years or Older, 2004

Sources: U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs; National Association of State Veterans Homes.

Over one-third of all Veterans reside in six states (darkest). The overall distribution of residence, and characteristics of sub-groups (age
profiles, health conditions, means, etc.) is the basis for deciding what ratios of infrastructure (hospitals, clinics, etc.) need to be provided,
where. But Figure 2 shows the wide disparity in nursing home beds provided by either the VA, or state-run homes. More need be built, not
shut down.
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in number of nursing home beds for the entire
state—a demand that seems difficult to raise
within the prevailing assumptions of shrinking
resources and the reality of a collapsing
economy.

The Backfire Possibility
Nonetheless, there are challenges being made

to the central assumption of the CARES program.
In Walla Walla, Wash., where U.S. Sen. Patty
Murray (D) is taking a determined stand against
cutbacks to the Jonathan M. Wainwright VA
Medical Center, a local community commission
chaired by Walla Walla City Manager Duane

www.va.gov

Cole, has proposed upgrading the facility and
“The most valuable property west of the Mississippi,” is what one member of its

dealing with the problem of the aged plant by administration called the West Los Angeles VA Medical Center. The White
building a new medical building, and converting House/VA closings and consolidations aim to throw such sites into the real

estate speculation bubble.some of the current space to administrative use.
The community group has prepared detailed esti-
mates of costs as well as information on the utili-
zation to capacity of virtually every medical facility in the Almost to a man, attendees declared their opposition to the use

of even one inch of the VA property for commercial purposes.area serviced by the VA Center. Still, one local elected official
told this news service that a complete closure of the facility Many invoked the history of the land, which was deeded by

a local family in 1888 for use of disabled veterans.cannot be ruled out.
Ironically, in some instances the process which CARES There were several proposals that part of the land be used

to provide decent housing for the area’s large population ofhas set in motion to convert the VA campus areas to non-
medical usage is fostering proposals from community activ- homeless veterans (estimated at 27,000 in Los Angeles

County alone). Others pointed out that the current services atists and others for productive usages, instead of real estate
speculation. the VA Hospital are not enough to meet the needs of veterans,

and that it was an illusion to think that the current health careAn early May meeting concerning the St. Alban, N.Y. VA
Center heard testimony that the Center—which was once a is the best that can be provided.

One person noted that research on cell transplants wasU.S Navy Hospital Facility and is built in the shape of an
anchor—is vital for the area. John Rowan, President of the done at Building 118 of the facility, and proposed that there

is the opportunity to integrate the country’s foremost scienceVietnam Vets of America, New York State Council, said that
three times the current 181 nursing-home beds are needed, and medical technology to create a facility where veterans

can obtain the very best, at the forefront of medical care. Asand pointed out that Vietnam vets will soon be reaching age
65. At the same hearing, the local Deputy Mayor, Dennis one person testified, “Yesterday’s, today’s, and tomorrow’s

veterans need the West L.A. Facility to be the diamond of theWalcott, proposed that all medical services be maintained,
and that 3 out of the 55 acres of the campus be used to create West Coast.”

Ironically, the Bush Administration maniacs and the VAa high school with an early-admission college program to
serve from 600 to 800 students, and which would be geared bureaucrats may find that their VA real estate swindle will

instead force people into thinking about the potential of theto the medical sciences.
Others proposed to create a senior center or a medical VA medical system to lead a renaissance in U.S. health care.

school in honor of the late Dr. Canute Bernard, a Jamaica,
N.Y., resident and long-time community activist who died
in March. WEEKLY INTERNET

The potential for this situation to fly out of control is AUDIO TALK SHOW
nowhere more evident than in the discussion around the West
Los Angeles VA Hospital. According to one member of its The LaRouche Show
administration, this hospital sits on the “most valuable prop-

EVERY SATURDAYerty West of the Mississippi,” adjacent to the affluent area of
Brentwood. Despite late public notice, more than 120 local 3:00-4:00 p.m. Eastern Time
people and staffers for two Congressional offices showed up http://www.larouchepub.com/radio
at the CARES local advisory panel public hearing on May 6.
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old cliché says, ‘the train has left the station.’ I think it is very
difficult to call that train back at this stage.” Hefley noted that
Congress will have one more chance to consider the final
BRAC plan. “And while I recognize that disapproving theRevolt Brewing Around
recommendations is a difficult hurdle to overcome, that is our
best remaining opportunity to terminate the BRAC process.”Base-Closing Swindle
House Armed Services Committee chairman Duncan Hunter
(R-Calif.), who on May 13 had issued a statement in favor ofby Carl Osgood
keeping open the Navy’s Submarine Base in New London,
Conn., seconded Hefley’s analysis, but urged members to take

Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld’s base-closing plan, their cases to the BRAC Commission.
In the Senate, that debate has yet to take place, but Thune,which is nothing more than a giant real estate swindle, has

generated a vehement reaction across the country. Although along with Maine’s two senators, Olympia Snowe (R) and
Susan Collins (R), are determined that debate will occur. Un-it is natural that constituencies would arise to defend bases

targetted for closure in their area, what makes the reaction der the plan, South Dakota will lose Ellsworth Air Force Base,
the second largest employer in the state, and Maine will losemore pointed is that Rumsfeld’s plan intersects austerity mea-

sures being pushed by the Bush Administration. These in- the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, and the Brunswick Naval
Air Station.clude the shrinkage of the Veterans Affairs (VA) medical

system, in a plan written by former VA Secretary Anthony Snowe, in particular, has been angry that the Pentagon
has been slow to release the data on which it based its determi-Principi, who is now Base Realignment and Closure Commis-

sion (BRAC) chairman. The Bush Administration’s proposed nations of the military value of its installations. On May 25,
Snowe and Thune introduced legislation that would requireVA cuts feature the closure of VA hospitals and VA-funded

nursing homes, and substantial cuts in the Medicaid program. the DoD to turn over all of its data within seven days of
enactment, or terminate the current BRAC round. “In thisThese Administration efforts run parallel to efforts by

Wall Street interests to slash and burn employee benefits, country, we simply do not allow our government to make
decisions in the dark that profoundly impact so many citizens’including pensions and health care, in the airline, steel, and

automotive industries. lives,” said Snowe.
A day later, May 26, 22 senators from Maine to NevadaAs EIR reported, soon after the Pentagon’s release of its

base-closing report on May 15, members of both the House sent a letter to Rumsfeld demanding that the Pentagon release
that data. During the base-closing rounds of the 1990s, suchand the Senate introduced legislation to slow the process

down. Within days, the bill of Sen. John Thune (R-S.D.) gar- data were released within seven days of the closure proposals.
“If the Department continues to delay the release of this data,nered 17 co-sponsors. In the House, debate on the base clos-

ing, led by Rep. Jeb Bradley (R-N.H.), went straight to the communities adversely impacted by BRAC, and the BRAC
commission, will be unable to assess the Department’s recom-floor May 25, with the House consideration of the Fiscal 2006

defense authorization bill. Bradley noted that just four days mendations in the limited time allotted to them under BRAC
law,” the senators wrote, noting that the BRAC commission’sbefore the BRAC closure list came out, the Overseas Basing

Commission released its report, recommending that the base- first field hearing is on June 7.
In addition to the senators, 14 state governors signed aclosing process be slowed down, so that decisions can be

made in a reasonable manner about where to put the 70,000 letter to President Bush, initiated by Maine’s Gov. John
Baldacci, making the same demand. “The confidence of thetroops, plus 100,000 family members, who are scheduled to

come home from bases in Europe, and build any new infra- American public in the fairness of the process and the ultimate
decisions that will be made to close or realign military instal-structure that will be required. Also there will be requirements

for the 30,000 new troops that the House has voted to autho- lations relies on the accuracy of the data used by the various
services, as well as the validity of the calculations and com-rize as an addition to the Army’s end strength.

“We need to slow the process down to ensure we do not parisons made using this data,” the governors wrote.
Under this growing pressure, the Pentagon made all of themake critical mistakes when we are deciding our national

security and military strategy,” said Rep. Stephanie Herseth data available, in a classified setting, to members of Congress,
the BRAC Commission, and their staffs, on June 1, and prom-(D-S.D.).

Bradley’s amendment was defeated by a vote of 316 to ised to make it publicly available on June 4, although some
of it would remain classified.112, but the last word on the subject has yet to be heard in the

House. Rep. Joel Hefley (R-Colo.), the chairman of the House
Armed Services Committee Readiness Subcommittee, told Surprising Revolt from the Military

By law, active duty military personnel at affected basesthe House that although he had led attempts in the previous
two years to slow the process down, this time around, “as the are prohibited from speaking out in defense of the bases to
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Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld’s
plan to close or relocate 18 military bases
has generated an outcry from citizens and
Congressmen whose districts will be
devastated by the actions—even as real
estate speculators stand to make a killing.

DoD/Helene C. Stikkel

be closed. However, that prohibition does not apply to the Focus on New England
The focus in recent days has been on New England, whereNational Guard, whose members are considered state em-

ployees, unless called up for Federal service. And the National members of the BRAC Commission made visits to the New
London Navy Submarine Base in Connecticut, Otis Air ForceGuard has made no bones about its position on BRAC. On

May 26, Thune announced that the National Guard Associa- Base on Cape Cod, and the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard and
the Brunswick Naval Air Station in Maine. Before departingtion of the United States, the Adjutants General Association of

the United States, and the Enlisted Association of the National Washington, commission chairman Principi received the
Maine and New Hampshire Congressional delegations, asGuard had all endorsed his legislation, and leading members

of all three associations appeared with him at a press confer- well as the states’ governors in his office in Washington, D.C.
Prior to the meeting, Senator Snowe had told reporters thatence, that day.

Maj. Gen. Francis Vavala, the adjutant general of Dela- the delegations would tell Principi that the recommendations
to close the shipyard, along with Brunswick Naval Air Stationware, who was representing the Adjutants General Associa-

tion, said, “We do this as a body to underscore flaws in the and the Defense Finance and Accounting Service Center in
Maine, “are based on faulty data and assumptions and ulti-recommended decisions fueled by the exclusion of key infor-

mation pertaining to the Air National Guard.” mately would be detrimental to our national security.”
The delegation also argued that clean-up costs for theVavala was echoed by the adjutant general of Montana,

Maj. Gen. Randy Mosley, who was reported to have told shipyard are higher than the Pentagon is estimating, and that
keeping the shipyard open will actually save the Navy moreMontana Gov. Brain Schweitzer (D) that if the recommenda-

tions go through, “then our urban center areas and the home- money than closing it. Representative Bradley added that the
delegation stressed that Portsmouth’s nuclear license wouldland security support we provide to the nation, states, and

governors will be less capable than what we were pre-Sept. be “gone forever in all likelihood,” once the yard were closed.
Rep. Tom Allen (D-Me.) said that the delegation was “able11, 2001.”

A major feature of the plan is the redistribution of National to make the point that Portsmouth is the most efficient yard
in the country and it needs to be kept in place or the Navy willGuard aircraft to fewer bases around the country. Twenty-

eight states would wind up with fewer aircraft than they pres- lose money overhauling submarines for years to come.”
When Principi and other members of the BRAC Commis-ently have, and five of those, including Montana, would have

no aircraft at all. Schweitzer is threatening legal action if the sion showed up on June 1, to tour the Portsmouth shipyard,
they were greeted by the Maine and New Hampshire gover-Montana Air National Guard is shut down.

Mosley further complained that the National Guard was nors, congressional delegations, and thousands of shipyard
workers and townspeople, all rallying to keep the shipyardnever part of the Pentagon’s process. “We were never in-

volved or informed,” he told the Associated Press. “All of the open. Representative Bradley told the Fosters Daily Demo-
crat that the commission members frequently asked the work-adjutant generals were purposely excluded from the process,

They did not want to involve us.” Mosley speculated that the ers to explain how productivity would suffer if the shipyard
were closed and those skills lost. “I think that’s a good sign,”reason for the exclusion was that the Pentagon thought it

would never get agreement from all of the adjutant generals. he said.
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only the airline industry, but the pension plans of millions of
American men and women who have labored for years on
the expectation that the promise made to them—of a secure
retirement—would be kept.

The subject of this first-ever Congressional Online Hear-Legislative Initiatives:
ing is the decision of United Airlines to abruptly terminate its
traditional pension plan and dump $6.6 billion of losses ontoSave Private Pensions
the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC), the public
agency that is supposed to guarantee private pensions for

An indication of the new seriousness of the U.S. Congress on retirees. The stakes for 120,000 United Airlines employees
and retirees are very high—they face deep and permanentquestions of economic policy, comes from the series of pieces

of legislation which have been introduced into the 109th Con- cuts in their retirement benefits if the PBGC takes control of
United’s pension plans. The takeover of the plan will resultgress either to stop the Administration’s most egregious loot-

ing policies (such as Veterans Administration cuts, or pension in pension benefit cuts averaging 25% to 50% for United’s
employees and retirees—a loss of over $3 billion for thesecuts), or to initiate much-delayed infrastructure projects. No-

tably, a growing number of these bills is gaining bipartisan men and women who have worked for years with the promise
of a secure pesnion.sponsorship.

EIR will be compiling an overview of this legislative United employees have been asked repeatedly to give
wage concessions to help United to improve its financial con-agenda in coming weeks. We begin with the bills introduced

to deal with the dumping of private pensions. dition. And they have done so. Before United decided to ter-
minate its pension plans, its workers were negotiating alterna-

Bills have been introduced into the House of Representatives tives to ending those plans. The Pension Benefit Guaranty
Coprporation itself studied United’s finances and determinedand the Senate to put a six-month moratorium on the dumping

of private pensions, including those of United Airlines, on the that the company could afford to continue at least one of its
four plans.Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation (PBGC).

The House bill, initiated by Reps. George Miller (D- We need an independent review of United Airlines’ abil-
ity to continue its plans. United employees should be fullCalif.) and Jan Schakowsky (D-Ill.) on May 12, is H.R. 2327.

Its purpose is “To impose a 6-month moratorium on termina- participants in the discussions about their own retirement.
Congress and the American taxpayer, who could be calledtions of certain plans instituted under Section 4042 of the

Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 in cases upon to pay out billions of dollars to cover pension plans that
have been underfunded and sent to the PBGC for payment,in which reorganization of contributing sponsors is sought in

bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings.” The Miller- deserve accurate information.
Last week Rep. Jan Schakowsky and I introduced legisla-Schakowsky bill already has 89 cosponsors, three of whom

are Republicans (Henry Hyde [Ill.], Donald Manzullo [Ill.], tion, H.R. 2327, to impose a six-month freeze on any company
in bankruptcy trying to dump its pension obligations ontoand Ron Paul [Tex.]).

The Senate bill, S. 1158, has been initiated by Senators the PBGC.
This short-term legislation—as well as broader action onTed Kennedy (D-Mass.), Daniel Akaka (D-Hi.), and Frank

Lautenberg (D-N.J.). It mirrors the House bill, and is entitled pension reform—is critical to millions of Americans who
want assurance that their own companies will make good onthe “Stop Terminating Our Pensions Act.”

Denied a hearing date in the House by Committee on their pension promises, and not try to dump them off on the
taxpayers or other companies as a way of restructuring withEducation and the Workforce Chairman John Boehner (R-

Ohio), Representative Miller called an “Online Congres- fewer liabilities.
All the other airlines will look to United’s actions tosional Hearing” on May 23, sponsored by the Democratic

Caucus of the Committee, which he and Representative Scha- see if they can cut their own costs by dumping their
workers’ pensions. I am very concerned that other indus-kowsky addressed, along with leading labor officials, Senator

Kennedy, and thousands of working people, mostly from tries that face economic difficulties, or which have drasti-
cally underfunded their pension plans, will follow United’sUnited Airlines. We include some significant statements from

that hearing below. example and pass their debts on to the taxpayers and
their own employees.

For too long, we have been urging the Congress and theOpening Statement by Rep. George Miller
Miller is the Ranking Democratic Member of the House Com- Administration to address this very serious pension under-

funding crisis. Unfortunately, they have been more intent onmittee on Education and Workforce.
privatizing Social Security and cutting retirement benefits,
despite our warnings, and therefore no action to help employ-I want to thank everyone who is participating in this Online

Congressional Hearing on a very serious problem facing not ees has been taken.
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If ever anyone needed an example to show why working Workers (IAM), AFL-CIO, I represent more than 150,000
active and retired members who work in America’s airlinemen and women cannot suffer Social Security benefit cuts, as

the President is recommending, you need look no further than and railroad industries.
Furthermore, as a former TWA employee who had histhe example of United Airlines.

I join many of those who will testify in this hearing own pension terminated, I know first-hand how it feels to
have a company break its pension promise.in urging the Republican leadership in Congress and the

Bush Administration to support H.R. 2327, and allow United Our airline members are dedicated professionals who
repair airplanes, take reservations, greet passengers at theemployees to go back to the bargaining table on the

future of their pension plans. During the six-month freeze, ticket counter and gates, keep passengers safe in the air,
and unload aircraft and perform the behind-the-scenes jobsCongress must pass urgently needed pension reforms to
that make commercial aviation the safest mode of travel
in history.

IAM members and thousands of other airline employeesCongress must send a clear
have made extraordinary sacrifices since the Sept. 11 attacksmessage that dumping billions of
that struck at the heart of our industry. Airline workers have

dollar of their responsibilities onto endured bankruptcy proceedings, pay cuts, short staffing, and
all major hardships. Yet they’ve stayed at their jobs and keepthe U.S. taxpayers is wrong and
the public safe when they fly. Our members have struggledwon’t be tolerated. If United is
through tremendous hardships, yet they give their all, day in

allowed to terminate its pension and day out. As evidence, United Airline entered bankruptcy
in 2002 but remains a leader in on-time performance.plans, other corporations will surely

And now, our members have had enough.follow suit.—Robert Roach, Jr.
Dumping pensions is just one of a long list of sacrifices

airlines have forced on our members. Our members take pay
and benefit cuts, but management repeatedly gets raises and
bonuses. It’s not right and it’s time airline workers getprotect millions of employees whose nest-eggs are very

much at risk, and address many other failures of the pension treated fairly.
With the deck stacked against them, our members havesystem that place the retirement security of millions of

Americans at risk. persevered. But now it’s time for justice. Airline employees
have paid too high a price and they need help. As membersIt is time for the Bush Administration and its Labor

Department to start defending the economic rights of the of Congress, you can provide that help.
From the heart-wrenching stories our members and othermillions of working men and women who depend on the

Administration to ensure that they are treated fairly in the airline workers will put before this hearing, you will hear the
real consequences of airline management’s actions. Takingworkplace. That is not happening today and employees are

suffering for it. over airline pensions may be a balance sheet problem for
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation accountants, but for
our retirees it means a choice between having to forego medi-Testimony of Robert Roach, Jr.

Roach is General Vice President of Transportation for the cine, or working until death to make ends meet.
And for retirees with serious health problems, cutting re-International Association of Machinists and Aerospace

Workers. tiree health benefits literally means life or death for them. . . .
American can’t have a safe and efficient air transportation

Thank you, Congressman Miller, for giving me the opportu- system without career airline employees. And you won’t have
that, if airline management is allowed to go back on promisesnity to testify today on a matter that will have a profound

impact on America’s working families. United Airlines and and responsibilities to its workers.
Congress must send a clear message that dumping billionsthe U.S. airline industry are trying to pull the retirement rug

out from more than 100,000 United employees by terminating of dollar of their responsibilities onto the U.S. taxpayers is
wrong and won’t be tolerated. If United is allowed to termi-their pension benefits. That is wrong and Congress should not

allow it to happen. nate its pension plans, other corporations will surely follow
suit.We support your efforts to stop corporate America’s at-

tempt to dump billions of dollars of their pension responsibili- H.R. 2327 is a start in that direction. We applaud your
efforts to head off this pension disaster and thank you for theties onto the U.S. taxpayer and rob millions of workers of a

retirement with dignity after a lifetime of work. opportunity to speak on behalf of the thousands of employees
who depend on you and your colleagues to help them achieveAs the General Vice President of Transportation for the

International Association of Machinists and Aerospace a retirement with dignity.
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essential capital goods and economic infrastructure, such as
the repair, expansion, and improvement of our national rail-
way systems; maintenance and improvement of water man-
agement systems; and the development of other urgently
needed infrastructure projects. The result of this will be toWayne County: Save
save existing manufacturing jobs and create large new areas
of employment in infrastructure and manufacturing for ourAuto, Machine Tools
citizenry in a manner comparable to the best of the New Deal
programs that rescued the nation and the world from the rav-

The Wayne County Commission, which represents a county ages of the Great Depression;
Now therefore be itof 2 million, including the city of Detroit, passed a resolution

June 1 calling on Congress to “take every possible action Resolved, by the Wayne County Commission on this 1st
day of June 2005, that it go on record that we urge the Con-to promote and diversify the automotive and machine tool

sectors of our national economy.” The resolution, which gress of the United States to take every possible action to
promote and diversify the automotive and machine tool sec-passed by a 13 to 0 vote, with one abstention, was introduced

by Commissioner Philip Cavanagh, who had attended an tors of our national economy; and be it further
Resolved, that a copy of this resolution be sent to Con-April 9 meeting with Lyndon LaRouche in Northern Virginia,

to discuss saving GM and the auto industry. gressman Thaddeus McCotter, Congressman John Dingell,
Congressman John Conyers, Jr., Congresswoman CarolynRepresentatives of LaRouche PAC and the LaRouche

Youth Movement gave short presentations in favor of the Cheeks Kilpatrick, Senator Debbie Stabenow, Senator Carl
Levin, and President George W. Bush.resolution.

Resolution No. 2005—By Commissioner Philip Cavanagh Letter of Support Circulating
A letter of support for the Wayne County Resolution has beenWhereas, an increasing number and variety of relevant

specialists are warning that the collapse of the national econ- signed, so far, by Robert Cebina, President UAW Local 723,
Monroe; Hugh McDonald, President, Dearborn Democraticomy could occur if certain stop-gap and long-term actions are

not adopted and implemented to forestall the threats to our Club; John Clark, President UAW Local 2031, Adrian; David
Campbell, Secretary-Treasurer, American Postal Workerseconomy from the problems associated with the automotive

and machine tool sectors of our economy. The loss of the Union, 48041 Area Local, Allen Park; and Eugene Morey,
President UAW Local 849, Ypsilanti.physical capabilities of the automotive industry, and espe-

cially its machine tool sector, could mean the end of Ameri- The letter reads, in part:
ca’s leadership as a world economic power; and

Whereas, it is in the best interests of our national home- We the undersigned wish to thank Wayne County Commis-
sioner Phil Cavanagh for his sponsorship of Resolution 2005.land security to have a strong and vibrant manufacturing and

industrial sector, capable of producing the necessary machin- Many of our constituents either live or work in Wayne
County, and are vitally affected by the crisis now gripping theery and technology to defend the citizens of the United States

and protect our interests abroad, but sadly our manufacturing county and the state due to the deteriorating status of the
domestic auto industry. Our livelihoods are very much atand industrial sector has been experiencing a dramatic reduc-

tion in capacity and production over the last several de- stake.
We know that elected officials and others are beginningcades; and

Whereas, government has an obligation to promote eco- to take note of the unnecessary and rapid collapse of the auto
industry and its related parts suppliers. There are resolutionsnomic activity through the creation of new capital investment,

which will result in the expansion of employment opportuni- similar to that of Mr. Cavanagh in other state legislatures
and city councils. . . . Economist Lyndon LaRouche has alsoties and help jump-start long-term capital investment by pri-

vate investors. As government leaders, we must ensure the issued a memorandum to the U.S. Senate, calling upon that
body to intervene to save the auto industry.continued viability of our automotive and machine tool indus-

tries, which creates the bedrock of Michigan and America’s It is now time for the Congress to not merely take note,
but to act in a spirit of bipartisan collaboration to save thiseconomy. The loss of these vital economic anchors would be

a disaster with incalculable chain-reaction consequences for vital American industry. In the great depression of the 1930s,
President Franklin Roosevelt initiated a New Deal for allour nation and the world; and

Whereas, one of the key options is Federal capital invest- Americans that put people to work in infrastructure and manu-
facturing, and rescued our nation from the grips of that crisis.ment in diversification of the productive potential of the auto-

motive and machine tool industries into a broader mixture We support Mr. Cavanagh’s resolution and urge the other
commissioners to do the same. Thank you.of production. Our nation needs to shift into the domain of
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Interview: Jeffrey Bailey

‘We Need to Put the Heart
Of America Back to Work’
Jeffrey Bailey, business manager and financial secretary for duction plant in the world at the time.

That was 18 years ago. It could take the processes to makeIronworkers Local 292, in South Bend, Ind., was interviewed
June 2 by Mary Jane Freeman. Mr. Bailey has been an iron- steel that normally took 24 hours to process the steel, and do

it in 12 minutes! It takes a cold roll of steel, then runs it throughworker for 22 years.
a heat treating process, dips it through a galvanizing process,
and then stretches it to the precise thickness needed in auto-EIR: How many members does your local have?

Bailey: Here in the South Bend area, approximately 300, and mobiles, appliances, rail cars—anything along that line where
you need precision steel. We made steel there for Mercedesnationally about 100,000 members.
Benz, Toyota, and so on.

EIR: What do ironworkers do?
Bailey: Basically, we are the first people on a construction EIR: Is that facility still open today?

Bailey: It is, but now it has 18 years on it. It is starting tosite and the last to leave. We start out in the foundation, the
footings of the building, and the carpenters put up the forms, slow down, and I can see it being closed down in the near

future, because the technology, in just 18 years, has changedthen we place the reinforcing steel into the forms. The cement
finishers pour the concrete, and then from that point, the struc- to the point where we need to build a new facility that is more

high-tech.ture rises, as far as the structural steel. Then the masons come
along put the masonry brick on, if it has a brick facade; the
glazers put in the windows; the carpenters put in the drywall, EIR: In the LaRouche PAC pamphlet, “It’s the Physical

Economy, Stupid!,” there is a map which shows the nuclearthe doors, and the carpet, and then hand over the key to the
new owners and say, “Here’s your new high-rise.” power plants that were built, and also those which were can-

celled since 1980. It appears from the map that there were two
plants planned for Indiana. What happened with these, didEIR: So, ironworkers build the inside, or the backbone of

every structure. either get built?
Bailey: No. There was a facility called Marble Hill and thatBailey: Yes. We build the bridges you cross over the I-80,

I-90 toll road, or the I-94, I-96 Interstate exchanges, over the plant was never completed. It was near total completion and
then, I believe there was an issue at Three Mile Island [inrivers, the railroad tracks. We build steel mills, which make

the steel for our cars, if they’re not made in another country, 1979], and they stopped construction on it. They have now
completely dismantled and torn down the entire project, basi-and the railroad tracks that trains run on. We also build water-

treatment plants where the raw sewage from the city goes, so cally back to the raw earth. The other nuclear plant that was
going to be built in Indiana was the Bailey plant. So currentlythat we can maintain a clean water supply. . . .
we have no nuclear sites in the state of Indiana.

EIR: What is one of the great projects you’ve worked on
during your 22 years as an Ironworker? EIR: When a nuclear plant is built, like the one you were

involved in, in Michigan, how many ironworkers are em-Bailey: One of the first ones, when I first got started, was the
D.C. Cook nuclear power station, which is located on the ployed?

Bailey: On that site at D.C. Cook there were probably 800shores of Lake Michigan in the town of Bridgman, Mich.,
built in the late 1970s. It has to be one of the cleanest power to 1,000 men just in the ironworker trade alone, not counting

the electricians and everyone else involved.production plants in the whole Midwest. There are two reac-
tors there, which produce about 2,000 megawatts of electric-
ity per day. EIR: On May 23, in the U.S. Senate, earth-shaking events

unfolded, where the effort to defeat the Bush/Cheney plan toThere was also a joint venture project between Nippon
Steel and Inland Steel, where we built a facility called INTek, tear up the Constitution and take away the advise and consent

powers of the Senate was successful. Most Democratic, andin New Carlisle, Ind. This was the most advanced steel pro-
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some Republican Senators, speaking
from the floor of the debate on this
nuclear option, were saying that what
should be on our agenda rather than
this filibuster debate is jobs, the econ-
omy, health care, and so on. What do
you think about that?
Bailey: I’m in total agreement with
what happened there. You have to
have it set up where we can filibuster
so that we can stop these people; their
agenda is nothing but to destroy the
middle-class American and his fam-
ily by stopping jobs that pay a person
a good living wage, as opposed to
someone for substandard wages.

What we need to do is get focus-
sed back on rebuilding America, and
get America back to work. Once we

epa.gov
do that, then maybe we can look at

The D.C. Cook Nuclear Power Plant on Lake Michigan was one of the first major projectssome of the other problems that are
Bailey worked on. Built in the 1970s, it is one of the cleanest power production plants in the

out there in the world, in my opinion. Midwest.
We should have the most advanced
rail system in the world. We proba-
bly have the worst rail system in the
world today. Bailey: Definitely instead of shipping our jobs abroad, or

debating over daylight savings time in the state of Indiana for
over eight weeks! Then, when all was said and done, theEIR: In fact, this is a critical issue now with the financial

sharks downgrading the debt of General Motors and Ford, Governor stated it was going to create thousands of jobs now
that we’re going to switch to daylight savings time. That’spositioning themselves to break-up and sell off the productive

part of our auto industry, putting in jeopardy the existence of just absurd.
the auto plants and their machine tool capacity and skilled
workforce. In the face of this, Mr. LaRouche has called for EIR: Yes. This rail project which LaRouche has been talking

about as an interim step to getting to magnetically levitatedthe U.S. Senate to take emergency action to rescue the auto
and aerospace sectors, to retool them, as FDR did during trains, is electrification of the rail system as a national project.

This would electrify 42,000 miles of track and along the wayWorld War II, retooling them for the production of things like
a new rail system. you’d have to have power stations and transmitters, and so

on. I presume ironworkers would be involved in the laying ofBailey: This would create hundreds of thousands of jobs for
working people. Basically, you start from the ground up. the track, the power systems. . . .

Bailey: Yes, absolutely. Since the current AdministrationYou’ve got to start in the ground. You pour the concrete, raise
the columns, and build the rail system on top of those columns, has been in office, I’ve had five power plants, just in my

jurisdiction here, that have been put on hold. One in particular,that can go from New York to California safely, efficiently. To
do all that you have to get your steel mills up and producing, Allegheny Energy Co., had a project one-third of the way

completed, and my men went to work one day and the gatesmaking more steel for the project. You have to retool the
manufacturing sector parts so that we can make the compo- were locked. Allegheny said, “Sorry fellas, this job has been

shut down.”nents that we need to build the train and all that goes into
building such a system.

It’s just a cycle that goes on and on. You’d have to increase EIR: Why?
Bailey: The reason given was that there was no longer a needcopper mining just to make enough copper to build something

of that magnitude. You’d have to open up the gunite and for clean efficient electricity in the country. We have more
than we need, is what they were saying. . . . That was fivetagnite production, and the coal mines, to get those in opera-

tion, just to build the projects that this country needs. years ago in 2000. . . .

EIR: At the height of the energy crisis in California. . . .EIR: Instead of outsourcing our jobs abroad.
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Bailey: Correct. The company, Allegheny Energy was build- EIR: What’s the status at the Ft. Wayne GM plant?
Bailey: GM truck and bus in Ft. Wayne has been sloweding the facility here in my area right next to my steel mill. The

steel mill was going to be one of the main purchasers of the down. Its production is just down to a crawl.
power. It was to be a natural gas power plant.

EIR: You mentioned before that there’s a Bendix plant there
too. What is done there?EIR: A rail map I’m looking at appears to show that Indiana

does not have much rail service. Is that true? Bailey: Bendix here in South Bend was one of the leading
manufacturers of parts for the airline industry, for landingBailey: Well, we have an electric train system that goes from

South Bend to Chicago’s South Shore. We’ve been struggling gear and braking systems. This plant also made braking sys-
tems for the European Air Bus. It has now been bought outto keep that still functioning.

It is quite old. I’d have to say it has been running for 60 by Honeywell, which is running only a small part of the plant.
At one time it employed 10,000 United Auto Workers, andyears and is in need of great maintenance. But what we really

need is a high-speed rail that goes from Detroit, Mich., to now it is down to approximately 1,000 people. This downsiz-
ing has occurred over the last 10 years.Chicago, which would swing down through the state of Indi-

ana to get around the bottom of Lake Michigan. This would Another Bendix plant in my area was a foundry where
they made auto parts, castings that were then machined downbe approximately a 400-mile stretch.

Building on that core you could spread out and go south by machinists, to make the finished product. That plant, I was
just told, will be completely closed down by the end of thisto St. Louis, Mo., or southeast to Cincinnati or to Cleveland.

It’s the rust belt—that’s what they call us here, but we are the summer. This will put 500 more people out of work.
heart of America. We need to get this part of the country back
to work, as well as all parts of the country. EIR: This year the American Society of Civil Engineers

(ASCE) issued a “Report Card” on America’s infrastructure
which said that 27% of the country’s bridges, or one in four,EIR: It appears that there is no rail link from one of Indiana’s

major cities, Indianapolis, to Chicago, right? are structurally deficient or functionally obsolete. If we were
building bridges the way we should be, or refurbishing orBailey: Right, there absolutely is not. I happen to be very

fortunate, as here in the South Bend area the Amtrak system repairing them, how would that impact ironworkers?
Bailey: Oh, it would be an absolute increase in total produc-is still running so that you can take Amtrak from South Bend

to downtown Detroit. tion. Because to do this, you have to have the people working
in the mills to make the steel. Once they make the steel, then
it gets fabricated by fabricators. Then my men go out andEIR: How many auto plants do you have in Indiana, and

what’s the impact of the downgrading, bankruptcy, and poten- erect the new bridge after they’ve taken down the old one.
Between 10 to 15 ironworkers would be employed, per bridge.tial sell-off of GM and Ford for workers there?

Bailey: The most current facility that we built in South Bend, This process goes even further. You have to make the
reinforcing steel for the foundation. The concrete has to beis the H-2 Hummer, four years ago at the height of RV-

madness. It was a combined joint effort by General Motors made that is poured to hold up the bridge. The operating
engineers who excavate and dig the dirt, have to be put toand AM General. AM General is the company that makes the

military Hummers which are also here in South Bend. work. It would create jobs, jobs, jobs.
This venture was to make the civilian vehicle, which you

know the Governor of California is quite proud of, and is EIR: What about waste-water facilities? The ASCE says
America needs $72 billion in funds, over 33 years, to meetrunning around the streets in. That plant, when it went into

production, was running around-the-clock shifts, seven days Clean Water Act standards.
Bailey: It’s the same thing. Most are built out of heavy re-a week, and now it has been shut down to one shift, five days

per week. inforced concrete. So once the form work is done by the car-
penter, then my people put in the reinforcing steel. The same
thing: The steel has to be made in one of the steel mills in ourEIR: How many auto workers are there in Indiana, and at

that Hummer plant? area. Our water-treatment facilities are in such disrepair that
it is a miracle that a lot of them are even functioning.Bailey: Well over a couple hundred thousand, statewide .

There’s a GM plant in Ft. Wayne. At that Hummer plant now, Again, we should have the most advanced treatment facil-
ities in the world, but yet we don’t. I don’t know if it’s becausethere are only about 500. There were plans for this plant to

expand. The parts were shipped in from all over the country of politics or what. It’s the old saying, “Wake up America.”
and assembled there at the site. We had 11 Indiana firms that
were involved just in bringing in components into the plant EIR: LaRouche has identified the 30-year deindustriali-

zation policy which has manifested itself in the creation ofand now, of course, those jobs have been affected too, as there
is no longer a double shift going. bubbles—housing, stock market, or IT—but then the market
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collapses, which reveals the underlying looting or cannibal- training does a person have to get to become a skilled iron-
worker? And does the union have training programs?ization that has gone on. What about prevailing wage and

health care issues for your union? Bailey: My local, and all the locals in the United States,
require four years of apprenticeship training. After the fourBailey: The members that work through my local, pay more

than minimum wage for every hour they work, just for their years, you become a journeyman. At the end of your appren-
ticeship, here in my local, the member receives an associate’shealth care, which is $6.00 per hour. We are self-funded. . . .
degree in applied science through the Ivy Tech college. He is
required to take college-level courses, which helps him toEIR: You mean that for every hour that an ironworker works,

he has to pay $6 of his wage to health-care costs? become a well-informed better worker. He’s also required to
take 225 classroom hours, and approximately 1,000, hands-Bailey: Yes, and there are other locals in the country that are

higher. I believe that Chicago is now up around $9 per hour. on hours in the field, working, before he can advance year
to year.Out in the East Coast, their contribution levels are up to $7

and $9 per hour. The program is done all right at our own facility. What
I do is hire a professor or instructor from Ivy Tech college.
They come to my facility where we have our training. ThereEIR: What should Congress do about that?

Bailey: What they have to do is step up to the plate and are classrooms for the book part of the program, and in the
back of the facility we have hands-on areas where they dodeclare that there will be no more increases in the health and

welfare costs. Put a freeze on these costs, if not try to reduce the hands-on work. This is done twice a week, four hours
a night. Our apprenticeship training fund pays the Ivy Techthese escalating costs. They need to get employers, whether

it is Wal-Mart, or K-Mart, or whatever, to provide health personnel, and once the young apprentice completes all the
requirements, then he gets his associate’s degree in appliedcoverage for their workers. Because in my opinion, our union

is having to help foot the bill for those that don’t have insur- sciences. Most of the building trades require that, electri-
cians, pipe fitters, and so on. We are trying to educate ourance, and that’s why the costs are so high.

If you think about a guy who is out there in the cold, people.
the rain, the snow, he’s paying $6 per hour just for health
insurance, which is way over what minimum wage is. So you EIR: Pensions are in crisis now. What’s the situation with

your union’s pensions?have to ask, how does a person on minimum wage make it?
He can’t. The thing is my people, in the building trades, we’re Bailey: Our fund is a multi-employer-type trust fund. We’re

in good shape, on solid ground. But it is something we havenot like other unions, say like the United Auto Workers. If
my guys aren’t out there physically working, they don’t get to monitor all the time, because we know that we’re not going

to be like a United Airlines, or Delta which is going to be next,paid. They don’t get paid holidays, no sick days. We’re not
like teachers, and so on; if we’re not working, we don’t get I’m sure, because we cannot go to the Federal government and

get relief if we have an unfunded liability issue.paid.

EIR: And on the prevailing wage matter? EIR: Why do you say you can’t go to the government?
Bailey: I believe under the ERISA laws that multi-employerBailey: Well, the prevailing wage issue, in our opinion, is

that when there are local tax dollars and tax money being trust funds cannot go to the government for relief.
spent on projects, whether it is a school house, or a water-
treatment facility, or an interstate or local bridge, then the EIR: If you had your two U.S. Senators sitting in your office

today, what would you tell them they have to do back in Wash-highest rate of pay, established by the building trades, is what
should be paid. The taxpayers’ dollars are involved, and so if ington?

Bailey: They need to go back to Washington and put a freezeyou pay the higher rate, then that man can go out and pay for
his health insurance, or buy a house, or pay his taxes. on medical costs; put a freeze on prescription drug costs. And

they need to get this country back to work and bring ourIt’s the simple economics that Clinton had. If you fertilize
the tree, then it grows, sprouting limbs and leaves. It is a soldiers home. Let’s rebuild America. We’ve got those young

men and women over there fighting, and when they comeconstant battle with the State, to try to keep the prevailing
wage in effect, and Davis-Bacon rates. If contractors, using back home, they’re not going to have a job, and that’s wrong.
private money, build with cheap labor, which will be non-
union workers, they can build it, they can get it done, but it’s EIR: Anything else you’d like to say?

Bailey: It is what we need to do, like what LaRouche hasnot the quality. . . .
always said: We need to rebuild the country. Just as any com-
mon farmer can tell you, when you plant your corn, you putEIR: That raises another question which Mr. LaRouche has

focussed on, what you might call the Army Corps of Engi- a little fertilizer down there and it makes the corn grow. We’ve
got to go from the bottom up, not the top down.neers or draft approach to educating people. What kind of
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have constituents and retirees that work, or worked, at all
Interview: Juanita Walton of them.

EIR: So there is discussion of closing the Hazelwood plant?
Walton: Yes, and at this point in time I think they are going
down to one shift, and probably they’re going to close theAuto Is ‘Very Large Part
plant. I had worked at that plant when I worked for St. Louis
Community College. At that time, and I think also today, theyOf St. Louis Community’
still make, the Ford Explorer.

So, that industry is a very, very large part of the St. Louis
State Rep. Juanita Head Walton (D) represents the 81st Dis- community, and we need to feed it, and let it continue on, and
trict in the Missouri General Assembly, which encompasses that’s why I am asking Congress to step in, and try to make
North St. Louis County. She is the president of the Missouri sure that the industry does not go under.
Legislative Black Caucus Foundation and Secretary of the
National Order of Women Legislators. In 2004, she endorsed EIR: Do you know how many people work at the Hazel-
Lyndon LaRouche for President in the Missouri Democratic wood plant?
Primary, and invited the candidate to speak in St. Louis along Walton: I think it was in the thousands.
with other legislators. Representative Walton sponsored leg-
islation in 2004 to reform the election laws in Missouri, to EIR: Part of a resolution that you will introduce, talks about
return to a system of paper ballots. She serves on the Veterans, the idea that, to stop the liquidation of the physical productive
Appropriations for General Administration, and Higher Edu- capacities, and to retool these plants, they produce things for
cation Committees in the Legislature. rail or water projects. What is your thinking on that?

Representative Walton was interviewed on May 27 and Walton: That is something that Ford and GM auto makers
May 31, by Richard Freeman. would do all the time. They would shut down the plant, retool,

and come up with another product. So that’s something that
EIR: On May 13, you sent a letter to members of Congress, can be done, it can be easily done, but you have to have the
along with Rep. John Bowman and Rep. Craig Bland, entitled desire to continue on and support that industry.
a “Resolution Urging Congress to Take Emergency Action
to Save the Economy and the Auto Industry.” What do you EIR: When does your legislature come back into session?
think is the importance of taking such an action? Walton: January.
Walton: Before I answer, I’ll add that those other two legis-
lators are auto workers: [Rep. Craig] Bland works for Ford, EIR: So this is a resolution that would be raised in January?
and [Rep. John] Bowman works for DaimlerChrysler. Being Walton: Right. Also, we may be able to file it in September
a legislator and a state rep in St. Louis County, north county,1 I when we have a special, or veto, session.
have an awful lot of constituents who are working at Chrysler,
GM, and Ford, and also retirees. In fact I have an aunt who is EIR: Are there possibilities of more cosponsors?
a retiree from GM, who lives in my district. So it will affect, Walton: Oh, yes. If I get the word out, I’m sure I’ll have an
in terms of the downfall of the automotive industry, my com- awful lot more people. I think you talked to John, and I brought
munity tremendously. One of the things which we’ve just had it up with Craig, because I knew Craig worked for Ford, and
recently, within the last three years in north county, is Ford would be very supportive of that. But if I had time to really
talking about closing the plant here in Hazelwood. It’s not in get around, and let folks know what’s going on, I’m sure we’ll
my district, but I have a lot of Ford employees that live in my have a lot of support.
district that work there at that plant.

And of course not only would it affect those employees EIR: In terms of things that could be built, I know that the
who work at that plant; there are residual jobs also in terms discussion is to build water systems, rail systems, and other
of the parts suppliers, other companies that feed off of that infrastructure. Tell me a little bit about the situation with
auto industry, or that plant. infrastructure, because I know that is something you’ve been

extremely concerned about in the state of Missouri.
EIR: There is also a plant in the city of Wentzville? Walton: Well, I’ll just talk about our infrastructure here in
Walton: The plant in Wentzville is a General Motors plant. terms of the city of St. Louis; that infrastructure was built
The city of Hazelwood has a Ford plant. The city of Fenton, years ago, in the 1930s. They are collapsing, they need to be
which is in St. Louis county, has a DaimlerChrysler plant. I addressed, and nothing is really happening because, I guess

people are looking at, “Hey, we don’t have money for these
things, fix it when something happens,” rather than working1. “North county” and “south county” refer to the north and south legislative

districts within St. Louis County. on it now and preparing. It’s those type of things.
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When I say infrastructure, I mean
the pipes that our water system runs
through. On occasion you’ll have a
sink-hole where the street would just
collapse. So we have issues there. In
fact I understand they have a lot of
tunnels beneath the city of St. Louis.
. . . Of course we had a lot of brewer-
ies in St. Louis that utilized tunnels
and caves. We need to improve our
infrastructure, we need to improve
the plumbing, how our water is be-
ing done . . . .

Our transit system, in terms of
our Amtrak that we have, is partially
funded through the state, and proba-
bly other sources, or has been par-
tially funded through the state; we
can have a better transit system in
terms of commuting and getting our
people through. . . . We also have a

EIRNS/James Cameron
light-rail system.

Missouri State Rep. Juanita Walton at a 2003 press conference in St. Louis, introducing
speaker Lyndon LaRouche. She has filed a resolution in the legislature, calling on Congress

EIR: Where does it run? to take “emergency action to save the economy and the auto industry.”
Walton: It doesn’t run in my neigh-
borhood, I can tell you that. Our
light-rail transit system starts in Illi-
nois, and runs across the Mississippi River to St. Louis city, hour or higher. This is also something that is being called for

by a midwest government group called the Midwest Regionaland then to the airport. It’s almost like a straight line . . . it
runs east to west, and it starts in Illinois. And now they are in Rail System. What do you think are the benefits, how might

that benefit the state of Missouri?the process of expanding that light-rail system, and they are
expanding it to Clayton, which is west of the city of St. Louis, Walton: I think it’s an excellent idea, and of course, it would

be for economic development. I don’t know how many hoursalmost at the border of the city limits. . . .
it would be to get from one place to the next. How long do
you think that would be?EIR: Has there been discussion of expanding that?

Walton: They are doing some expansion right now, and
that’s taking it out to Clayton. Now that may be fine, but we EIR: From Chicago to St. Louis is 260 miles.

Walton: It’s a five hour drive.also need to be taking it out to north county, we need to take
it to south county, other places too, where the people live.
Two hundred thousand African-Americans live in North St. EIR: By high speed rail it would be two to two-and-one-

half hours.Louis County, and need that transportation.
Walton: Half the travel time.

EIR: But they’re not taking the rail system to north county
next? EIR: Do you know what the unemployment rate is, roughly,

where you are?Walton: No. The people instrumental in making that deci-
sion didn’t come up with north county, and I thought: This is Walton: No, I don’t.
where the workforce is, these people need to get to work. . . .
Amtrak hasn’t been very dependable. They are using the line EIR: But you can tell it’s there?

Walton: I know it’s there. And another thing they have, isof Union Pacific, and if Union Pacific has a freight train that
needs to get through, then you have to stay and wait for them they have people who have had jobs, at higher salaries,

who’ve been downsized, whatever, and they’re getting jobsto carry their freight.
at lower dollars. . . .

EIR: The sense of the resolution you’ve introduced, is to
build a high-speed rail corridor between Chicago and St. EIR: Aside from the auto industries, what companies have

been suffering the most in your area? Have you had someLouis, which would carry people at about 125-150 miles per
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other plants closings? was on Medicaid, and with those cuts, he would not be eligi-
ble, any longer.Walton: St. Louis used to be headquarters for several com-

panies, and then a lot of those companies moved out of St.
Louis. Southwestern Bell used to be headquartered here, and EIR: Really? So what would happen to the patient? Just do

it on his own, or put money on the credit cards, to pay for it?they moved to Texas. There were about seven or eight compa-
nies that were headquartered here that moved out, I can’t Walton: Whatever way they can kind of come up with some-

thing, if they can. And this person is very disappointed, be-remember them all.
cause they voted for Blunt.

EIR: Those jobs, they just moved them out?
Walton: Yes. EIR: Do you know of other things that might have gotten

eliminated as a result of the cuts?
Walton: Well, I won’t say eliminated, but I know of cutbacksEIR: There is the idea of globalization, shipping American

jobs to places where there’s cheaper labor . . . lower infra- in terms of mental health.
structure, sometimes it’s not even existent, like in the maqui-
ladoras in Mexico. How do you view this? EIR: So before, you could get some coverage on mental

health if you were on Medicaid, and now that has been re-Walton: Well, if we don’t try to do a better job at globaliza-
tion, we’re all going to be unemployed, or most of us. It would duced?

Walton: It’s been reduced, yes. . . . Social services, health,hinder our working class. It would hinder our unions that we
have, and when I say working class, it also is beginning to and mental health have been reduced drastically.
hinder our white collar positions, in terms of our programmers
and data-base management people. Those jobs are going to EIR: Many of the hospitals get a very large percentage of

the money from Medicaid, and Medicare. To your knowledge,India now.
has this affected, or will this affect in some way, the hospitals?
Walton: If they were getting money from the state, yes.EIR: And do you see effects of manufacturing companies,

as they shut down to globalize, go to other countries?. You’ll have people coming in there, they’ll probably want to
service them, and they won’t have any way to have it paid.Walton: Our steel industry is non-existent.
The hospital is in the business of making money, pay for the
workers, cover the expenses, overhead.EIR: Let me ask you, just to shift ground a little bit, I know

that your Governor, Matt Blunt, has a proposal to cut Medic-
aid. Could you tell us what is involved with that? EIR: Have there been hospital closedowns?

Walton: Well, they got rid of the public hospitals. They areWalton: Well, it’s already passed, and been signed, and ap-
proximately 100,000 people in Missouri will be cut off from all closed. Homer G. Philips, that was the black hospital that

they had here in St. Louis. . . . So the hospital was basicallyMedicaid.
dismantled in terms of cutting programs here and there. They
had a nursing program, they had all kinds of programs there.EIR: And this will affect elderly, disabled? What will hap-

pen to the dental, and podiatry, and things like that? So they dismantled the hospital, cut down on services, and
closed the hospital eventually.Walton: It will be wiped out.

There was another public hospital, Hospital No. 1, that
was closed. And St. Louis County had a hospital, called St.EIR: When did he propose this?

Walton: It was legislation that was introduced, passed Louis County Hospital—they closed that—which was lo-
cated in Clayton. . . .through the House and Senate, and he signed it in April.

EIR: Has it gone into effect already? EIR: Can you see some of the effects of the Medicaid cuts?
Obviously, someone not getting cancer treatment is one ofWalton: Yes, he’s already signed it. Normally they wait—

I’ll go back; I don’t think they plan for it to start until maybe those?
Walton: Normally what happens, is you see people whothe Fiscal Year, July 1. Normally, when you have bills, and

the governor signs them, they go into effect Aug. 28. But have mental problems, who are not able to get services, or get
treatment, just leave them out on the street in the community.since he signed it already, I believe they probably plan for it

to start at the beginning of the new Fiscal Year. And you have families who have no resources or anything to
assist their relatives.

EIR: What will this do? How will it impact the population?
Walton: People will not have services. What do you do if EIR: We spoke earlier of unemployment?

Walton: Well, actually, what normally happens with unem-you don’t have services? In fact I have this young lady who
is a doctor, who is a member of an organization I’m involved ployment, in terms of African-Americans, they are cut first,

and have a higher percentage of unemployed. You can lookwith, and she says that she had a patient who had cancer. He
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at the foreclosure rate here in St. Louis. I think we were num- EIR: So you see this as a scourge, just to keep people losing
their money there?ber one in bankruptcies here.
Walton: People are losing their money from gambling, from
mismanagement, in terms of living for today, not planningEIR: In the state?

Walton: No, in the country. We have an awful lot of bank- for tomorrow; and unemployment.
ruptcies that are done here in St. Louis and in the state.

EIR: One of Missouri’s United States Senators, Kit Bond, a
Republican, has supported Amtrak. Have you worked withEIR: Are many of the bankruptcies African-Americans?

Walton: They don’t discriminate on that one. him, or your state’s other Senator, Jim Talent, on any of
these questions?
Walton: I really had not worked with them on those ques-EIR: Wow. What happened to the real estate market? Did

prices go up a lot, like the rest of the country? tions, and those questions pretty much had been directed to-
wards the governor’s race, rather than the U.S. Senator’s race.Walton: No. It’s gone up; it went up, like 7% in terms of

appreciation, in terms of the homes. But it didn’t really go up a Or if they were addressed, you know you have to have re-
sources to get your message across. In fact, I tell people, inlot. I think what happened is: unemployment; legal gambling.
terms of our Governor, he won on the three Gs: God, Gays,
and Guns. And that’s what they got. The whole RepublicanEIR: Do you have a lot of casinos in the state?

Walton: In St. Louis we have one in Alton—which is ten party played it that way, and won on those three Gs. And you
had those evangelical Christians that go out to vote, basedmiles from where I live—which is in Illinois. Then you have

the President Casino, which is downtown. Across the river in their vote on at least the Gays and God.
Illinois is Casino Queen. Then you have in the city of Mary-
land Heights in St. Louis County, Harrods; and then in St. EIR: These are wedge issues, hot-button issues.

Walton: Yes, and people go out and vote on those singleCharles County on the Missouri River, Ameristar. That’s five.
And they’ve got approval for another one, I think it’s Jefferson kind of issues where they don’t think about “how is this going

to affect me if I lose my job?” or a person gets sick, and onCounty or south county, one of the two. That’s the sixth
coming. and on. How is this going to affect me?

EIR: If you had a Senator in your office, what would be the
sort of things that you would say should be done as first steps?
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Walton: Our people need jobs, and once they have jobs,
of course they’re going to stimulate the economy. People,
especially African-Americans, need jobs. And of course,
some of the things that you can do to help stimulate the econ-
omy in terms of jobs, is our transportation system, our infra-
structure, on and on, in terms of, you know, our manufacturing
we’ve gotten away from helping our people have jobs. They
have to have them.

EIR: How have the policies of Bush and Cheney affected
this?
Walton: Of course, I didn’t vote for them. I just felt that
nothing was going to get better if they continued on. I wasn’t
pleased with them getting us into this war over in Iraq. And I
just can’t believe how the people have bought into this stuff.
And when I listen to them talk, they don’t even have the facts
right. But they’re gung-ho on this war thing.

EIR: In terms of some of the work on the water systems,
now you have the Mississippi River, and there are projects
right now before the Army Corps of Engineers to rebuild
locks and dams on the Upper Mississippi River as well as
on the Illinois River. This affects the Missouri waterways
system. What do you think of that type of thing?
Walton: I think it would be an excellent thing to do, provided
that they fund it.
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Congressional Closeup by Carl Osgood

Senate Panel Passes Once it is passed by the full Senate, enthusiastic supporter of the war, but
since that time, “I have been very dis-Bipartisan Energy Bill the energy bill faces a rough ride in

conference with the House. AsideThe Senate Energy and Natural Re- appointed in what I have learned about
the justification for going into Iraq.”sources Committee pushed out, by a from the above-noted differences, the

House bill also includes $8 billion invote of 21 to 1, a bipartisan energy bill He called on the Congress “to start the
debate and discussion of what the exiton May 26. The broad support in the tax breaks, most of which go to oil and

gas interests closely tied to Vice Presi-committee for the bill resulted from a strategy is of this government.” The
Congress has a responsibility, he said,deliberate effort to avoid the partisan dent Dick Cheney. The Senate bill, on

the other hand, puts the brakes on full-lightning rod issues that have held up and “we should not be into some end-
less, endless war in Iraq, when we havepassage of an energy bill for the past scale deregulation, something House

negotiators are unlikely to accept.two Congresses. The comity on the so many other countries that we need
to be watching much more.”committee was noted by ranking Dem-

ocrat Jeff Bingaman (N.M.), who told
reporters afterwards that during the House Debates Exitfive-day markup, “virtually every vote
that occurred was spread all over the Strategy for Iraq Rangel Re-Introducesplace.” In other words, there were no For the first time since the invasion of

Iraq in March of 2003, the House votedparty-line splits on any amendment. Bill on Military Draft
On May 26, Rep. Charles Rangel (D-Two of the provisions left out of on whether or not the war should con-

tinue. The May 25 vote came on anthe bill include liability protection for N.Y.) re-introduced legislation to re-
instate the military draft. Rangel saidcontamination caused by the gasoline amendment to the Fiscal Year 2006

defense authorization bill, sponsoredadditive MTBE and the repeal of the that “what is happening now indicates
to me that the entire volunteer systemPublic Utility Holding Company Act by Rep. Lynn Woolsey (D-Calif.), that

would have expressed the sense of(PUHCA), both of which were in- is in danger of collapse under the
weight of the burden being placed oncluded in the House bill passed, last Congress that the Bush Administra-

tion should develop a plan for the with-April. Committee Chairman Pete Do- those who are serving.” The legisla-
tion is, in part, a response to the grow-menici (R-N.M.) noted, during a drawal of U.S. forces from Iraq.

Woolsey told the House that while shemark-up session on May 19, that “Sen- ing crisis in military recruiting, espe-
cially in the Army, which has missedator Bingman and I have not been able honors members of the military serv-

ing in Iraq, more than 1,600 of themto agree on language to repeal” the its monthly recruiting goals by as
much as 30% every month since Feb-PUHCA, so it was left out of the bill. have been killed in two years of war,

more than 12,000 wounded, and an es-The bill also slows the charge to- ruary.
Rangel noted that the Army’s re-wards deregulation of electricity, by timated 25,000 Iraqi civilians have

also been killed. Between that and theprohibiting the Federal Energy Regu- cent decision to allow recruits to sign
up for as little as 15 months, plus train-latory Commission (FERC) from more than $200 billion Congress has

appropriated for the war, “do the mem-mandating that utilities join Regional ing time, “shatters the myth of the vol-
unteer military, while exposing the hy-Transmission Organizations. The bill bers [of the House] not think that the

American people deserve to knowincludes increased penalties for viola- pocrisy of the Pentagon’s arguments”
against the draft. The 15-month enlist-tions of the Federal Power Act and a what the President plans to do in Iraq?”

Woolsey’s amendment was de-ban on market manipulation by elec- ment, along with sign-up bonuses of
as much as $30,000, are part of thetricity marketers. Both of those provi- feated by a vote of 300 to 128, based on

arguments from the Republicans thatsions were sponsored by Democrats. Army’s response to the drop in recruit-
ing. The Army has also beefed up itsThe bill also restricts FERC’s author- such an amendment would “send the

wrong message” to the terrorists inity with respect to the siting of lique- force of recruiters and ordered a one-
day recruiting stand-down on May 20,fied natural gas plants by denying it Iraq. Significantly, however, five Re-

publicans voted for it, including Wal-“eminent domain authority,” unlike after allegations of abuse, in order to
review the rules and regulations ofthe House bill which gives the agency ter Jones (R-N.C.), who spoke in sup-

port of it on the House floor. Jonesunlimited authority over the siting of recruiting.
Rangel also noted that the Penta-such plants. noted that two years ago, he was an
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gon has “only been able to keep troops two services over the past three years It combines the old Military Construc-
tion function, military family housing,in the field by extending deployments, to 30,000 soldiers and 4,000 Marines.

It also authorizes enlistment and re-calling back veterans who have pre- and the defense health program, with
the Veterans Affairs budget, whichviously served in combat, and placing enlistment bonuses of up to $30,000.

an unsustainable burden on the Re- used to be packaged with the budget
for the Department of Housing and Ur-serves.” He warned that these prac-

tices “have devastated the troops’ mo- ban Development. In the bill passed
by the House, the Department of Vet-rale, made life more difficult for Democrats Call for Select

military families, and, in many cases, erans Affairs gets $68.1 billion, in-Committee on Abu Ghraibcaused the loss of civilian jobs, homes, cluding $21 billion for health care, andThe House Democratic leadership,and even marriages.” the Defense Department gets $53.5Leader Nancy Pelosi (Calif.) andRangel, who is a decorated Korean billion, of which $20 billion goes toWhip Steny Hoyer (Md.), and nineWar veteran, originally introduced his the defense health program.ranking committee members, includ-bill in January 2003, when it generated Military Quality of Life and Veter-ing Henry Waxman (Calif.) of thea great deal of anger from neo-con pro- ans Affairs appropriations Subcom-House Government Reform Commit-war circles. Rangel noted at the time, mittee Chairman James Walsh (R-tee, and four others, announced onthat most of those promoting the war N.Y.) pointed out that the Veterans Af-May 27 that they would be introducingpolicy against Iraq hadn’t “the slight- fairs portion of the bill does not as-legislation to establish a 14-memberest clue as to the pain of war, the sacri- sume the adoption of the increase inselect committee to investigate the ev-fice of war.” fees and co-pays for veterans’ healthidence of detainee abuse at U.S. pris- care that the Administration is de-ons in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, Iraq, manding, nor does it preclude the Vet-and Afghanistan. erans Affairs Committee from moving“We first introduced this resolu-House Passes Defense on legislation to prohibit those fees.tion a year ago after the RepublicanAuthorization Bill It also restores funding for long-termMajority refused repeated requests toOn May 26, the House voted 390 to 39 care to the Fiscal 2005 level, and itinvestigate the accounts of prisonerto pass the Fiscal 2006 defense autho- directs the Veterans Affairs Depart-abuse in Abu Ghraib,” Waxman said.rization bill. The $441 billion bill au- ment to spend not less than $2.2 billion“Since then, the scope of the problemthorizes funding for activities of the on specialty mental health care inhas exploded. Nearly every weekDefense Department as well as nuclear 2006.brings new reports of horrific abuse ofweapons activities of the Department Freshman Rep. Charlie Melanconindividuals in U.S. custody. Yet, thereof Energy. It also reflects the growing (D-La.) offered an amendment thatstill has been no serious Congressionaldiscontent in the Congress with the would have added $169 million to var-investigation.” Waxman called thisBush Administration’s penchant for ious VA accounts, including $53 mil-lack of oversight “shameful.”funding its wars with supplemental ap- lion for programs that serve veterans
returning from Iraq and Afghanistan.propriations. In addition to the regular

funding, it includes a “bridge fund” of He proposed paying for the increased
funding by taking it out of accounts$50 billion, “which is intended to pro- House Debates Veterans’vide the resources necessary up front used for paying military base closing
expenses, which was already reducedto allow our military to fight the war on Health-Care Funding

Veterans’ health care was at the centerterrorism,” in the words of Readiness by $310 million from the Bush Admin-
istration request. Walsh argued thatSubcommittee Chairman Joel Hefley of debate when the House passed by a

vote of 425 to 1, the Military Quality(R-Colo.) taking the money out of base closing
accounts would only free up about $30The bill also does something else of Life and Veterans Affairs appropri-

ations bill on May 26. The bill is onethat the Bush Administration has re- million and would further delay ongo-
ing clean-up efforts at previouslysisted: It increases the size of the Army of the results of the realignment of the

House Appropriations Committee,and the Marine Corps by 10,000 and closed bases. Walsh barely prevailed,
as Melancon’s amendment went down1,000 troops, respectively, bringing undertaken by Chairman Jerry Lewis

(R-Calif.) at the beginning of the year.the total authorized increases in the to defeat on a 214 to 213 vote.
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EIRLaRouche Youth Movement

How LaRouche Youth Organizing
Uses the Dirichlet Principle

The May 28 edition of EIR’s Internet radio program, The economic crisis: Hedge funds may be on the verge of blowing
out—we’ll know more by the end of this month, and definitelyLaRouche Show, featured a discussion of Lyndon LaRouche’s

latest document, “The Noëtic Principle: Vernadsky and Diri- by the end of June. Ford and General Motors are teetering on
the verge of bankruptcy. There’s an effort to wipe out thechlet’s Principle,” with Bruce Director, one of the prime au-

thors of the LaRouche-commissioned series of pedagogical pension funds of major U.S. corporations. So, we have an
economic crisis deepening.exercises, called “Riemann for Anti-Dummies.” Host Harley

Schlanger and Director were joined by a panel from the And now, we have a danger, because of the effects of what
happened in the Senate, of Cheney going nuts. Cheney, who’sLaRouche Youth Movement, who described how they were

applying their own studies in the principles of mathematical a sociopath in any case, has a nuclear option. He may have
lost the “nuclear option” in the Senate, but we’ve got to keepphysics to conveying economic principles in day-to-day or-

ganizing. The youth also had an opportunity to query Director our eyes on the potential danger of an attack on North Korea,
less likely, on Iran.on specifics of some of the concepts presented in

LaRouche’s document. But, what happened this last week, is that a bipartisan
group of Senators rejected the drive by the Cheney-Bush Ad-The LaRouche Show airs weekly on Saturdays, from 3-4

p.m. (eastern time). The animated economic graphics that ministration to destroy the U.S. Constitution. It was the defeat
of the so-called “nuclear option,” which would have put anAaron Halevy references, “Manufacturing Jobs as a Percent-

age of Total Jobs, Continental U.S.,” can be obtained by end to the right of the minorities in the U.S. Senate to filibuster
in the case of the absurdly terrible nomination, such as thesubscription at EIR Online at http://www.ljcentral.net/eiw/

wa6mfj/flashmaps/index.html; earlier exemplars of the ani- one of some of these judges; such as [John] Bolton, who’s not
a judge, but he’s up for United Nations Ambassador. But,mations can be obtained from the archive of LaRouche’s most

recent webcast at http://www.larouchepac.com/pages/audio what happened is, a group of Democrats and Republicans
came together, and made an agreement, which not only pre-_video_files/2005/050407_arc.html. Animations accom-

panying the “Riemann for Anti-Dummies” series of pedagog- vented the “nuclear option” from being detonated, but essen-
tially turned Bush into a lame duck.ical exercises can be found on the LaRouche Youth Movement

website http://wlym.com/tiki/tiki-index.php?page=Pedagog This was an action taken by Senators, which had been
shaped by Lyndon LaRouche, and the deployment of theicals.
LaRouche Youth Movement internationally, but especially
in Washington, D.C., and we’ll be discussing that in theHarley Schlanger: Good afternoon, and welcome to

The LaRouche Show. It’s May 28, 2005: It’s the end of a course of the show today.
But in terms of what LaRouche has done, since the endweek which changed the world. I’m Harley Schlanger, the

Western States spokesman for Lyndon LaRouche. And we’re of July in 2004, when he formed the LaRouche PAC, he’s
consistently put forward a series of policy initiatives, basedgoing to be discussing those principles which are behind the

dramatic and very positive changes which occurred this week, on his forecasts—both in economics and in statecraft—to
create an alternative toward a march toward fascism under theprimarily in the U.S. Senate. We’re at a moment which was

characterized by Lyndon LaRouche two days ago at a seminar direction of Cheney, using his idiot-President as a frontman.
After the Democratic Convention in Boston, on Nov. 9, ain Berlin, as one of both great danger, but also of enormous

potential. We see in the world economy, the deepening of an webcast by LaRouche put forward a strategy centered around
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Bruce Director, author of the ongoing
pedagogical exercises “Riemann for
Anti-Dummies,” works with youth
from the Boston LaRouche Youth
Movement.
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defeating the Social Security privatization, which created mo- discussing, when he speaks of the Dirichlet Principle? Where
does it come from?tion within the Democratic Party to rally around the immedi-

ate question of Social Security privatization, but more broadly
to defend the FDR policies embodied in Social Security. And What Does LaRouche Mean by

‘Dirichlet Principle’?then, on Jan. 5, another webcast by LaRouche laid out a strat-
egy in which he called, specifically, for a bipartisan coalition Director: Well, it comes out of an investigation that be-

gan initially with Leibniz, into the question of basically: Howto resist the policies of Bush and Cheney.
Now, today, we’re going to look at how LaRouche knows does one know how the physical universe operates? And es-

sentially, how can we investigate not only the physical world,what he knows, as embodied both in his unique forecasting,
and how that enables him to craft a strategy to shift the direc- but also how can we investigate the way we investigate the

physical world? And Leibniz deals with this, in a particulartion of global politics. He’s just written a new paper, titled “On
the Noëtic Principle: Vernadsky and Dirichlet’s Principle,” context, having to deal with the question of “powers,” but

Leibniz’s investigation goes back all the way to the ancientwhich will be in the June 3 issue of Executive Intelligence
Review, and in which he discusses his method of analysis, Greeks. And this investigation by Leibniz was continued

through Gauss, and Gauss’s collaborators, Dirichlet andforecasting, and also political transformation.
So, with us today on The LaRouche Show, will be Bruce Riemann.

Probably the best way for people to get a sense of it, is toDirector, who is the primary author of the ongoing revolution-
ary series of pedagogical exercises, “Riemann for Anti-Dum- look at it from the standpoint that Lyn is approaching it, which

is from the standpoint of economics. If you look at the situa-mies.” And we’ll have our regular LaRouche Youth Move-
ment panel: today’s guests will be Aaron Halevy, who’s in tion that we face right now, as Lyn has emphasized: We are

in a global financial collapse. There are two things happeningWashington, D.C., Steven Jeffery in Detroit, and Riana St.
Classis in Seattle. here: One is a financial collapse, which is the collapse of

derivatives markets and financial systems and so forth. AndNow, I would encourage people, if you have questions on
this, to get your emails going early. You can email a question that in itself poses some political problems, but that’s not the

biggest problem we face. The biggest problem we face, is theto us at radio@larouchepub.com.
So, Bruce: Welcome to the show. effect of over 40 years of a policy of deindustrialization and

collapse in the physical economy. And so, we have to look at,Now, I know it’s not possible to explain the Dirichlet
Principle in the course of a few words, or even the time we now, what are the principles of economics, that we have to

understand and come to some agreement on, so that we canhave on this show; that, as Lyn has always insisted, one must
make the discovery in his own mind. But, what is LaRouche develop those kinds of economic policies which will have
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the greatest impact in shifting the direction of the physical Schlanger: So, virtually everything that’s been pro-
duced by so-called “economists” since the period of the mid-economy as a whole.
to late-1960s, with the shift to the post-industrial society, has
to be tossed out?Schlanger: Now, Bruce, this idea of physical economy,

actually LaRouche identifies as a discovery of Leibniz. Director: Well, yeah! This stuff obviously doesn’t work.
But, it’s not just that the theories are wrong. It’s the thinkingDirector: Correct. And Leibniz is the first one to enunci-

ate the idea of physical economy. But, of course, you can that leads to the theories that are wrong, and this is what we
have to get at. You have to shift the approach to what wealready see the epistemological implications of physical econ-

omy, in the subjects that Plato is treating in his dialogues. actually think about the economy. As Lyn has emphasized—
as Leibniz emphasized: The only source of wealth in the econ-Because this really is the question of what is the nature of man,

and what is man’s relationship to the universe as a whole? omy is the development of ideas, is new ideas. And those
ideas are developed in an economic process, through the de-And so, with Leibniz, you have for the first time a self-

conscious investigation, or self-conscious understanding, of velopment of technology, and the application of that technol-
ogy in infrastructure and other types of economic processes,how this process works, with respect to man’s relationship

from the standpoint of society to the transformation of the to the development of improving the conditions of human
life, which has the net effect of increasing the capacity of thephysical economy. But it really doesn’t get clarified, until

Lyn’s groundbreaking work in economics, which has come to human mind to produce even greater ideas.
So, when you look at an economy in its fundamental form,be known as the LaRouche-Riemann Method of Economics.

But this is precisely what we have to look at right now. you see that the only input into an economy is ideas, and the
fundamental output in the economy is new ideas. It’s notBecause, you’ve got a collapse of the physical basic capacity

for the development of mankind occurring globally right now. products or material goods, it’s ideas.
Now, of course, ideas don’t exist out there in the ether,And the question is, what kind of projects can we implement?

What kind of policy initiatives can we take, that will give us floating around in empty space. Ideas exist inside and through
the process of deliberation and discussion by individual hu-the greatest shift in the entire direction of the global economy

as a whole? As opposed to trying to deal with little problems, man beings, who make individual discoveries—unique in
some cases; revolutionary discoveries; in some cases, the rep-one by one by one.
lication and re-discovery of previously made ideas—and the
ability to communicate those ideas both among our contem-Why Do I Have To Go Back to Philosophy?

Schlanger: But Bruce, you realize that most so-called poraries, and also to future generations.
So, this process of the development of ideas, of individual“economists” out there are saying that these are largely mat-

ters of monetary policy, or they’re questions of—the domi- human beings, and the communication of ideas in the social
process, is the way human society progresses. And that’s beennant axiomatic school today of the neo-conservatives, is “bud-

get cuts and tax cuts.” And the problem a lot of people in the our history. And that will always be human history, because
it’s intrinsic to the nature of man. So therefore, you have tocountry are going to have, is they’re going to start out by

saying, “Okay. I realize things are getting worse. But, why look at your economic policy from the standpoint of, how
does your economic policy enhance the ability to producedo I have go back to Plato? Why do I have to understand

philosophy? What does Leibniz have to do with the price of ideas? And that can only come through the development of
increasing the material standard of living, and the physicala cup of coffee at Starbucks?”

Director: Well, that’s why we’ve got to have this argu- conditions of life, for as many people on the planet as you
possibly can.ment. Because, I think a lot of people right now, are beginning

to realize that we’re in a crisis, and that the kinds of thinking
that they’ve depended on up till now don’t work. And, as the Revolution in Thinking

Schlanger: Bruce, I think one of the interesting ques-poet Shelley said, it’s at a time of crisis like this, that people
are capable of grasping and imparting profound conceptions tions that comes up, then, is that what Lyndon LaRouche is

doing, is carrying out a revolution in thinking—going backconcerning man and nature that they otherwise would not be
able to do. to old ideas of principle that worked in the past, but injecting

something new. Now, in this new paper, he talked aboutSo, it’s under these kinds of conditions, that’s precisely
when people realize that the old ideas don’t work, that if “Vernadsky and Dirichlet’s Principle.” What’s new in this

new paper by Lyn?somebody enunciates the correct ideas and the historical de-
velopment of it, people will begin to look at that. Especially, Director: Well, let’s look at this in comparison to the

way this approach was taken—not in such a conscious way,you see this with the development of the LaRouche Youth
Movement, which really is the social process, by which we’re but in a certain sense, in a conscious way—by Roosevelt:

You had a situation where the entire physical economy hadgetting a reintroduction into the thinking in society of these
profound ideas, which are the ideas which led to human prog- been destroyed, or a collapse, not simply by the financial

collapse of 1929-33, but the ongoing physical collapse thatress up to now.
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had been occurring all during the Twenties. And Roosevelt for statecraft.
Director: Oh, absolutely! And, of course, it has immedi-had to come up with certain projects, certain key infrastruc-

ture development projects which would have the greatest ef- ate implications for life or death of civilization: Either we
begin to think of our policies, our national policies and inter-fect on changing the capacity of the system as a whole. Or, as

Leibniz or Riemann would talk about it, the “potential” for national policies on economics, from this standpoint, or civili-
zation will not survive. Mankind has to grow up. The relation-the economy to produce as a whole.

So, Roosevelt couldn’t deal with, or couldn’t solve, every ship of thought, or as Vernadsky would talk about the
Noösphere, the development of the Noösphere itself, is thelittle problem one by one. So he looked at certain key prob-

lems. So, he focussed on things like the TVA project, the subject of economics. And either we are conscious about de-
veloping the Noösphere, or we will suffer the consequencesBonneville Power Authority and so forth, which had the effect

of solving not only a particular problem of power generation, of it.
for example, in the Tennessee Valley Authority or in the
Northwest, but which created an overall increase in the poten- LYM Organizing Transforms Washington

Schlanger: Well, I want to come back to you in a fewtial for economic development as a whole.
Now, that’s exactly an expression, in the form of an econ- minutes to pick that up again. But, I want to bring in our LYM

panel here, starting with Aaron Halevy, in Washington, D.C.omy, of the Dirichlet Principle, of what Riemann would look
at in physical science as a Dirichlet Principle. Now, You know, back in November, I think the country was

somewhat caught, after the election, in the grip of pessimism,Vernadsky gives us the capacity to look at this in a somewhat
more fundamental way, which is: Vernadsky insists that when the idea that “now Bush has control over everything, he’s

going to do whatever he wants, you can’t change the Con-you look at the universe as a whole, you see it’s characterized
by three distinct processes: the abiotic, the biotic or living gress.” But, we saw an incredible change this last week with

the emergence of this bipartisan coalition against the nuclearprocesses, and the cognitive processes. And, when you look
at the development of the Earth as a whole, you see that it’s option, which primarily saved the Constitutional process in

the deliberation and “advice and consent” role of the U.S.the interaction of these three mutually independent, but con-
nected principles, which is what the development of the Earth Senate.

Now, this was partly the result of reality hitting. But also,is about.
If you look, for example, in the case of the biotic with the result of some significant, continuous deployments by

members of the LaRouche Youth Movement, with regularthe abiotic, you get what people tend to understand as the
Biosphere. The interaction of products, materials which origi- Days of Action, distributions of LaRouche’s material includ-

ing his “Recreate the Economy”; his new book, Earth’s Nextnally were initiated in abiotic form, such as the carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere, which is processed by plants, and then Fifty Years, as well as his now almost-daily leaflets, the “Guts

& Government” and then the one on “Save the Constitution.”introduced into a living process, and then processed by ani-
mals and respirated as oxygen, back into the atmosphere. So, Aaron, why don’t you just give us a quick report on what

you’ve been doing, and what changes you’ve seen sincethose oxygen molecules are a material substance, which in
one state are in an abiotic state; in another state are incorpo- you’ve been in Washington, D.C.—which is about two and

half months, I think.rated into a biotic, a living process. But the living process is
the one that is actually dominating these processes in the Aaron Halevy: It’s been almost three months that I’ve

been here. And even in that small period, there’s visibly a lotBiosphere as a whole.
Well, now you add to that something else, which is the of changes that’ve happened, especially in the government

and the institutions. When I first got here, I did notice thatcapacity of human beings to discover principles and apply
those principles, which is something which only human be- everybody here knew who LaRouche was—either if that en-

raged them, or made them secretly a little happy about whatings do; but, if you look at the effect of human thought on the
development of the abiotic in the biotic domain, you see that we were up to.

But, more and more, what’s been happening is that peoplemankind, the ideas of man, have increasingly come to domi-
nate the Earth, and ultimately parts of the universe outside are starting to pull us in for discussions. We’ve become a

serious institution in Washington. I guess I’d say, when wethe Earth.
And so, this understanding of this relationship between first started doing this lobbying, it was kind of nasty. We’d

go in, and say, “Hey! We’re with LaRouche. We want to meetthe cognitive, the biotic, and the abiotic, is really what you’re
talking about in economics. You have to look at the intercon- with this person!” And they would say, “Sorry—we’re not

going to meet with you guys,” or “We’ll take this literature,nection of these three processes as a whole, and choose your
economic policies from the standpoint of this process, as op- thanks!” And it seemed ineffective, at first.

But, we did it, every week—going in, bringing in someposed to the simple, mechanical way of people saying, “How
do we produce more VCRs that can be sold at Wal-Mart?” literature, creating a definite presence. And then, after some

big changes were happening, like the filibuster thing, the ques-
tion of the economy, of General Motors, we started getting aSchlanger: So therefore, it has immediate implications
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out with, Earth’s Next Fifty Years. We put a bunch of those
out in D.C., and after getting those out to all the Senate offices
and the staffers, there has begun a deeper process of discuss-
ing the longer term of the collapse of the economy. People
are looking for the causes, and we’re right there. Sometimes,
we’ll bring in the laptops and show them the animations that
LaRouche has commissioned, describing how processes in
economics are more than just momentary decisions. It’s long-
term outlooks that create these changes. And people are more
willing to look into it—especially Republicans, too, which is
very significant. We’re getting a lot of meetings with Republi-
cans, discussing these things: like Franklin Roosevelt’s mira-
cle, and the kind of things he was doing.

Animations: Economics Is No Mickey Mouse
Schlanger: Now, Lyn announced today that he’s going

to upgrade, overall, the production of the animations, that
we’ll make available on the website. And these, in some cases,
show over a period of time, the collapse of health care per
county in the country; collapse of steel industry, auto sector.
What response are you getting? Do you find people are
shocked, when they see the fact that they’ve lived through
25-35 years of disintegration of the economy? What’s the
reaction you get, Aaron, when you show that?

Halevy: It is just like that: You show them—there’s one
animation we have which is the whole United States manufac-
turing, and the darker colors represent the more dense manu-
facturing jobs. And it starts in 1970, and, at first, if you show
it to an economic staffer or something—at first, they’ll look
at it, and they’ll look right at their state; they’ll just concen-

EIRNS/Finn Hakansson trate on their state, and see some of the changes, and they’re
A LYM organizer in New York’s Union Square demonstrates like, “Oh, wow! Oh, wow! Ooh! Look at that!” And they’re
methods of doubling the square and Archytas’ method of doubling following the progress up until the ’90s, when you havethe cube. This kind of pedagogy conveys to the population how one

NAFTA and other things happening, and then you see a huge“knows,” and from that change in conception, how one can act on
shift. And then it’s basically bare, and it shows the comparisonsomething like the economy.
of 1970 to 2000. And then you show it again, and you say,
“Well, look at the rest of the country,” and then these guys
really start to get it. And “Oh man! Something has to be donelot of meetings. And then, we started making the calls into

the offices, and getting even more meetings. And now, we’re about this. Can I get these animations? Can you e-mail these,
or something?” That’s what people are starting to ask us.looking at it, where sometimes, we’ll call on Monday, and

someone will us back on Tuesday for a meeting, on Tuesday!
Or someone will call us for a meeting on Wednesday. And The Detroit Picture

Schlanger: Hmm! Well, now we’re going to switch tobefore, usually, it would take a couple weeks, and that would
be only if we have someone who lived in the [particular Con- one of those states, where the dark, dense pattern of manufac-

turing has been replaced by unemployment, bankruptcy ofgressman’s] district, or something like that.
cities, and now we see Ford and General Motors heading
toward bankruptcy. The key question for the future, is goingSchlanger: Aaron, I know part of this is driven by the

sense in Washington that there are big, dramatic changes oc- to be whether the Wall Street speculators, the sharks, come
in, and devour the machine-tool sector—sell them off as junk,curring back in the home districts, especially in the Midwest

with the collapse of auto, or wherever there are auto plants. or sell them off to other countries; or whether LaRouche’s
proposal of retooling, of direct government credit to retoolBut, are you getting the sense that, besides just wanting a

recipe or a formula for a quick fix, that people are beginning the industry for development of high-speed rail systems and
the like, whether that’s done.to get interested in the deeper philosophical and scientific

implications behind LaRouche’s solutions? Now, Steve, you’ve been out daily with this pamphlet
“Recreate the Economy,” and organizing in the heart of theHalevy: Yeah, because of this book that LaRouche came
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auto sector in Detroit: What kind of response are you getting? zation going through the UAW right now. So, in that sense,
it’s more like a—it’s a sadness, not an urgency. I was justSteve Jeffery: Well, it’s quite a scene. You know, the

Midwest, Detroit in particular, is a pretty deserted place, and going to end, that we are providing the intensity and giving a
method for mobilizing to these UAW members, these autoit’s had a big effect on the quality of thinking of the popula-

tion. One thing I’ve found that’s been a very necessary fight, workers.
that many people don’t realize, a lot of people are looking for
Kerkorian’s help in terms of helping and saving GM and Pedagogy, Teaching Gauss, and Organizing

Schlanger: If people want to get a sense of the reaction,Ford—
our guests on The LaRouche Show on May 14—and this is
archived on http://www.larouchepub.com/radio/archive_20-Schlanger: For the listeners who don’t know: Kirk Kerk-

orian is basically a California-based, Wall Street speculator, 05.html— included UAW local presidents, Eugene Morey,
from Ypsilanti, Michigan, and Mark Sweazy from Columbus,who’s been brought in to buy stocks of General Motors for

the purposes of a financial salvation for the shareholders and Ohio; as well as Sue Daniels, who’s a leader of the Texas
AFL-CIO down in Tyler, Texas.bondholders, by selling off and destroying the corporation.

Jeffery: It’s been actually one of the central things in I’d like to bring on our third youth panelist, Riana St.
Classis, from Seattle: Riana, you’ve been teaching pedagogi-terms of organizing, that a lot of people are running into.

There are centers in Detroit where we’re getting more and cals as part of the recruitment process for quite a while in
Seattle. Tell us a little bit about how you approach this kindmore of the population, and one of the major ones is actually

the motor plant, because, everywhere else the city’s desolate. of material, when it comes out from Lyn, in preparing for
the classes, and giving people an opportunity to make theirNow, these guys, there’s been a very, very positive response

from the UAW members, in terms of getting an insight into own discoveries.
Riana St. Classis: Well, actually, it’s kind of interesting,somebody who has a real intention of fighting to rebuild,

seeing young people—because, Detroit is hugely sprawled. because the way that we’ve been looking at some of the peda-
gogical work that we’ve been doing, has been changing. AndAnd what we’re finding more and more, because of the inten-

sity of our deployment, is people running into us in various Lyn’s new paper gives a good way to look at some of the
change: because we’ve been thinking a lot more at how toplaces; where people, actually a lot of the UAW and auto

workers, are distributing our literature, after seeing the seri- look at this, as Bruce was saying, from the standpoint of
economy. And how to apply these ideas, about how a changeousness of how we’re organizing.

And, when people get an insight into what the threat is in the actual conception that people have about the way that,
say, something like economy works, changes their ability tofrom guys like Kirk Kerkorian, or the others running the coun-

try, whom they already hate but don’t know anything to do act on the economy.
And so, for instance, there’s the project that I think hasabout. And, the optimism we provide is really very central.

And we’ve been building pretty strong meetings in our office, been discussed before, that people in Los Angeles have been
doing on the Rural Electrification Act and looking at that inin recent weeks, because of this deployment we’re organizing.

One of the very powerful things that’s happening, is we’re more detail, as a way of being able to start to give some
of these Senators and policymakers, and the population ingetting more and more people reading our literature. The

mosques, where we deploy—and this is very important, be- general, an idea about how to—. Because we’ve sort of given
them a sense of the collapse, and we’ve been documentingcause this is the largest Arab community in the country—and

I’m getting more and more people, when they see me, they’re that fairly well with the animations. But, then, also giving
them a sense of how you can know, as Aaron was saying,just thanking me. They’re taking extra literature. We’re get-

ting a type of mobilization where, I’d say we probably have looking at the country as a whole, and how you can get a sense
of how to change the entire structure, in a knowing way.more people distributing our literature, than there has been in

Detroit in a very long time. And so, we’ve been looking at the challenge that Lyn
gave us about mastering Gauss’s “Fundamental Theorem of
Algebra” more from that standpoint. And it’s actually had aSchlanger: Is there a growing sense of urgency among

auto workers? Do they—after the United Airlines announce- really good effect. Because, there’s a lot of technical aspects
to the paper; there’s a lot of technical questions that peoplement that they’re dumping the pensions, do you think that

started to shake people up more? can get embroiled in. But when they begin to see how working
on these things is actually increasing their own capability ofJeffery: It’s an odd situation, because we’ve been sneak-

ing in on these UAW presidents, catching them when they’re having profound conceptions, and then seeing how that is
analogous to looking at how profound conceptions, put intohaving their meetings, and about to try to take it easily that

their industry’s collapsing. So, we have certain key UAW an economy or disseminated through a population, can in-
crease the potential of that economy, and when they see thatpresidents that are working with us, like Mark Sweazy, who

was on the show a few weeks ago. But, in general, the UAW analogy, it gives them a great new sense of willingness to
push forward on difficult work.workers, they’re much more honest. But, there’s not a mobili-
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St. Classis: You know, it’s funny, before the show be-
gan, I was talking to Aaron at little bit, about someone who’s
doing a lot of work with us now. And it’s interesting, because
he’s been confronting his economics professor—he’s in this
department called “Informatics,” so you can imagine what
that might be! And, he had to take an economics class, and
he’s been confronting the professor on their course reading,
and also on these basic ideas that the professor’s putting for-
ward about globalization and free trade, and some of these
ideas about the New Economy, that he’s been coming to
look at.

So, he’s started to develop this e-mail dialogue with his
professor, and he’s really frustrated because the professor
won’t actually discuss any of the ideas with him. The profes-
sor was at first very excited that he had a student who was
actually responding to him, so, he started to tell him about
LaRouche, and the professor got very, very cold, and just said,
“Well, you really need to read this book,” and gave him a
reading list.

And so, he’s been talking to me about it, and I said, “Well
this is a perfect example of what the real problem is.” And he
said, “You know, I get the feeling that my professor doesn’t
have any ideas!” And I said, “Yeah, it’s true.” He said, “I
think that my professor’s just recycling things that he’s heard
before.” And I said, “That’s probably true, too.” And then, he
said, “You know, I think my professor’s afraid.” And I said,
“Yep, that’s a lot of what we’re dealing with!”

So, I think that in a certain sense, though, when you reallyLibrary of Congress

start to confront it, and you really begin to get a sense of howWhen he was 60 years old, Carl Gauss worried that his mind
much we can really do, then it becomes fun to pull thesewouldn’t stay active enough, unless he learned something

completely new about something he knew nothing about. And so he things out.
took up the study of Russian, Sanskrit, and botany—a good lesson
for today’s Baby Boomers. How Can a Neophyte Tackle Gauss?

Schlanger: We have a couple of questions from the con-
ference line that we’ll get to in a moment.

Bruce, let me go back to you for a moment. Let’s just sayAnd so, as Aaron was saying about getting these meetings
with Senators’ offices and Representatives’ offices, this is you’re a typical, middle-aged, brain-dead Baby-Boomer, and

you suddenly realize that everything you’ve been taught allactually what we’ve seen as well, with the Democratic Party
in Seattle, and other work we’ve done in Portland and in your life is wrong, and you’re going to have to change the

way you think. How do you begin to approach Gauss and theOregon. Now that they are more familiar with us, there is this
dialogue that’s being conducted, and we’re able to increase— question of the complex domain?

Director: Well, I would approach it from Lyn’s writings,as Aaron was saying—the profundity of the ideas that we’re
putting in. We’re not necessarily always just trying to bang because he will situate it for you, first of all, from the stand-

point of why this is absolutely relevant for being able to figureour heads against them on the issue of free trade, but we’re
able to start to develop something more of a real process. And out what’s been happening in the world, and what you need to

do about it. But also, he’ll guide you through the implicationswe’re seeing with the population as a whole, as well.
So, we’re trying to look at the pedagogy more from that of—the scientific implications, and put it in the actual context.

Part of the problem is, is that the level of literacy is so poor—standpoint lately.
or put it conversely, the level of illiteracy is so high—on basic
questions of history and science, people just are ignorant ofSchlanger: Riana, let me ask you a question that gets at

this on a personal level. You had an interesting academic things, that even if you were to take up, and read something
like Gauss’s paper directly, unless you had enough of a back-background: How frightening is it, to challenge the axioms

from your college days, and then be able to make these break- ground in the history of science and the history of ideas, you
wouldn’t be able to recognize what Gauss is talking about.throughs?
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So, the best way, the quickest way to catch up on everything rium”: That is, you can not understand this in some type of
mechanistic way—that this part touches that part, and thatyou’ve missed, is to start from the standpoint of Lyn’s writing.

And then, I would urge you to find some members of the part touches this part, and this part touches that part, or some-
thing like that. But you have to look at this, from the standpointLaRouche Youth Movement and get them to sit down and

explain it to you. of the system as a whole, and what are the characteristics of
the system as a whole that determine the range of possibilities
of the interaction among all the different parts, and that if youSchlanger: You know, we’ve started that in Houston

with the Boomer members, the older members who are in- change one thing, you change everything. This is the way an
idea works.volved in raising money and doing the outreach. They’ve

started a Gauss class for Boomers, which is being taught by a What Riemann is doing with this concept of Geist-
esmasse, is helping to develop, in the domain of epistemol-couple of the youth, which seems to have people both chal-

lenged, and in some cases, nearly hysterical; but also, in other ogy, a way in which we can think of things which are function-
ing as a whole, and what kinds of changes occur, whichcases, they’re getting a lot out of it. They’re doing the work,

and it does take a lot of work, doesn’t it? transform the system as a whole. Go back to the idea of an
economy, which is probably the easiest way to get it in aDirector: It does. And I entirely recommend it. The work

is highly recommended. First of all, this is absolutely neces- concrete sense: You’ve got a certain set of economic relation-
ships, economic activity which is going on. But that economicsary that people understand this: If you’re going to be able to

convey Lyn’s ideas, and you’re going to be able to organize activity itself, is dependent upon certain preconditions which
determine the effectiveness of any economic action. Andthe population as to what they have to know, you have to

know it. those preconditions are, your level of infrastructure, primar-
ily—both your hard infrastructure, transportation, power,But I also point to the famous story about Gauss, who,

when he was 60 years old, was worried that his mind would water, those kinds of things; and your soft infrastructure, your
educational level, your health-care level and so forth. Thesenot stay active enough, unless he learned something com-

pletely new about something he knew nothing about. So, he things are not independent of each other, but they interact
with each other, and they determine what is possible in thetook up the subject of the study of Russian, Sanskrit, and

botany, three topics which were completely new to him, just economy.
so he could have the mental exercise. This is something
Boomers are not really used to, but it’s a good thing for them,

Kepler’s
Revolutionary
Discoveries
The most crippling error in
mathematics, economics, 
and physical science today, 
is the hysterical refusal to
acknowledge the work of
Johannes Kepler, Pierre
Fermat, and Gottfried
Leibniz—not Newton!—in
developing the calculus. 
This video, accessible to 
the layman, uses animated
graphics to teach Kepler’s
principles of planetary 
motion, without resorting to
mathematical formalism.

“The Science of 
Kepler and Fermat,” 
1.5 hours,  EIRVI-2001-12
$50 postpaid.

EIR News Service
P.O. Box 17390
Washington, D.C. 20041-0390
To order, call…

1-888-EIR-3258 (toll-free)
We accept Visa and MasterCard.

and they’ll benefit simply from the exercise. But in addition,
it’s also necessary they know this.

Where Do New Ideas Come From?
Schlanger: Certainly more challenging than coming up

with lottery numbers.
Let’s take a question from the conference line. We have

Ashley from Boston, can we bring him on? Go ahead.
Q: This is a question for Bruce. In the Youth Movement,

there’s been this subject of ambiguity around Dirichlet’s Prin-
ciple, and the way Lyn has been discussing it, which I think
is one of the reasons why he wrote this new paper.

But, you had brought up earlier, that the fundamental input
into the economy is ideas, and the output is new ideas. And
in Lyn’s new paper, he talks about how Riemann earlier in
his life used the term “Geistesmasse,” as meaning “thought-
object.” And he goes into explain, how later on, he replaces
the term “Geistesmasse” with “Dirichlet’s Principle.” And
I was wondering if you could shed some insight onto the
relationship between these two ideas.

Director: Well, I was struck by what Lyn said there, as
well, and I think it’s quite beautiful, and quite an important
insight. Because, what you’re looking at here, when, say,
you’re looking at an economy; or, in Lyn’s new paper, he has
these various quotes from Vernadsky, where Vernadsky talks
about the Noösphere as being in a state of “dynamic equilib-
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Remember that what’s crucial about an economy, as well
FIGURE 1

as about ideas, is you’re looking at, what is possible? What is
possible under this conception? And this is the issue Riemann
is dealing with, with this question of Geistesmasse.

He talks about how—you know, you have a certain con-
cept of the universe, whether people are conscious of it or not,
they do. They have a certain idea, concept of how the universe
functions, what the principles that govern the universe are.
This is a thought-object. And then, Riemann says, under this
concept, certain things are possible and certain things are
not possible. And then, you get some experimental evidence
which appears to be impossible from the standpoint of your
current concept, which causes you to make a revolution in
your own thinking, and to come up with a new concept in
which you understand now the universe, as it experimentally
presents itself to you.

The simplest example of that, is the case of the non-
uniform motion of the planets, as Kepler recounts it in The
New Astronomy; it’s the first assumption of reason that the

P2

P1B A

P2

Fidelioplanets are moving in perfect circles, some kind of spherical
Kepler’s elliptical-orbit hypothesis. Here, length P2B is notuniverse. But then, when you see the non-uniform motion of
constant, but constantly changing at a changing rate. What lawful
process now underlies the generation of swept-out areas?

the planets, this is experimental evidence, that a concept of
the universe moving according to perfect circles is incom-
plete! And it requires a new concept—not a separate idea for
the planets than the rest of the universe, but one concept of Dallas Bache and others—in which you actually had a global

scientific experiment. That is, under Gauss’s direction, heone universe, in which you would have these two different
types of motions: the uniform motion and the non-uniform designed, and Humboldt disseminated, methods for measur-

ing variations in the Earth’s magnetic field. And these varia-motion, and the different gradations of the non-uniform
motion. tions in the Earth’s magnetic effect, when they’re measured

in different places all over the planet, were very small, infini-So, you have to come up with a new idea. And what
Riemann is showing with the case of his understanding of the tesimal parts of the whole picture. Because, the Earth’s mag-

netic effect is not made up of all these different parts. It’s oneDirichlet Principle, is how that process actually works: How
new ideas emerge, new singularities emerge which cause a effect. It’s dependent on many different factors, but it’s the

overall effect of the magnetic relationships of the Earth andcomplete revolution and change in thinking of the way you’ve
got to think of the universe as a whole. of the Earth’s makeup; and the effect of the Earth’s makeup

and rotation and so forth, produces this magnetic effect of the
Earth, which has a certain characteristic.Gauss’s Work on Earth’s Magnetism

Schlanger: Let me turn to Aaron for a question: Aaron, Now, the problem is, you can’t see that whole characteris-
tic as a whole. There’s no way you can stand off from theyou’re preparing for a cadre school, coming up between

Washington, D.C. and Philadelphia. I know you’re working Earth, and look at the Earth as if it were one big magnet, the
way you would look at a small bar magnet or something, fromon a panel on this. I wondered if you have any questions you

wanted to ask Bruce in preparation for what you’re doing? the outside. You’re inside the magnetic effect. And in fact,
you can only measure, at different parts, very, very small,Halevy: One of the things I was trying to grasp, is, when

Lyn started introducing this concept of Dirichlet’s Princi- infinitesimal changes in this Earth’s magnetic effect at various
different points. So, the question is: How do you get a globalple—or at least, recently—he’s been bringing up a lot Gauss’s

work on the Earth’s magnetism. We tried to read it, and in the picture of the entire Earth’s magnetic effect, from these infin-
itesimal small measurements? Because the infinitesimal smallbeginning, it somewhat makes a little bit of sense of how he

does it, but—I was just wondering, how does it work, in this measurements are not determined by something that’s hap-
pening in the small; it’s determined by the overall globalquestion of potential and powers? How was Gauss looking at

it, because Gauss doesn’t just lay it out so easily? effect.
You see the same thing when you’re dealing with econom-Director: Well, the Earth magnetism is a very good ex-

ample of this, because this was the first time—and of course, ics. People tend to try and understand the economy based on
how it affects them personally, and that’s the mistake. TheyDirichlet was involved in this, as well as Alexander von

Humboldt, who was the key organizer of it, and Alexander have to realize that what they see in terms of their own per-
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Biden and others are saying, “Release these docu-
FIGURE 2

ments, because this is part of the investigation.”

perihelionaphelion sun

P1P2

P3

And the White House said, “No.” So, the Demo-
crats said, “Well, we’re going to keep talking, until
we see them.”

And [Senate Majority Leader Bill] Frist tried
to stop it. They were going to invoke cloture, but
they couldn’t get the votes. A number of Republi-
cans either abstained, or didn’t vote with the Re-
publicans, so they couldn’t get the votes to invoke
cloture. And so, as it stands right now, there’s a
standoff. And the White House is saying, they
won’t release these documents, probably because
they don’t want it to get out what Bolton was re-
ally doing.

Fidelio So, for the moment, it’s postponed until June
7. So, I think this is an example of what you wouldKepler’s constraint for motion on an elliptical orbit. The ratios of elapsed

times are proportional to the ratios of swept-out areas. In equal time intervals, call “a transformation in D.C.,” the fact that the
therefore, the areas of the curvilinear sectors swept out by the planet, will be Democrats are using their capability to stand firm
equal—even though the curvilinear distances traversed on the orbit are

on these issues, and force changes from the Repub-constantly changing. In the region about perihelion (when the planet is
lican side. And among the people who have takennearest the Sun), the planet moves fastest, covering the greatest orbital

distance, whereas at aphelion (when the planet is farthest from the Sun), it the point against Bolton, is Senator Voinovich
moves more slowly, covering the least distance. This constraint is known as from Ohio, who’s clearly very upset by what he’s
Kepler’s “area law,” later referred to as his Second Law. seen from Bolton, what he’s seen from Karl Rove

threatening him for not going along. And don’t
forget, Voinovich is in a formerly industrialized

state, called “Ohio,” which is seeing continued losses of jobs,sonal economic situation, is the effect of a global economic
problem. And if you’re not willing to affect that global eco- and now it’s threatened by the further cutting back of Ford

and General Motors.nomic problem, and make a change in the whole global eco-
nomic system, then you’re not going to be able to change
your own personal situation. Which is why, when we run into Mechanics vs. a ‘Science of Dynamics’

Schlanger: Let me go to Steve, back in Detroit: Steve,people in the organizing, who say, “I don’t have time to pay
attention to the world, I have to worry about my own prob- do you have any other questions for Bruce?

Jeffery: Yeah, in looking into this Dirichlet Principle, Ilems,” those people are doing exactly the wrong things to help
their own problems. Their problems are only going to get can’t help but get a sense of, it’s defining—I guess, as Lyn

puts it—a “field,” which suggests immediately to my mind, aworse, the more they focus on their own problems. If they
really are serious about solving their own problems, they’ve “power.” And getting an insight into a power. And I was

wondering what you think the necessity of this principle is,got to try and solve the whole world’s problems, otherwise,
their own problems aren’t going to be solved. in terms of a change in power?

Director: Well, that’s exactly what Riemann is dealing
with. As I said, this goes back to Leibniz. And Leibniz defined,Schlanger: And that’s a scientific proof.

Director: That’s a scientific proof, yes. in the 1680s, what he called “a science of dynamics,” as op-
posed to mechanics. And the science of dynamics is the inves-
tigation of powers.Schlanger: Let’s go to a question we have from the con-

ference line, a second question, if she’s still there, Judy. And that’s what you’re dealing with in a physical process:
You have a power. The power defines the characteristics ofQ: This is not, for the moment, directly on the question

of Dirichlet’s Principle, but on the Bolton nomination. the system as a whole. And then, you’re looking at what are
the interactions in a system of multiple principles.I’ll just be very brief: Right now, it’s not looking too good

for him. The White House—the hang-up that [Democratic Again, to take it out of the abstract, look at it from the
standpoint of an economy: The problem we have in the econ-Senator Joseph] Biden and others used to stop the nomination

this last week, was that the White House was refusing to omy right now, is the system as a whole. It’s not a problem
with this particular factory, or that particular factory, or thisrelease documents from the National Security Agency, of

intercepts that Bolton was using—probably illegally—to spy industry or that industry. Take the problem of General Mo-
tors: The problem with General Motors is not a problemon people like Colin Powell in the State Department. And
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FIGURE 3

LaRouche PAC website, “Animation and Economics.”

An example of animations that can be found on the LaRouche PAC website: Two elliptical orbits, demonstrating Kepler’s principle that an
equal area is swept out in equal time.

unique to General Motors, it’s not an isolated problem. It’s a economy? A shift from one set of dynamics, which right now
is a dynamic of collapse, into a dynamic of growth?problem of the system as a whole: the accumulated effect of

the free-trade, globalized system that is now coming to an end.
And this is what people don’t understand. They think they ‘Punctuated Time’

Schlanger: All right, we’re down to about two and a half-can tinker with the system, and maybe reform it a little bit,
and it might get a little better, and it might get a little bit less minutes, and I’m going to give Riana the last word. Riana, did

you have another question for Bruce?bad, and so on and so forth. But they don’t want to face
the fact, that every one of these individual problems, is the St. Classis I did. I’m sure he can’t answer it in a minute.

But, I was just thinking about, in terms of Lyn’s latest paper—problem of the system as a whole. And so, you’ve got to figure
out a way to change the system as a whole. and there are the quotes from Vernadsky, that he has both at

the beginning, and then he reiterates them at the end; andNow, how do you do that? You have to do that, by looking
for those kinds of policy-initiatives, key projects, for exam- there’s a point where Vernadsky talks about the “dynamic

equilibrium” of the Biosphere. And he says, “if you wereple, the infrastructure development projects, the Eurasian
Land-Bridge, or other types of development projects within going to look at it like a mechanism, it would be a very peculiar

mechanism,” which was constantly changing.the United States or the Americas, that would have the effect
of shifting the direction of the economy as a whole, now that And I was thinking about that, in terms of both biological

time on the planet; because, you have this thing which hasthe financial system has collapsed, towards rebuilding the
physical economy. created a great kerfuffle with a number of evolutionists, this

idea of, I guess it’s “punctuated evolution”: Where you have,So, for example, take General Motors, you don’t save
General Motors by trying to come up with a better way to sell it appears that at particular points, you have certain kinds of

explosions in speciation, all across the Biosphere, that it’s notcars. This is the problem they’ve been having: The car has
become an excuse for financing cars, and they’re making just one individual. Sort of the way you were speaking about

GM, or looking at any one aspect of the economy.money off the financing. So, you’re not going to solve their
problem by coming up with a new way of producing cars, or And I was thinking about how to—which is sort of what

you were talking about now, as well—how to apply that ideafiguring out getting a way to buy cars.
But you can’t let the industrial capacity, the machine-tool to the economy as a whole?

Director: Well, I think what I said sort of points in thatcapacity, and the skilled labor, of General Motors go under,
because of the effect that would have on the physical econ- direction, right? But, that’s exactly what the economy is.

Think about an economy, as Lyn put it once—improvementsomy. So, you talk about taking this industry, and retooling
it for production for those kinds of physical goods, use its in economic productivity is the way scientific discoveries

which occur in an individual human mind, how those scien-capacity, for production of products which will have the effect
of shifting the direction of the physical economy as a whole. tific discoveries change the way people interact with each

other. Because the effect of a new idea, as it affects an econ-So, that’s the way you’ve got to look at it. That’s the
idea of Dirichlet’s Principle. You have to look at it from this omy, has its effect on the economy in the way it changes social

relations among people, which in turn changes mankind’sRiemannian standpoint. People are used to looking at things
from the standpoint of mechanics, of how do you manipulate relationship as a whole to the Biosphere, to the abiotic and

biotic parts of the Biosphere.one thing or another thing—this button pushes that button;
this ball hits that ball. This is the Newtonian way of doing it, So, that’s the way you have to look at it. Of course, the

form of that process, is obviously a form that is characteristicand also the way most people treat other! They treat other
human beings mechanically. The point is, you’ve got to look of the universe as a whole, including the development of

species within the Biosphere itself.at dynamics, and how do we create a dynamic change in the
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Editorial

Will Cheney Detonate
His Other Nuclear Option?

A Memorial Day appearance by Vice President Dick South Korea by the U.S. Air Force. Given the Bush-
Cheney new national security doctrine of preventiveCheney and his wife, Lynne, on the Larry King Live

show on CNN, has provoked worldwide concern that and pre-emptive war, there is good reason for the world
to shudder, that the lunatics in the Washington Adminis-the Bush Administration could be contemplating a nu-

clear “sneak attack” against North Korea in the very tration could make good on Cheney’s blustering threats.
The Bush Administration, and particularly Vicenear future. In response to a question from King, the

Vice President delivered a series of threats and provoca- President Cheney and David Addington (his inhouse
wanna-be Carl Schmitt, the crown jurist of the Nazitive insults against North Korea, labeling President Kim

Jong-il “one of the world’s most irresponsible leaders,” regime), recently suffered a stunning defeat in the
United States Senate, when a bipartisan group of 14who directs a “police state,” and “wants to throw his

weight around and become a nuclear power.” “But,” Senators blocked the so-called “nuclear option,” which
would have barred the use of filibusters against judicialCheney went on, “if this happens, North Korea will

never have normal relations with the rest of the world.” nominees. Predictably, the White House has gone wild,
in response to this stinging defeat of what Sen. FrankCheney threatened to go to the United Nations Security

Council to impose murderous sanctions against Py- Lautenberg (D-N.J.) had called a Cheney-led attempted
“coup d’état” against the U.S. Constitution.ongyang.

Not surprisingly, Cheney’s televised provocations Indicative of the insanity coming out of the White
House “lame duck show,” is the recent firing of Securi-produced a direct public attack by North Korean offi-

cials against the Vice President. The Foreign Ministry ties and Exchange Commission head William Donald-
son, and his replacement by Rep. Christopher Cox (R-issued a statement, declaring, “Cheney is hated as the

most cruel monster and bloodthirsty beast, as he has Calif.), a notorious “Gingrich Revolution” ideologue,
who will crush all efforts to re-regulate the derivativesdrenched various parts of the world in blood.” The state-

ment went on to say, “What Cheney uttered at a time activities of the big Wall Street banks, and thus acceler-
ate the collapse of the entire multi-trillion-dollar hedge-when the issue of the six-party talks is high on the

agenda, is little short of telling the D.P.R.K. not to come fund industry. Lyndon LaRouche has denounced the
Cox appointment as a continuation of the “Enron Syn-out for the talks.”

The exchange, willfully provoked by the U.S. Vice drome” by the Bush crowd.
The word around Washington and other capitalsPresident, has caused widespread apprehension, partic-

ularly in Europe, that the Bush Administration is pre- around the globe is: Patriotic U.S. Senators killed one
coup attempt by Cheney and company. Will the Che-pared, now, to carry out an attack against the Korean

peninsula, using the only military capability avail- neyacs now activate Dick Cheney’s “other nuclear
option”?able—mini-nuclear weapons. As EIR reported in a

cover story two weeks ago, the Pentagon has finalized a One well-placed Washington source recounted a
discussion several years back, with a neo-conservativenew “global strike” doctrine, CONPLAN-8022, which,

for the first, time, integrates mini-nuclear weapons into insider. The neo-con boasted that, following the inva-
sion of Iraq, the Bush-Cheney Administration wouldthe “conventional” arsenal. Despite a decade-old Con-

gressional ban on the development and deployment of move militarily against Syria and Iran. And before leav-
ing office, the neo-con insider boasted, Team Bushmini-nukes, the Bush Administration has produced an

unspecified number of B-61 “mod 11” small-scale would take direct action against North Korea. “We will
use nuclear weapons against Pyongyang,” he promised.“bunker buster” nuclear warheads, that can be delivered

by Stealth bombers, and even by F-16 fighter jets. “And this will be intended first and foremost as a mes-
sage to China.”Stealth bombers have been recently pre-positioned in
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